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To the Chief Justice and Justices of
the Supreme Court of Florida:

The Committee on Standard Jury Instructions in Civil Cases requests that this

Court approve the proposed amendments to instruction 402.16, and the concomitant

creation of Appendix D to the standard jury instructions book. These proposals are

set forth in Appendix A. This Report is filed pursuant to article V, section 2(a), of

the Florida Constitution.

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL NOTE

In March 2010, the Court adopted the Committee's proposal to reorganize the

Standard Jury Instructions in Civil Cases and simplify the language used throughout

the instructions. See In re Standard Jury Instrzcctions in Civil Cases Report No. 09-

01 (ReoF~ganization of the Civil Jury Insti~z~ctions~, 35 So. 3d 666 (Fla. 2010) (Case

No. SC09-284). Since that major project was completed, the Committee has

continued its work on individual jury instructions that it believes need updating in

the light of statutory or decisional developments. One such update is set forth

below.

II. DESCRIPTION OF APPENDICES

The following appendices are attached to this Report:

Appendix A: Proposed Amendments to Instruction 402.16 and proposed

Appendix D to the standard jury instructions book.

Appendix B: August 1, 2013, Florida Bar News notice.
Appendix C: Relevant excerpts from the Committee's minutes.

Appendix D: Committee materials relevant to these proposals.
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III. THE PROPOSED INSTRUCTIONS

As part of its continuing review of the Standard Jury Instructions for Civil

Cases, the Committee proposes this amendment the current instruction 402.16,

Emergency Medical Treatment Claims. The proposed revisions to these instructions

are set forth in Appendix A to this report.

The current version of instruction 402.16 is based on a statute that has since

been amended. In particular, effective September 15, 2003, the Florida Legislature

amended section 768.13(b)(3), Florida Statutes. The current version of instruction

402.16 does not fit with the amended statute, although it can still be used for claims

arising before September 15, 2003. Therefore, the Committee recommends moving

the current instruction 402.16 to Appendix D, as a reference source in the back of the

standard instructions book.

Over the course of several years, dating back to 2010, the professional

malpractice subcommittee has worked on drafting a new instruction 402.16 to

correlate with the amended section 768.13(b)(3), Florida Statutes. In that regard,

section 768.13, Florida Statutes, reads as follows in relevant part:

(b)1. Any health care provider, including a hospital

licensed under chapter 395, providing emergency
services pursuant to obligations imposed by 42 U.S.C. s.
1395dd, s. 395.1041, s. 395.401, or s. 401.45 shall not be

held liable for any civil damages as a result of such
medical care or treatment unless such damages result
from providing, or failing to provide, medical care or

treatment under circumstances demonstrating a reckless
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disregard for the consequences so as to affect the life or
health of another.

2. The immunity provided by this paragraph applies to
damages as a result of any act or omission of providing
medical care or treatment, including diagnosis:

b. Which is related to the original medical emergency.

3. For purposes of this paragraph, "reckless disregard"

as it applies to a given health care provider rendering
emergency medical services shall be such conduct that a
health care provider knew or should have known, at the
time such services were rendered, created an
unreasonable risk of injury so as to affect the life or

health of another, and such risk was substantially greater

than that which is necessary to make the conduct

negligent.

The subcommittee and the whole Committee repeatedly tried to write a plain

English instruction explaining section 768.13(b)(3), Florida Statutes. Eventually,

the subcommittee and the whole Committee concluded that they could not do so

without rendering an interpretation of legislative intent. The Committee

acknowledges that that is beyond its purview.

In the end, the Committee must propose a "placeholder," pending further

developments in the law. Specifically, the Committee proposes the substitution of

the following language for the existing language of instruction 402.16:

The Florida Legislature amended F. S.768.13(b)(3),
effective September 15, 2003. For instructions applicable

to causes of action arising prior to that date, see
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Appendix D to this book.

The Committee has attempted to write a plain

English instruction for the amended statute, but has. been
unable to do so. The Committee will consider an
appropriate instruction once guidance is provided from
decisions of the Florida appellate courts.

In regard to the application of F.S.768.13(b~(3 ,see

Public Health Trust of Miami Dade County v. Rolle, 88

So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011Zand Unive~sity of Florida

Board of Trustees v. Stone, 92 So.3d 264 (Fla. 1st DCA
2012 .

The Committee also proposes the movement of the current instruction 402.16 to

Appendix D of the standard instructions book.

IV. DISSENTING VIEWS FROM THE COMMITTEE

There are no dissenting views from the Committee. The Committee

unanimously recommends the publication of the proposed amendments to

instruction 402.16, and the concomitant creation of Appendix D to the standard jury

instructions book

V. COMMENTS RECEIVED AND ACTION TAKEN IN RESPONSE

The proposed amendments were published in The Florida Bar News on

August 1, 2013. The Committee received no comments.



VI. CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, for the above reasons, the Committee respectfully requests

that the Court approve the proposed amendments to instruction 402.16 and the

concomitant creation of AppendixD to the standard jury instructions book.

Respectfully submitted,

Rebecca Mercier Vargas
Florida Bar Number 0150037
Committee Vice-Chair
Supreme Court Committee on Standard
Jury Instructions (Civil)
Kreusler-Walsh, Compiani &Vargas, P.A
501 South Flagler Drive, Suite 503
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
(561) 659-5455
~s61~ s2o-s~62 ~~aX~
rvar~as cr,kwcvpa.com

/s/Joseph Ha~edorn Lang, 7r•
Joseph Hagedorn Lang, Jr.
Florida Bar Number 059404
Committee Chair
Supreme Court Committee on Standard
Jury Instructions (Civil)
Carlton Fields Jorden Burt, P.A.
4221 W. Boy Scout Blvd.
Tampa, Florida 336b7
(813) 229-4253
~s13~ zz9-4133 ~faX~
,jlan ,carltonfields.com

Neal A. Roth
Florida Bar Number 220876
Subcommittee Chair,
Professional Malpractice Subcommittee
2525 Ponce de Leon Blvd.
Suite 1150
Coral Gables, Florida 33134
(305). 442-8666
(305) 285-1668 (fax)
narna,~ro s smanroth. c om

July 13, 2015
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

The undersigned hereby certifies that this report complies with the font

requirements set forth in Florida Rule of Appellate Procedure 9.210 by using Times

New Roman 14-point font.

/s/Joseph Hagedorn Lang, Jr.
Florida Bar Number 059404
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402.16 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT CLAIMS
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The Florida Legislature amended F.S. 768.13(b)(3), effective September 15,

2003 For instructions applicable to causes of action arisingprior to that date, see

Appendix D to this book.

The committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the

amended statute but has been unable to do so. The committee will consider an

~~ropriate instruction once guidance is provided from decisions of the Florida

appellate courts.

In regard to the application of F.S. 768.13(b~3), see Public Health Trust of

Miami Dade County v. Rolle, 88 So. 3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011), and University off'

Florida Board of Trustees v. Stone, 92 So. 3d 264 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012).
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APPENDIX D

402.16 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT CLAIMS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CAUSES OF ACTION ARISING PRIOR TO
SEPTEMBER 15, 2003

INTRODUCTORY COMMENT

Instruction 402.16 addresses the provisions of F.S. 768.13(2~(b). It applies
only to cases described in that statute or to cases in which there is a jury issue as to
the applicability of the statute. Instruction 402.16 does not apply to cases involving

patients capable of receiving; treatment as non-emer~encv patients, even if treated

in an emer~encv room.

Instruction 402.16a applies to cases in which there is a jury issue as to

whether the statute implies. Instruction 402.16b applies to cases in which either the

parties agree that the statute applies or the court has ruled that the statute applies as

a matter of law.

The a~plicable~art of instruction 402.16 should be preceded

by instructions 402.1, 402.2, 402.3, and 403.6. Instruction 402.4 should not be

liven in the ordinary sequence as it is, to the extent applicable, incorporated

in instruction 402.16. If there are anypreliminary vicarious liability
issues, instructions 402.9 and 402.10 should also be i

No reported decision construes the legislative intent behind this section.

Based upon the definition of "reckless disregLard" in F.S. 768.13(2)(b 3, the

committee has concluded that the intent was to limit liability in civil actions for

damages arising out of fact situations to which the statute applies to cases where

something more than "simple" negligence is established. Therefore, the standard

instructions dealing with "simple" ne~~ence are not appropriate for civil damage

actions to which the statute applies.

402.16a EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT —

Jury Issue as to Application of F.S. 768.13(2)(b)

jl ). Preliminary issue on application of statute:

The first issue for you to decide on (claimant's) claim

againstsdefendant) is whether (claimant) was being (cared fort ~treatedl under

emer~encv circumstances.
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~Care1 f treatment) is rendered under emergency circumstances when a

rhospitall ~physician~ renders medical (care) ftreatmentl required by a

sudden, unexpected situation or event that resulted in a serious medical

condition demanding immediate medical attention, for which (claimant or

decedent) initially entered the hospital through its emergency room) (trauma

center), before (claimant or decedent) was medically stabilized and capable of

receiving ~carel ~treatmentl as a nonemer~ency patient.

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support that (claimant's or

decedent's) (care) (treatment) was being rendered under emergency

circumstances then you shall proceed to decide whether (defendant) was

negligent in f his) f herd ~its1 ~carel ~treatmentl of (claimant or decedent).

However, if the greater weight of the evidence supports that (claimant's

or decedent's) ~care~ (treatment) was being rendered under emergency

circumstances, then you shall proceed to decide whether (defendant) acted in

reckless disregard of the consequences in ~hisl ~her1 ~itsl (care) ftreatment~

of claimant or decedent).

~2). Issues regardin~ne~ence:

[If you find that (claimant's or decedent's) (care) (treatment) was not

being rendered under emer~encv circumstances,) the f next) issue for you to

decide is whether (defendant was negligent in (describe conduct in question);

and, if so, whether that negligence was a legal cause of the (loss) injury] ~orl

(dama~el to (claimant, decedent or person for whose inLry claim is made).

"Ne~li~ence" is the failure to use reasonable care. Reasonable care on

the part of a fhospital~ ~phvsicianl is that level of care, skill and treatment

which, in light of all relevant surrounding circumstances, is recognized as

acceptable and appropriate by similar and reasonably careful ~hospitalsl

(physicians). Negligence on the part of a fhospital~ ~physician~ is doing

something that a reasonably careful ~hospitall ~physicianl would not do under

lilze circumstances or failing to do something that a reasonably careful

[hospital) ~physicianl would do under like circumstances.

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support this claim, then

your verdict ion this claim) should be for (defendant).

However, if the greater weight of the evidence does

support (claimant's) claim on these issues, then your verdict fon this claim

should be for (claimant) and against (defendant).1
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(However, if the greater weight of the evidence does
support (claimant's) claim, then you should consider the defenses) raised

by (defendant).1

(3). Issues regarding reckless disregard..

~If you find that (claimant's or decedent's) ~carej ftreatmentl was being

rendered under emer~encY circumstances,l the fnextl issue for you to decide is
whether (defendant) acted with reckless disregard of the consequences

in (describe conduct in question); and, if so, whether that reckless disregard

was a legal cause of the flossl ~injuryl fort fdamagel to (claimant, decedent, or

person for whose injury claim is made).1

A ~hospital~ ~physicianl acts with "reckless disregard" for the

consequences of f itsl Jhis1 f herl actions if ~itl f het f shel knew or should have

known at the time f it1 f hel f shel rendered emergency services that ~its1 ~hisj

fherl conduct would likely result in injury or death, considering (the

seriousness of the situations (the lack of a prior patient-physician relationship

Mime constraints due to other emergencies requiring fcarel ftreatmentl at the

same timel the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical

consultation) (ands the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of

the patient).

If emergency circumstances have not been established by the greater

weight of the evidence but the greater weight of the evidence

supports (claimant's) claim of ne~li~ence, then fvour verdict ion this claim)
should be for (claimant) and against (defendant)1 ~vou should consider the

defenses) raised by (defendant).

(Proceed to instructions 402.14 and 402.1 S)

However, if the greater weight of the evidence does not

support (claimant's) claim of negligence, then your verdict ion this claim)
should be for (defendant).T

On the other hand, if emer~encv circumstances have been established

by the greater weight of the evidence and the greater weight of the evidence

also supports (claimant's) claim of reckless disregard of the consequences, then

jyour verdict ion this claim) should be for (claimant) and against (defendant)

you should consider the defenses) raised by (defendant)1.

(Proceed to instructions 402.14 and 402.15)
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jHowever, if the greater weight of the evidence does not
support (claimant's) claim of reckless disregard of the consequences, then your

verdict ion this claiml should be for (defendant) and against (claimant).

402.16b EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

Describe conduct in question) occurred in the course of frenderingl fort
Lfailin~ to renders emergency (caret ~treatment~ to (claimant or decedent). The

issue for you to decide is whether (defendant) acted with reckless disregard of
the consequences in (describe conduct in question); and, if so, whether that
reckless disregard was a legal cause of the ~lossl finjury~ ~orl fdamagel

to (claimant, decedent or person for whose injury claim is made).

A (hospitall ~physicianl acts with "reckless disregard" for the
consequences of fitsl ~his1 ~her1 actions if fitl ~he1 (shel knew or should have
known at the time ~it~ f het [shed rendered emergency services that f itsl f hiss
Iher~ conduct would likely result in injury or death, considering (the
seriousness of the situation) the lack of a prior patient-physician relationship)

[time constraints due to other emergencies requiring ~carel ftreatment~ at the

same time) fthe lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical
consultations Mandl (the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of
the patient).

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support (claimant's) claim,
then your verdict (on this claim) should be for (defendant).

(However, if the greater weight of the evidence does
support (claimant's) claim on these issues, then your verdict ion this claim)

should be for (claimant) and against (defendant).

jHowever, if the greater weight of the evidence does
support (claimant's) claim on these issues, then you should consider the

defenses) raised by (defendant).1

jProceed to instructions 402.14 and 402.1 S)

NOTES ON USE FOR 402.16

1„ Instruction 402.16a should be given when there is a jury issue as to

whether tie care or treatment was being rendered under emer e~ncy circumstances.

An appropriate special verdict will be necessary to distinguish between a finding

that the care or treatment was not being rendered under emergency circumstances,
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in which case the standard of care is negligence, and a finding that the care or

treatment was being rendered under emer~cy circumstances, in which case the

standard of care is reckless disregard of the circumstances. The verdict should

contain. instructions to guide the jury depending on their finding as to whether the

care and treatment was or was not rendered under emergency circumstances. The

burden of proof provisions of instruction 402.16a should also be modified to

incorporate the instructions in the special verdict. See Appendix A, Model Jury

Instructions.

2. Instruction 402.16b should be given when the parties agree that the

statute applies or when the court has ruled it applies as a matter of Iaw.

3. Negligence of a patient, which contributes to or causes the medical

condition for which treatment is sought, is not available as a defense- (as

comparative ne li~~ence to subsequent medical ne~~ence which causes a distinct

.injury. See, e.g., Norman v. Mandarin Emergency Care Center, Inc., 490 So. 2d 76

(Fla. 1st DCA 1986); Matthews v. Williford, 318 So. 2d 480 (Fla. 2d DCA 1975);

but see Yandergrift v. Fort Pierce Memorial Hospital, Inc., 354 So. 2d 398 (Fla.

4th DCA 1978). Rare circumstances may arise, involvin~a patient's negligence

after emer e~ncy care or treatment has begun, in which comparative ne~li~ence is a

legitimate issue. See e~ nerally Whitehead v. Linkous, 404 So. 2d 377 (Fla. 1st

DCA 1981).

4. Pending further developments in the law, the committee reserves the

issue of whether comparative negligence is a defense when the reckless disregard

standard is in effect. If the court decides that comparative negligence is a defense,

then an instruction on simple negligence should be i~ven,

5. "Reckless disr~~ard," as defined and used in the context

of F. S. 768.13(2)(b), does not appear to have the same meaning as reckless

disregard when used in the context of standards for Qunitive damages. See Fla. Std.

JurX Instr.~Civ.) 501.12 and 501.13.
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The Florida Bar News
August 1, 2013

Amendments to ]ury Instructions
in Civil Cases
The Supreme Court Committee on Standard Jury Instructions in Civil Cases proposes to

amend Instruction 402,16 as set forth below. Interested parties have until September 1,

2013, to submit comments electronically to Judge James Manly Barton II, committee chair,

at bartonjmCa~fljudl3.org, with a copy to the committee liaison, Jodi Jennings

at jjenningCa~flabar.org. After reviewing all comments, the committee may submit its

proposals to the Florida Supreme Court.

402.16 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT CLAIMS
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The Florida Legislature amended F S 768 13Lb)(3) effective September 15, 2003. For

instructions applicable to causes of action arisingprior to that date, see Appendix D to this
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book..

The committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the amended statute

but has been unable to do so. The committee will consider an appropriate instruction once

guidance is provided from decisions of the Florida appellate courts.

In regard to the application of F.S. 768.13~b)(~, see Public Health Trust of Miami Dade

County v. Rolle, 88 So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011), and University of Florida Board of

Trustees v. Stone, 92 So.3d 264 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012).

APPENDIX D

402.16 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT CLAIMS INSTRUCTIONS FOR CAUSES OF

ACTION ARISING PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 15, 2003

INTRODUCTORY COMMENT

Instruction 402.16 addresses the provisions of F.S. 768.13(Z)(b), It applies only to cases

described in that statute or to cases in which there is a iury issue as to~he a~plibilit~of the

statute. Instruction 402.16 does not a~~lv to cases involving patients ca a~ ble of receiving

treatment as non-emerc~enc~patients, even if treated in an emergency room.

Instruction 402 16a aePlies to cases in which there is a jury issue as to whether the statute

ap~lie5. Instruction 402.16b applies to cases in which either the parties agree that the

statute applies or the court has ruled that the statute applies as a matter of law.

The applicable art of instruction 402.16 should be preceded by instructions 402.1. 402.2,

402.3, and 403 6. Instruction 402.4 should not be given in the ordinary sequence as it is, to

the extent a~,plicable, incorporated in instruction 402.16. If there are any preliminary

vicarious liability issues instructions 402.9 and 402,10 should also be given.

No reported decision construes the legislative intent behind this section. Based upon the

definition of'~reckless disregard" in F, 5.768.13(~(b13. the committee has concluded that

the Intent was to limit liability in civil actions for damages arisin4 out of fact situations to

which the statute a~plles to cases where something more than ̀ simple" ne4ligence is

established Therefore, the standard instructions dealing with "simple" negligence are not

appropriate for civil damage actions to which the statute applies

402.16a EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT —

)ury Issue as to Application of F S 768 13{21lb1
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(1). Preliminary issue on aAplication of statute:

The first issue for you to decide on (claimant's) claim against !defendant) is

whether (claimant) was being !cared foil ftreatedl under emergencv

circumstances.

fCarel ~treatmentl is rendered under emergencv circumstances when a fhosaitall

fphvsicianl renders medical fcarel ftreatmentl required by a sudden, unexpected

situation or event that resulted in a serious medical condition demandin4

immediate medical attention, for which (claimant or decedent) initially entered the

hospital through its femernencv room! !trauma center!. before !claimant or

decedent1was medically stabilized and caaable of receiving !care! !treatment! as a

nonemeraencv aatient.

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support that (claimant's or

decedent's ~carel !treatment], was being rendered under emerAencv circumstances

then you shall proceed to decide whether (defendant) was negligent in fhisl fherl

fits! !care,) ~treatmentl of (claimant or decedent).

However, if the Qreater weight of the evidence supports that (claimant's or

decedent`s) !care! !treatment! was being rendered under emergency

circumstances, then you shall uroceed to decide whether (defendant) acted in

reckless disregard of the consequences in fhisl fherl fits! ~carel !treatment!

of claimant or decedent).

(Z). Issues regarding negligence:

fIf you find that !claimant's or decedent's) ~carel !treatment! was not being

rendered under emergency circumstances,! the !next! issue for you to decide is

whether (defendant) was negligent in (describe conduct in Question); and, if so,

whether that neali4ence was a legal cause of the floss! finiurvl foil !damage!

to (claimant, decedent or person for whose injury claim is made).

"Neuli4ence" is the failure to use reasonable care. Reasonable care on the part of

a !hospital! fahvsicianl is that level of care, skill and treatment which. in li4ht of

all relevant surrounding circumstances, is recognized as acceptable and

appropriate by similar and reasonably careful !hospitals! !physicians!. Ne41i4ence

on the part of a fhos~itall fuhvsicianl is doing somethin4 that a reasonably careful

!hospital! f ahvsicianl would not do under like circumstances or failing to do

something that a reasonably careful !hospital! !physician! would do under like
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circumstances.

If the greater weight of the evidence does not supuort this claim, then~/our verdict

fon this claiml should be for (defendant).

IHowever, if the greater weight of the evidence does sunnort !claimant's) claim on

these issues, then your verdict fon this claim! should be for (claimant) and

against (defendant).1

(However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claimant's) claim,

then you should consider the defenses) raised by (defendant).1

(3). Issues regarding reckless disregard:

If you find that (claimant's or decedent's) (care! (treatment! was being rendered

under emerc~encv circumstances,! the f next! issue for you to deride is

whether (defendant) acted with reckless disre4ard of the consequences in (describe

conduct in question); and, if so, whether that reckless disregard was a le4al cause of

the floss! finiurvl for! (damage! to(claimant, decedent or person for whose iniury

claim is made).

A f hospital! ~ahvsicianl acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of

fits! fhisl ~herl actions if fit! fhel fshel knew or should have known at the time

fit! fhel fshel rendered emergencv services that ~itsl this! fherl conduct would

likely result in in~'ury or death, considerin4 (the seriousness of the situation! (the

lack of a prior pa#lent-ohvsician relationshi~l time constraints due to other

emergencies reauirinq (care! (treatment! at the same time! t'the lack of time or

ability to obtain- approuriate medical consultation! Mandl (the inability to obtain an

appropriate medical history of the aatientl.

If emerc~encv circumstances have not been established by the greater weinht of

the evidence but the greater weight of the evidence suaports (claimant's) claim of

negligence, then (your verdict fon this claim! should be for (claimant) and

a4ainst (defendant!! fvou should consider the defense(sl raised by (defendant)1.

(Proceed to instructions 402.14 and 402.15)

(However if the greater wei4ht of the evidence does not suaaort (claimant's1 claim

of negligence then your verdict fon this claim! should be for ,(defendant) 1

On the other hand if emeraencv circumstances have been established by the
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greater weight of the evidence and the greater wei4ht of the evidence also

suaaorts (claimant's) claim of reckless disregard of the consequences, then fvour

verdict fon this claiml should be for (claimant) and against (defendant)1 fvou should

consider the defenses) raised bvldefendant~l.

(Proceed to instructions 402.14 and 402.15)

jHowever, if the greater weight of the evidence does not suanort (claimant's) claim

of reckless disregard of the consequences, then vour verdict fon this claiml should

be for (defendant) and against lclaimant).1

402.16b EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

LDSscribe conduct in question) occurred in the course of frenderin4l ~orl ffailin4 to

renderl emergency fcarel ftreatmentl tv (claimant or decedent). The issue for you

to decide is whe#her (defendant) acted with reckless disre4ard of the consequences

in (describe conduct in question): and, if so, whether that reckless disregard was a

legal cause of the flossl finiurvl forl damage] to (claimant, decedent or person for

whose injury claim is madel.

A f hosuitall f ohvsicianl acts with "reckless disregard" for the conse~uences_of

fi#sl fhisl fherl actions if fitl fhel ~shel knew or should have known at the time

fitl fhel fshel rendered emernencv services ghat fitsl fhisl fherl conduct would

likely result in iniury or death considering fthe seriousness of the situationl fthe

lack of a prior patient-nhvsician relationshipl Mime constraints due to other

emergencies requiring fcarel ~treatmentl at the same timel jthe lack of time or

~bility to obtain aaproariate medical consultationl fandl the inability to obtain an

appropriate medical history of the patientl.

if the ureater weight of the evidence does not support (claimant's) claim, then your

verdict fop this claiml should be for defendant).

(However if the greater wei4ht of the evidence does support (claimant's) claim on

these issues then your verdict fop this claim) should be for (claimant) and

against (defendant).1

jHowever if the greater weight of the evidence does supaort !claimant's) claim on

these issues then you should consider the defenseCs) raised by ~defendant).1

(Proceed to instructions 402.14 and 402.15)
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NOTES ON USE FOR 402.16

1. Instruction 402.16a should be gven when there is a jury issue as to whether the care or

treatment was being rendered under emergency circumstances. An a~gro~riate special

verdict will be necessary to distinguish between a finding that the care or treatment was not

being rendered- under emergency circumstances in which case the standard of car~is

negligence and a finding that the care or treatment was belnq rendered under emergency

circumstances in which case the standard of care is reckless disregard of the

circumstances The verdict should contain instructions to guide the jury depending on their

finding as to whether the care and treatment was or was not rendered under emergency

circumstances The burden of proof provisions of instruction 402.16a should also be

modified to incorporate the instructions in the special verdict. See Appendix A, Model }ury

Instructions.

2 Instruction 402.16b should be given when the parties agree that the statute applies or

when khe court has ruled it applies as a matter of law.

3 Negligence of a patient, which contributes to or causes the medical condition for which

treatment is sought is not available as a defense has comparative nealiQence to

subsequent medical negligence which causes a distinct injury. See e.g., Norman v.

Mandarin Emergency Care Center Inc 490 So.2d 76 (Fla. 1st DCA 1986): Matthews v.

Williford 318 So 2d 480 (Fla 2d DCA 1975, • but see Vandergrift v Fort Pierce Memorial

Hospital Inc 354 So 2d 398 fFla 4th DCA 1978). Rare circumstances may arise. involvin4

a patient's necLQence after emergencycare or treatment has bequn~in which comparative

necLQence is a legitimate issue See generally Whitehead v Linkous, 404 So.2d 377 (Fla.

1st DCA 1981).

4 Pending further developments in the law the committee reserves the issue of whether

comparative neali4ence is a defense when the reckless disregard standard is in effect. If the

court decides that comparative negligence is a defense then an instruction on simple

nealiaence should be given.

5 "Reckless disregard " as defined and used in the context of F.S. 768.13(2Z(b), does not

appear to have the same meaning as reckless disregard when used in the context of

standards for punitive damages See Fla. Std Jury Instr. (Civ.) 501.12 and 501.13,
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS (CIVIL)

MINUTES
Tampa, FL

Hillsborough County Courthouse

March, 4, 2010 (1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.)
March 5, 2010 (8:30 a.m. to noon)

Emer~encv Medical Services

Edwards informed the Committee that since the 1980s, the legislature has been

tinkering with the standards for medical malpractice emergency treatment. The

subcommittee has changed the instructions in response. The subcommittee

recommends keeping the old instructions in the book as the new book is

published, since some cases still will be tried under the old standards.

The Committee reviewed the reckless disregard instruction, and noted the
need for a standard verb tense throughout. The Committee further discussed

whether to use the "failure to use reasonable care" language, and whether basic

negligence or professional negligence is applicable. The Committee discussed

what the instruction is attempting to define - -conduct or risk.

Based on all of the outstanding issues and questions, it was decided the

subcommittee will put a notice in the book that the statute has been

amended, and go back to continue working on these new instructions.

Ingram, Roth, Boyer, Bagley, Kest, and Lytal joined the subcommittee.

Edwards will Chair the subcommittee.

SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS (CIVIL)

MINUTES
Orlando, FL

Orange County Courthouse

July 8, 2010 (1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.)
July 9, 2010 (8:30 a.m. to noon)

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
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The Committee discussed this instruction and the best way to draw practitioncrs'

attention to the fact that the instruction is for pre-2003 cases, and that until a new

instruction comes out, the existing instruction will need to be modified for later cases.

Gunn and Jennings proposed a colored insert and a posting on the website. The

subcommittee will circulate a new note on use and proposed notice (to alert

practitioners to the issue) at the next meeting. Anything drafted by the

subcommittee in advance should be circulated to the full Committee.

SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS (CIVIL)

MINUTES
West Palm Beach, FL

Palm Beach County Courthouse
October 2l , 20l 0 (1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.)
October 22, 20] 0 (8:30 a.m. to noon)

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES:

Edwards reported that the subcommittee will soon begin to consider whether to amend

instruction 402.16 on emergency medical treatment are needed in light of the 2003

amendments to the Medical Malpractice Act. At the last meeting, the Committee decided to

add a note on use to instruction 402.16. The subcommittee suggests revising the wording of

the note slightly to state: "This instruction is based on the pre-2003 version of the emergency

medical treatment statute."

After the last meeting, the website subcommittee posted this note on the index to jury

instructions on the supreme court website. The Clerk of the Court, Tom Hall, asked the

Committee to remove the note because it had not been formally approved by the Court. The

note was removed.

Barton is planning to meet with Clerk Hall in November to discuss administrative issues.

Barton will discuss with Clerk Hall whether there is another way that the Committee

can use the supreme court website to alert the public when a new statute or case calls an

instruction into question. Gunn directed the subcommittee to present a draft

instruction in February.

SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS (CIVIL)

MINUTES
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Tallahassee, FL
First District Court of Appeal

February 10, 2011 (1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.)
February 11, 2011 (8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m)

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Edwards noted the instructions on emergency medical services (402.16) have not been
updated since the 2003 amendments to the Medical Malpractice Act. The specific issue

is the language in section 768.13, Florida Statutes, on "reckless disregard" and how the
instructions will define negligence in this context. Edwards stated the statute uses the
term "negligence," which is defined in the proposed instructions (p. 75 of the materials).
The Committee generally agreed that negligence should be defined in this context.

Gertz stated the proposed instructions are too long. Artigliere noted they need to be that

way per the statute, similar to the long reasonable doubt instruction in criminal cases.
Russo suggested breaking up the sentence as follows "...life or health of another. An

unreasonable risk is a risk that is ..."

Farmer noted the existing body of Florida law concerning the term "reckless disregard"
in the libel/slander context and suggested it may prove useful here.

Barton asked the Professional Malpractice subcommittee (Edwards as chair) to
revise the proposed instructions and to then re-circulate it to the Committee. Barton

noted that the Committee could approve the instruction before the next Committee

meeting if the subcommittee thinks the instruction is good and does not need further

discussion.

SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS (CIVIL)

MINUTES

Tampa, FL
George Edgecomb Courthouse

July 14, 2011 (1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.)
July 15, 2011 (8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.)

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Edwards explained that Instructions 402.16a(3) and 402.16b need to be revised based on

the amendment to section 768.1~(b)(3), Florida Statutes, and its definition of "reckless

disregard." The problem encountered in revising the instruction is that the language of

the amended statute differs from the language used in other standard instructions. Roth
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noted that, per the amended statute, the applicable standard of care for emergency

circumstances is greater than negligence but less than gross negligence. The problem is

how to define this in an instruction. The Subcommittee had discussed two different

proposals for revising the instruction (p. 239 of the materials).

Lytal stated the Committee should not interpret the statute and define it in an instruction

before the courts construe it. No Committee member was aware of a trial or appellate

opinion on the amended statute. Ingram stated the Committee should draft something to

comply with the amended statute; the Committee cannot ignore the fact that the

Legislature has provided a definition of "reckless disregard." Kest noted that the

instruction will vary from case to case if the Committee does not prepare a standard one.

Rosenbloum, Ingram, Kest, and Costello suggested using the statutory language in the

instruction. Barton suggested doing something similar to what was done with the

punitive damages instructions, providing separate instructions for the old and amended

statute, with the instruction for the amended statute using the statutory language.

Costello stated that when she was on the criminal instructions committee, they had to

address ambiguous statutes all the time and simply cited the statute. Roth disagreed with

using statutory language as the standard jury instruction. Artigliere similarly stated that

statutes are not jury instructions. Artigliere and Lytal believed the Committee should tell

the Supreme Court it could not come up with an instruction and just cite the statute.

Roth stated that the "unreasonable risk of injury" language in the Subcommittee's two

proposals was a definition of negligence, and. the statute says more than negligence is

needed to find a violation of the standard of care. Campo stated his belief that jurors will

think they understand this situation and can make the appropriate findings.

Barton asked the Subcommittee to compare the old and amended statutes, to retool

those parts of Instructions 402.16a and 402.16b that it can, and to just cite the

statute for the definition of reckless disregard. Barton noted that the introductory

comment of the current standard instruction needs to be changed, as well.

SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS (CIVIL)

MINUTES

Coral Gables, FL
Office of DeMahy Labrador Drake Victor Payne & Cabeza

October 20, 201 l (1:00 p.m, to 5:00 p.m.)
October 21, 2011 (8:30 a.m, to 12:00 p.m.)

Instruction 402.16
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Barton noted the receipt of an email from Barbara Green on Instruction 402.16
regarding emergency medical treatment. Green believed the burden of proof on the
Good Samaritan defense should be on the defendant as an affirmative defense, citing
a recent Third District Court of Appeal decision in Public Health Trust of Miami-
Dade County v. Rolle, 2011 WL 4467382 (Fla. 3d DCA Sept. 28, 2Q11). Roth noted
that the new case may help the Committee fashion an instruction in an area that has
been difficult because of the pertinent statute. Roth noted that it is pled as an
affirmative defense. in practice. Barton stated the issue raised by Green's email
should be referred to the professional malpractice subcommittee. Barton will
also forward on to the subcommittee another short email he just received from
John Williams regarding the confusing statute and some suggestions.

SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS (CIVIL)

MINUTES

Orlando, FL
Orange County Courthouse

March 8, 2012 (1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p:m.)
March 9, 2012 (8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.)

Emergency medical treatment

Roth described the issue with the definition of reckless disregard for emergency
medical treatment in section 768.13(b)(3), Florida Statutes, and how its wording does
not appear consistent with Florida tort law. The legislature's intent was to make the
plaintiff show something more than simple negligence. Despite trying, the
subcommittee cannot craft a plain English instruction without rewriting the statute.
Artigliere agreed. Even though he is reluctant to tell the Supreme Court that the
Committee cannot craft an instruction, this is one of those rare situations where the
Committee should do so.

Ingram observed that the statutory language is what is being used in current trials —
with the focus on "something greater than negligence." Hinkle stated that it is the
"risk" that has to be greater than negligence, which is not right.

Vargas noted that this situation was addressed in 2003 when the statute came out, and
the Committee came to the same conclusion then —that it could not make sense of the
statute. Vargas and Roth both believed the Committee must tell the Supreme Court
that the current instruction should he withdrawn with a new note directing the reader

to the statute. Barton questioned whether the Committee should publish the
withdrawal of the current instruction and request comments. Vargas and Lang
believed that was a good idea. Roth believed the Committee should make clear that
not only is the current instruction wrong, but that this is also a burden on the
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defendant. Rosenbloum was not sure the instruction should be completely withdrawn
and thereby eliminate its framework. Barnett believed removing it with a note on use

is sufficient, Kest noted problems with new judges that are not experienced and want
to follow the standards unless there is a note making it clear that it may not be
appropriate in certain circumstances. Kest questioned whether the Committee could

recommend withdrawal without a replacement; Barton believed the Committee could

do so. Roth noted that total withdrawal may be problematic for pipeline cases, which

should be made clear in the report and notes. Artigliere suggested two new notes: (1)

this applies to pre-2003 cases, and post-2003 the law changed and see the statute; and

(2) see the Rolle case. Ingram believed all of the notes on use for this standard need
to be revisited. Artigliere believed the new note should be prominent since it is about

a change in the law. Farmer believed the bench and Bar will want to know why no
standard is provided on the new statute, so the Committee should say it is unable to
state what the law is under this statute until further guidance is obtained from

appellate decisions and, in the interim, point the reader the statute. Barton asked

Roth and the subcommittee to draft the appropriate notes on use, and he
suggested something similar to how punitive damages are dealt with (pre-1999

and post-1999). Burlington suggested saying the statute cannot be translated to plain

English without doing injustice to the statute, Burlington noted that the statute is
what he has used as the instruction in such cases. Farmer believed the statute is
incoherent. Ingram noted that there is a current introduction to this section of the

instructions (402.16) that discusses the issue of the definition of reckless disregard,
and that is what should be updated now. Roth will attempt to carefully craft the note

to make the problem clear in a diplomatic way.

Roth noted that Sales prepared a draft revision to the instruction but the subcommittee

believed it was not enough to meet the statute. Roth believed the Supreme Court

should be .told that the Committee is unable to come up with a plain language

instruction based on the new statute. He further believed an alert should be provided

that the current instruction is wrong and that it should be made clear that it is an

affirmative defense and that the burden is accordingly on the defendant, with the

plaintiff having the ability to rebut it.

SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS (CIVIL)

MINUTES

Tampa, FL
Hillsborough County Edgecomb Courthouse

July 12, 2012 (1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.)
July 13, 2012 (8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.)
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Emer~encv Medical Services

Roth reported that the Committee had determined to tell the Florida Supreme Court

that the Committee could not develop an instruction addressing section 768.13(b)(3),

Florida Statutes. Roth stated the subcommittee developed two proposals (pp. 32-33

of the materials) for a Note on Use for 402.16:

a. This statute was amended in 2003 and the following instructions should be

used only in cases which the statute, prior to the amendments, apply. The

Standard Jury Instruction Committee has considered the statute as amended

over a considerable length of time. The Committee has concluded that it

cannot draft a plain English instruction pertaining to §768.13(2)(b)(3)

without interpreting legislative intent and conflicting with recognize

principles of tort laws adopted by Florida courts. The Committee will again

consider an appropriate instruction for the statute once guidance is available

from decisions of the Florida appellate courts.

b. Florida Statute §768.13(b)(3) was amended in 2003. The Committee has

attempted. to write a plain English instruction which would represent a

correct statement of the law. It cannot do so without rendering an

interpretation of legislative intent which is beyond the purview of the

Committee.

Rosenbloom does not agree with saying the Committee cannot make sense of the

statute. Rosenbloom suggested a Note that says the statute has been amended and

that an instruction will be developed after appellate guidance. Roth rephrased

Rosenbloum's thought as a Note that says this instruction does not apply after the

effective date of the new statute.(2003) and a new instruction for the amended statute

will be provided. when there is appellate guidance. Artigliere noted that the

Committee has previously stated something like, "pending further development of the

law, the Committee has not developed an instruction for cases under the new statute."

Lytal believes the Committee should at least say in its report to the Florida Supreme

Court that it cannot make sense of the statute; Rosenbloom agreed, but stated his

belief that it should not be repeated in a Note on Use. Lang said the subcommittee's

proposals could go in the report to the Court. Roth suggested using the second

proposal above as the statement to include in the report to the Court, and use a revised

version of the first proposal as the Note on Use using its first sentence. Hinkle

believed readers should know why there is no standard instruction, in the form of an

appropriate Note on Use, especially because there is an instruction for the pre-2003

version of the statute. Roth noted that the statute is currently being used as the

instruction, which he believes is worthless given the language of the statute.

Artigliere does not agree with the proposed language in the Notes about not

discerning legislative intent, as that is not a proper use of a Note on Use; he said they

are fine to report to the Florida Supreme Court. Jennings pointed out that there is an

Introductory Comment to 402.16. Its last paragraph addresses the issues being

discussed currently by the Committee, which have apparently been around for some

time. Roth noted that something must be done to inform readers that the current
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instruction does not apply for causes of action after the statute was amended in 2003.
Dukes advocated a simple sentence so stating, such as the first sentence of the first
proposal above. Ingram asked whether to make that statement in a Note on Use or in
the Introductory Comment. Lytal believed that it should be a Note on Use. Jennings

stated that there is a current Note on Use to the instruction that says the Committee

reserves the issue of whether comparative negligence is a defense when the reckless
disregard standard is in effect.

Roth noted there are two issues: (1) informing readers that the statute was amended;
and (2) telling the Florida Supreme Court that the statute cannot be construed and an
instruction fashioned. Roth then noted a third issue as to whether the burden of proof
is on the defendant and asked if anything needed to he done about that. The Public
Health Trust of Miami-Dade .County v. Rolle case was the first to hold it was an
affirmative defense. Rosenbloum asked if the current instruction wrongly places the
burden on the plaintiff; Roth believed it does. Ingram observed that, unlike other

affirmative defenses, this one concerns the standard of care, which is usually the

plaintiffs burden. Artigliere believed the plaintiff still has the burden, but it raises
the bar the plaintiff must prove if the defendant shows the requisite conditions exist.
Dukes does not believe there is a need for a Note about the burden of proof issue
relating to the old instruction.

Sales asked if reckless disregard is the real issue in cases where this statute applies.
Ingram said that is usually not the issue, as it would admit negligence; they focus

instead on whether it was emergent or the patient has been stabilized.

Barton noted the parallel to the punitive damages instructions, where the old
instructions were put in an appendix, and asked if there was a need to do that here.
Sales believes there is no need for the old instruction. Barton suggested apre-2003
instruction in a separate place and a placeholder for the post-2003 instruction with no
substantive instruction provided yet. Barton suggested an Introductory Comment

explaining why there is no current instruction. Rosenbloum noted that Barton's
proposal does not address the possible burden of proof problem if people use the pre-

2003 version as a model for the post-2003 version where no standard instruction has
been provided. Barton suggested a Note on Use to address that, citing the Rolle case.

Lytal suggested using the first sentence in Roth's first proposal as a Note on Use and
using the second proposal as the Introductory Comment to the instruction. Barton

believed it should all be viewed in context. Roth will prepare a revised proposal,

get subcommittee approval, and then circulate to the Committee for approval

(maybe before the next meeting). Roth will work the burden of proof issue into the

proposed Introductory Comment. Ingram thinks there is no need to say "burden of

proof' if it is already clear it is an affirmative defense and Rolle is cited. Ingram also

agreed with Artigliere that once the defendant establishes it is an emergent situation,

then the plaintiff has the burden of proving the higher reckless disregard standard.

SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS (CIVIL)
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MINUTES

Coral Gables, FL
Office of Kozyak Tropin & Throckmorton

(Hosted by Neal Roth)
March 7, 2013 (1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.)
March 8, 2013 (8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.)

PROFESSIONAL MALPRACTICE

Roth reported that the subcommittee is trying to develop what he referred to as a
"placeholder" for the instruction on emergency medical services. Roth proposed alternatives,

including referring to the Cact that the statute was amended, that the old instruction is in an

a}~pendix, and that the Committee could not come up with a new instruction. Four versions

(pp. 89-90 of the materials) are proposed:

Emergency Medical Services — No. 1

The Florida Legislature amended §768.13(b)(3), effective September 15, 2003. For
instructions applicable to causes of action arising prior to that date, see Appendix to
this book.

The Committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the amended
statute, but has been unable to do so. The Committee will consider an appropriate
instruction once guidance is provided from decisions of the Florida appellate courts.

In regard to the application of §768.13(b)(3), see Public Health Trust of Miami Dade
County v. Rolle, 88 So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011).

Emergency Medical Services — No. 2

The Florida Legislature amended §768.13(b)(3), effective September 15, 2003. For

instructions applicable to causes of action arising prior to that date, see Appendix to
this book.

The Committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the amended

statute, but has been unable to do so. The Committee will consider an appropriate

instruction once guidance is provided from decisions of the Florida appellate courts.

In regard to the application of §768.13(b)(3), see Public Health Trust of Miami Dade

County v. Rolle, 88 So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011) and University of Florida Board of

Trustees v. Stone, 92 So.3d 264 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012).
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Emergency Medical Services — No. 3

The Florida Legislature amended §768.13(b)(3), effective September 15, 2003. For

instructions applicable to causes of action arising prior to that date, see Appendix to

this book.

The Committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the amended

statute, but has been unable to do so without interpreting legislative intent. The

Committee will consider an appropriate instruction once guidance is provided from

decisions of the Florida appellate courts.

1n regard to the application of §768.13(b)(3), see Public Health Trust of Miami Dade

County v. Rolle, 88 So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011) and University of Florida Board of

Trustees v. Stone, 92 So.3d 264 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012).

Emergency Medical Services — No. 4

The Florida Legislature amended §768,13(b)(3), effective September 15, 2003. For

instructions applicable to causes of action arising prior to that date, see Appendix to

this book.

The Committee will consider an appropriate instruction once guidance is provided
from decisions of the Florida appellate courts.

In regard to the application of §768.13(b)(3), see Public Health Trust of Miami Dade

County v. Rolle, 88 So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011) and University of Florida Board of

Trustees v. Stone, 92 So.3d 264 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012).

Proposal 2 adds a citation to the University of Florida case, which Roth thinks is an

instructive case. Proposal 3 adds a phrase about inability to interpret legislative intent.

Proposal 4 replaces the second paragraph with a sentence that the Committee would

reconsider after guidance. Roth stated that the consensus was Proposal 3 makes the most

sense, but Sales suggested a rewrite of the second paragraph (p. 91 of the materials):

The Committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the amended statute,

but has been unable to do so without attempting to discern the intent of the Legislature,
which is not stated. The Committee will consider an appropriate instruction once

guidance is provided from decisions of the Florida appellate courts.

Roth believes Proposal 3, as is or with the modified second paragraph, is the best option.

Lang asked if the statute and its history were silent on legislative intent, and Sales said the

statute is silent on intent. Lytal voted for the original Proposal 3. Roth reiterated that the

note would be a "placeholder" to go where the current instruction is located with "reserved"

in place of the current instruction. Jennings asked about the Appendix to the instructions and

whether to locate the old instruction there. Roth referenced the old punitive damage

instruction in the Appendix and suggested something similar for this old instruction. Boyer

asked why this needs to go in the book. Vargas said move it to the back and explain that is
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because the statute has been amended and using plainer language like "unable to determine

legislative intent." Burlington is worried about criticism of the legislature, even if justified.
Lytal noted a concern about the Supreme Court possibly sending it back if the Committee

does not say it cannot develop an instruction. Roth noted the need for something to be done

here because there is an outdated instruction based on an old statute. Like how punitive
damages appear in the book, there is a note to go to the old instruction in the back of the
book and then explain that there is no current instruction because the Committee cannot

interpret legislative intent in order to develop a standard instruction. Roth said Proposal 2

does not take a shot at the Legislature. Boyer voted. for Proposal 4. Costello believed that

Proposal 4 made it appear like the Committee did not try. DeMahy believes the Committee

should note that it has tried to develop something but cannot without case law guidance.

Roth moved for Proposal 2, Russo seconded, unanimously approved:

The Florida Legislature amended §768.13(b)(3), effective September 15, 2003.

For instructions applicable to causes of action arising prior to that date, see

Appendix to this book.

The Committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the

amended statute, but has been unable to do so. The Committee will consider an
appropriate instruction once guidance is provided from decisions of the Florida

appellate courts.

In regard to the application of §768.13(b)(3), see Public Health Trust of Miami

Dade County v. Rolle, 88 So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011) and University of Florida

Board ojTrustees v. Stone, 92 So.3d 264 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012).

Barton asked Committee members in organizations with legislative committees to urge
action on this statute.
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"Jeff Fulford"
,,`; ~ <jeff~fulfordlaw.com>

02!19!2010 01:29 PM

To "'Jeff Fulford"' <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>, "Dick Caldwell"
<dcaldwell a~rumberger.com>, "James Barton"
<bartonjm@ffjudl3.org>, "Jodi @ TFB "

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services
FS 768.13

Jodi
You asked that I forward you the final version to include in materials. This seems to be the last version,

since I have not seen any further comments. I have included all suggested language and format, and
think this will be the version to submit to the full committee. Tom has agreed to present this since
won't be attending this mtg. Thanks to all for your input and help.

Jeff

From: JefF Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2010 11:49 AM
To: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ; ]oe Lang ;Larry Stewart; Ralph Artigliere; Sammy
Cacciatore; Tom Edwards; Tracy Gunn; Tyrie Boyer
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Following Larry's suggestions, I have included his suggestions within the Third Draft below. I

hope we are getting close.
Jeff

From: Larry Stewart [mailto:lsstewart@stfblaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 6:12 PM
To: 7eff Fulford; Ralph Artigliere; Tom Edwards; tgunn@gunnappeals.com

Cc: dcaldwell@rumberger.com; bartonjm@fljudl3.org; jjenning@flabar.org;
jlang@carltonfields.com; Sammy@nancelaw.com; twboyer@coj.net
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

I think that the proposal:

"and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
negligent conduct or the failure to use reasonable care."

is redundant since negligent conduct is the failure to reasonable care. I
would therefore suggest deleting the term "negligent conduct." Amore
precise way to phrase it would be to follow Tom's suggestion, without
"merely", since it incorporates the definitional language. We also need to

cover "acting", hence the brackets and additional language:

"and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by

[acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable

and [in]appropriate by similar
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providers]."
and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care

I think this gets the concept across that the conduct must be more than just
negligence, which is the point of the law.

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 6:15 PM
To: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ; )oe Lang ;Larry Stewart; Ralph Artigliere; Sammy
Cacciatore; Tom Edwards; Tracy Gunn; Tyrie Boyer
Subject: FW: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Following these suggestions, I come up with this latest proposed version: (Third draft)

1-add definition of professional negligence to 9.1d (existing book) (Tom's version below);
2- add definition of professional negligence to 16b (new book) (Tom's version below);
3- prof negligence definition not needed in 9.2i ox 16a since the definition is included in
preceding paragraphs therein;
4- the term "merely" was included in the additions to 9.1 d and 16b, but some members question
if needed??;
5- the ̀ reckless disregard' definition in 9.2i and 16a was changed to insert the plain language we
discussed;
6- We should also address to whom we should identify in the instructions. The statute deals with
`any health care provider' (FS 768.13(2)(b)1&3). However, the current instructions state
"(defendant hospital, hospital employee, physician)". The new book instructions change the
categories to "[hospital] [physician]". I think we should consider altering both versions (current
and proposed books) to conform to the statute and include "[hospital] [physician] [health care
provider]". This suggestion is now included in the Third Draft below.
7- Larry's comments (above) are incorporated within the instructions below.

Thoughts?

T[-11RD DRAFT
Proposed amended instruction for current book:

fSJI at Misc MI 9.id & 9.2i

MI 9.1
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

NO JURY ISSUE AS TO
APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b) (FS 2003)

d. "Reckless disregard" defined:

A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her]
actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it) [he] (she] rendered emergency
services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the
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life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
[acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable and [in]appropriate by
similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers].

[add these 2 notes on use for 1V1I 9.1J

4. The statutory definition of ̀ reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The
legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "lt is the intent of the Legislature to apply the
provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by
the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida
Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is
mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding
the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue
pending resolution by the Courts.

5. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the
definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9.1 d "Reckless disregard" defined:
A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physician] acts with "reckless
disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have
known at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his] [her] conduct would
likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior
patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring [care]
[treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical
consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

MI 9.2
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

JURY ISSUE AS TO APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b) (FS 2003)

"Reckless disregard" defined:

A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her]
actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] she] rendered emergency
services, that [its] [his] Sher] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the

life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by the

failure to use reasonable care.

[add these 2 notes nn use for MT 9ZJ

6. The statutory definition of ̀ reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The
legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the
provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by
the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida
Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is
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mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding

the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue

pending resolution by the Courts.

7. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the

definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9Z i. "Reckless disregard" deftned:

A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) J [physician] acts with "reckless

disregard" for the consequences of fits] [his] [her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have

known at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency services that (its] [his] [her] conduct would

likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior

patient-physician relationships Mime constraints due to other emergencies requiring scare]

(treatments at the same timed [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical

consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient).

I. Proposed amended instruction for'new book':

FSJI at 402.16a (3) [Note -remove current 2 paragraph and insert this new definition]

"A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his]

[her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered

emergency services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created

by the failure to use reasonable care."

~d
FSJI at 402.16b [Note -remove current 2 paragraph and insert this new definition]

"A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his]

[her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time (it] [he] [she] rendered

emergency services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created

by [acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable and [in]appropriate by

similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers]. "

[add these 2 notes on use for 402.1.6]

6. The statutory definition of ̀ reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The

legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the

provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by

the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida

Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is

mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding

the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue

pending resolution by the Courts.

7. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective .date of the amendment of the

definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9.2 i. "lleckless disregard"defined:

A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ) [physician] acts with "reckless

disregard" for. the consequences of [its] [his] [her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have
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known at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his] (her] conduct would
likely result in injury or death, considering (the seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior

patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring [care]
[treatment) at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical
consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

END

7eff

My suggestion is we do two versions, one for 16a (brief w/o definition) and
one for 16b including the definition right in the sentence as Tom suggested.

My theory is that if we include a separate definition in 16b, there can be a
distracting disconnect for jurors mentally processiong the instruction if we

define negligence as a standard that is not the ER standard. We may want to

get Alan Campo involved early on this one.

Ralph Artigliere
skywayra(~tds.net
706-632-6035
706-851-4121
----- Original Message -----
From: "7eff Fulford" <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>
To: "'Ralph Artigliere "' <skywayra@tds.net>; "'Tom Edwards"'
<tse@edwardsragatz.com>; <lsstewart@stfblaw.com>; <tgunn@gunnappeals.com>

Cc: <dcaldwell@rumberger.com>; <bartonjm@fljudl3.org>; <jjenning@flabar.org>;

<jlang@carltonfields.com>; <sammy@nancelaw.com>; <twboyer@coj.net>

Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 1:52 PM
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

The definition of professional negligence is already included in the
instruction of 402.16a (when there is an issue of whether emerg med care is

involved); but is not included in the 402.16b version (dealing with a case

where the parties agree or the court has ruled that emerg med services were

definitely involved).

So, I am thinking we don't need to restate the definition of professional

negligence in the 'reckless disregard'aendment in 16a. However, we probably

do need to include a version in 16b.

-----Original Message-----
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From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra()tds.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 1:29 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Jeff@fulfordlaw.com; lsstewart@stfblaw.com;
tgunn@gunnappeals.com
Cc: dcaldwell@rumberger.com; bartonjm@fljudl3.org; jjenning@flabar.org;
jlang@carltonfields.com; Sammy@nancelaw.com; twboyer@coj.net
Subject: Re: jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Tom,

I liked your inclusion of the definition, which is why I brought it up again.

Ralph Artigliere
skywayra~tds.net
706-632-6035
706-851-4121
----- Original Message -----
From: "Tom Edwards" <tse@edwardsragatz.com>
To: <skywayra@tds.net>; <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>; <lsstewart@stfblaw.com>;
<tgunn@gunnappeals.com>
Cc: <dcaldwell@rumberger.com>; <bartonjm@fljudl3.org>; <jjenning@flabar.org>;

<jlang@carltonfields.com>; <sammy@nancelaw.com>; <twboyer@coj.net>

Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 1:03 PM

Subject: Re: jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

> That was my 2nd proposal - I drew the definitions from existing

> professional negligence inst

> Thomas S. Edwards, ]r.
> Edwards & Ragatz, P.A.
> Personal Injury and Commercial Trials
> 501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601, Jacksonville, Florida 32202

> Phone 904.399.1609/800.366.1609/Fax 904.399.1615

> Email: tse@edwardsra~atz.comWeb Site: edwardsragatz.com

> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Ralph Artigliere <skywayra@tds.net>
> To: Jeff Fulford <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>; Tom Edwards; 'Larry Stewart'

> <lsstewart@stfblaw.com>; 'Tracy Gunn' <tgunn@gunnappeals.com>

> Cc: 'Dick Caldwell' <dcaldwell@rumberger.com>; 'James Barton'

> <bartonjm@fljudl3.org>; 'Jodi @ TFB <jjenning@flabar.org>; ']oe Lang '

> <jlang@carltonfields.com>; 'Sammy Cacciatore' <sammy@nancelaw.com>; Tyrie

> Boyer <twboyer@coj.net>
> Sent: Wed Feb 17 12:54:25 2010
> Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS

> 768.13

> If not otherwise defined, we will need to define physician reasonable

> care.
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> Ralph Artigliere
> skywayra(~tds .net
> 706-632-6035
> 706-851-4121
> ----- Original Message -----
> Fram: "Jeff Fulford" <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>
> To: "'Ralph Artigliere "' <skywayra@tds.net>; "'Tom Edwards"'
> <tse@edwardsragatz.com>; "'Larry Stewart "' <lsstewart@stfblaw.com>;
> "'Tracy
> Gunn "' <tgunn@gunnappeals.com>
> Cc: "'Dick Caldwell"' <dcaldwell@rumberger.com>; "')ames Barton"'
> <bartonjm@fljudl3.org>; "'7odi @ TFB "' <jjenning@flabar.org>; "']oe Lang
~ ~„

> <jlang@carltonfields.com>; "'Sammy Cacciatore "' <sammy@nancelaw.com>;
> "Tyrie
> Boyer <twbover(~co~.net>
> Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 12:48 PM
> Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS
> 768.13

> First, I agree with Ralph, that I am also conflicted on changing the

> statutory language. I do not like the statutory language at all, and

> think
> there is no way for an average juror to understand the phrase. Although

> I
> generally think that we should follow the statutory language, so that we

> are
> not creating new law, I am now questioning that logic here. If it is

> applied
> as written, it essentially will not be understandable and, thus, useless.

> I also think there may be an inherent flaw (or confusion) in the statute's

> language in the use of 'risk'. Risk is used twice in the statutory

> definition. First, to refer to the 'injury'. The second usage refers to

> conduct, since it relates to 'substantially greater... negligent
> conduct.'
> I think that is confusing. However, I do agree with Larry that it was

> probably the legislative intent to state some form of 'gross negligence.'

> Why they didn't use that term is a mystery since they have used it in

> other
> statutes (and the legislature is presumed to understand the meaning of its

> terms; especially where they have used those terms in different statutes.)

> I propose we do use plain English even if we may be inadvertently changing

> the subtle meaning or intent. In that regard, I do like Tom's first

> proposal as being more easily understood, but think that the term "merely"

> is superfluous (similar to Ralph's comment). What about this modified

> version:
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> "and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
> negligent conduct or the failure to use reasonable care."

> **ps I am including Tyrie on this issue since he recently asked to be
> added
> to insurance (and professional?) subcommittees.

> 7eff

> JEFFREY C. FULFORD, P.A.
> 32 Southeast Osceola Street
> Suite A
> Stuart, FL 34994
> 772-288-5123 Tel
> 772-288-5143 Fax
> -ieff(~fulfordlaw.com

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail transmission (and the attachments
> accompanying it) contains confidential information belonging to the sender
> which is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.0
> Section 2510-2521 and may be attorney-client privileged information. The
> information is intended only for the use of the intended recipient. If you
> are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail,
> and destroy all copies of the original message.

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra@tds.net]
> Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 11:40 PM
> To: Tom Edwards; Larry Stewart; 7eff Fulford; Tracy Gunn
> Cc: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; 7odi @ TFB Toe Lang Sammy Cacciatore
> Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS
> 768.13

> I think Tom is on the right track; i.e., we would need to define what we
> mean by "reasonable care" as was done here. I don't care for using the
> word

> "merely".

> We may need to stick with the statutory language in order to get the exact
> legal result intended by the legislature because there is no equivalent to
> this protected level of conduct.

> I am not adamant... just conflicted.

> Ralph
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Ralph Artigliere
skywayra~atds.net
706-632-6035
706-$51-4121
----------------------------------------------------
----- Original Message -----
From: "Tom Edwards" <tse@edwardsragatz.com>
To: "Larry Stewart" <lsstewart@stfblaw.com>; "Jeff Fulford"
<jeff@f ulfordlaw.com>; "Tracy Gunn" <tgunn@gunnappeals.com>

Cc: "Dick Caldwell" <dcaldwell(lrumberger.com>; "James Barton"
<bartonjm@fljudl3.org>; "Jodi @ TFB <jjenning@flabar.org>; "Joe Lang "
<jlang@carltonfields.com>; "Sammy Cacciatore" <sammy@nancelaw.com>; "Ralph
Artigliere" <skywayra@tds.net>
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 9:26 PM
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS
768.13

Or alternatively:

"and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by merely
failing to act in a way considered acceptable and appropriate by similar

and

reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers].

Thomas S. Edwards, 7r.

Edwards & Ragatz, P.A

> From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 9:16 PM
> To: Larry Stewart; ]eff Fulford; Tracy Gunn
> Cc: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB Joe Lang.; Sammy Cacciatore;

> Ralph Artigliere
> Subject: RE; Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS

> 768.13

> May I suggest instead:
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> "and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by merely
> failing to use reasonable care"

> that language is drawn from the negligence instruction

> Thomas 5. Edwards, Jr.

> Edwards & Ragatz, P.A.

> From: Larry Stewart [mailto:lsstewart@stfblaw.com]
> Sent: Tue 2/16/2010 8:09 PM
> To: ]eff Fulford; Tracy Gunn
> Cc: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ; Tom Edwards; Joe Lang ;
> Sammy
> Cacciatore; Ralph Artigliere
> Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS
> 768.13

> I have been trying to come up with a "plain English" substitution for the
> last phrase of the definition, because I do not think that any jury will
> understand what that means. The problem is that the last phrase mixes
> "risk" with "conduct" and that makes it difficult to come up with a
> substitute. I think what the legislature intended was something in the
> nature of gross. negligence but we cannot assume that. What do you think
> of
> this: "and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
> merely failing to act or acting inappropriately under similar
> circumstances"???

From; Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw,com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 2:05 PM
To: 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: 'Dick Caldwell'; 'James Barton'; 'Jodi @ TFB '; 'Larry Stewart'; Tom Edwards'; 'Joe Lang '; 'Sammy
Cacciatore'; Ralph Artigliere
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

SECOND DRAFT:
Following some sage advice, I have drafted a second version. It attempts to incorporate the

comments thus far. It does the following:
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1- It incorporates Larry's plain English version (slightly different from statutory language);

2- It is formatted to be submitted in the current book, as well as the new book pending before the court

(we would submit both for publication);

3- There is a 'note on use' for application of the older version of the statute (pre 2003). The current

statutory version is included as the main instruction (Larry's suggestion); and

4- There is a 'note on use' that the statute attempted to apply the post 2003 version retroactively, but

that the committee takes no position on this retroactive application, pending resolution of this issue by

the courts. (Sammy's suggestion)

Please advise if there are additional suggestions or language changes. The highlighted yellow

are the actual proposed charges and notes on use. Thanks

Jeff

Proposed amended instruction for current book:

F5J1 at Misc MI 9.1d & 9.2i

MI 9.1
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

NO JURY 1SSUE AS TO
APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b) (FS 2003)

d. "Reckless disregard" defined:

A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [hcr]

actions if [it] [hc] [she] knew or should have known, at the timc [it] [he] [shc] rendered emergency

services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the

life or health of another, and that risk was substantially greater than that which is necessary to

make the conduct negligent.

Ladd these 2 notes nn use for M1 9.1]

4. The statutory definition of ̀ reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The

legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the

provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by

the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida

Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is

mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding

the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue

pending resolution by the Courts.

5. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the

definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9.1 d. "Reckless disregard" defined:

A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physician] acts with "reckless

disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her] actions if (it] [he] [she] knew or should have

known at the time [it] [be] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his] [her] conduct would

likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior

patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring [care]
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[treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical

consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

MI 9.2
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

JURY ISSUE AS TO APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b) (FS 2003)

"Reckless disregard" defi~Ted;

A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her]

actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency

services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the

life or health of another, and that risk was substantially greater than that which is necessary to

make the conduct negligent.

(add these 2 notes on use for MI 9.2~

6. The statutory definition of °reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The
legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the
provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by
the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida

Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is

mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding

the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue

pending resolution by the Courts.

7. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the
definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9.2 i. "Reckless disregard" defined:
A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physician] acts with "reckless

disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have

known at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his] [her] conduct would

likely result in injury or death, considering (the seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior

patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring [care]

[treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical

consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

I. Proposed amended instruction for ̀ new book':

~d
FSJI at 402.16a (31 [Note -remove current 2 paragraph and insert this new definition]

"A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his]

[her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered

emergency services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk was substantially greater than that which is

necessary to make the conduct negligent."
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nd

FSJI at 402.16b [Note -remove current 2 paragraph and insert this new definition)

"A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his]

[her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [hey she] rendered
emergency services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would
affect the life or health of another, and that risk was substantially greater than that which is
necessary to make the conduct negligent."

[add these 2 notes on use for 402.16]

6. The statutory definition of ̀ reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The
legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the

provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by

the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida

Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is

mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding

the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue

pending resolution by the Courts.

7. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the

definition of°reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9.2 i. "Reckless disreg¢rd" defined:
A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physician) acts with °reckless

disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her] actions if [its [he] [she] knew or should have

known at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his] [her] conduct would

likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior

patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring [care]

[treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical

consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

END

From: Ralph Artigliere [mallto:skywayra@tds.net]
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2010 4:27 PM
To: Sammy Cacciatore; Jeff Fulford; Tracy Gunn
Ce: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ;Larry Stewart; Tom Edwards; Joe Lang ;Sammy
Cacciatore
Subject: Re. Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

agree with Larry, Sammy, and your second email, Jeff. You might take a stab at incorporating what you
have heard and agree with so far and we can go from there.

Ralph Artigliere

skvwayra~),tds.net

706-632-6035

706-851-4121
-----Original Message -----
From: Sammv Cacciatore
To: Jeff Fulford ; Tracv Gunn
Cc: Dick Caldwell ;James Barton ;Jodi (~ TFB ; Larry Stewart ;Tom Edwards ;Joe Lanq ;Ralph
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Artigliere ; Sammv Cacciatore
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:29 AM
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Jeff,

Here are my thoughts as a former member:

think that we need to keep both versions. The format that we used in the past setting
the two versions apart by the dates as you suggest in parra. 3 is fine.

Notwithstanding the statutory language, it seems to me that the change is substantive
and cannot be applied retroactively. We should suggest in the note there is a question
regarding retroactive application and advise that the Committee takes no position
pending resolution of the question.

think Larry's comments and thoughts are good. I would concur on trying his language
and submitting both versions.

Sammy Cacciatore
Sammy@NanceLaw.com

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:31 AM
To: 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: 'Dick Caldwell'; 'James Barton'; 'Jodi @ TFB '; 'Larry Stewart'; 'Tom Edwards'; Sammy Cacciatore; Joe
Lang ;Ralph Artigliere
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Thanks Larry, You may not be a 'current member', but you will forever be a member in our hearts...

Your thoughts are well taken.

forgot the punitive damages charge was edited in the new book. I also like your idea of using only the

current statutory version (with revisions if everyone agrees) as the main instruction; with a note on use

identifying the date of the statutory change and older instruction. As to the editing, I do prefer plain

English versions, but hesitate since we are dealing with a statutory provision. Modifying both (current

instruction and new book version) would cover all bases. Other thoughts from the committee?

Jeff

-----Original Message-----
From: Larry Stewart [mailto:lsstewart@stfblaw.com]

Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:09 AM

To: 7eff Fulford; Tracy Gunn
Cc: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; 7odi @ TFB Tom Edwards; Sammy Cacciatore;

Toe Lang Ralph Artigliere
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Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Jeff: A couple of thoughts from a "former" member. First, I would consider

putting the pre-'03 language in a Note On Use. We concluded that the old

punitive damage instructions which had the pre and post '99 language in the

instructions were very confusing. It was for that reason that we moved the

pre-'99 language to an Appendix. I don't think this is long enough to

warrant an Appendix and that it could be handled in a Note On Use.

Second, while the statutory language is pretty good (for statutory

language), it could be improved a little by some slight changes, as follows:

A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the

consequences of [its] [his] [her] actions if [it] [he] [her] knew or should

have known, at the time [itJ [he] [she] rendered emergency services, that

[its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that will

affect the life or health of another, and that risk was substantially

greater than that which is necessary to make the conduct negligent.

I tried to red-line the changes but that exceeded my computer skills.

Nonetheless, you can see the changes by comparison -- they are in the third

line. I tried to think of a substitute for the last phrase (because I doubt

that a jury will understand what that means) but couldn't come up with

anything simple.

Lastly, with respect to which version (current or proposed) of the

instruction to modify, I would ~do both. As I recall, we kept these
instructions pretty much intact (if not verbatim). Since the Court has not

raised any questions about any of the med mal instructions, they may be

prepared to approved them "as is" maybe before this proposal can even get

there (since it first has to be published for comments, which means the

earliest you can get this up there is the end of the summer). If you do

both versions, you will be set to go no matter what the Court does.

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto;jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 10:25 AM
To: 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: 'Dick Caldwell'; 'James Barton'; ']odi @ TFB'; 'Larry Stewart'; Tom Edwards'; Sammy
Cacciatore; Joe Lang ; Ralph Artigliere
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

To subcommittee members:

Upon reflection last night after sending this, I thought. I should try to list the issues that l see, as

it makes for an easier review by the subcommittee:

1- We need to agree on the language, first.

(Since statutory, I think it should follow the statute, instead of inserting plain English
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translation, but that is just my thought.)

2- We need to determine if we keep old version and new version.

(I think both are still needed, since there are probably still a few pre 2003 cases out there.)

3- If keeping both versions, then the format should probably mirror what we have done in the

past with the use of dates (eg- pre 9-15-03 causes of action use older version, cases which

accrued after 9-15-03 use newer version.... The Punitive Damage section is a good example as

to how we did this in other situations.)

4- Finally, I think we should include a note on use that the statute attempts to apply it

retroactively, but that the committee thinks they are substantive changes and it cannot be

applied retroactively (if that ~s our collective thought); and simply cite the statute language

regarding application, following our note on use, as follows:

"It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the provisions of this act to prior medical

incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by the State Constitution or Federal

Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida Statutes, shall apply only to any

medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is mailed on or after the

effective date of this act [Sept. 15, 2003)."

Those are the issues that I see. Thoughts?

Jeff

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 201Q 5:58 PM
To: 'Ralph Artigliere'; 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: 'Dick Caldwell'; 'James Barton'; 'Jodi @ TFB '; 'Joe Lang'; 'Larry Stewart'; 'Tom Edwards';
Sammy Cacciatore
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

To the Professional Negligence Subcommittee members:

This is my first stab at correcting our instructions on the "reckless disregard" definition

under Emergency Medical Services. I think it is fairly straight forward since we are dealing with

a statutory change (which I think we all agree is a substantive change and cannot be applied

retroactively). Ihave included the older version, the newer proposed version, and a note on

use suggesting it is likely a substantive statutory change, etc. The specific statutory language

(old and new) is in this email thread below. Please let me know thoughts and proposed

changes.

An additional thought is whether we are attempting to amend the current version (as

written below), or if we want to propose changing the new ̀ book' version currently before the

court. My suggestion is we offer this now, based on the current version, since it is years

overdue.

Thanks
Jeff

Current versions in F5J1 at Misc MI 9.id & 9.2 (based on older version of statute):

MI 9.1
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

NO JURY ISSUE AS TO
APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b)

d "Reckless disregard" defined:

A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physician] acts with

"reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] (his] [her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or

should have known at the time [itJ [he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his]

[her] conduct would likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the

situation] [the lack of a prior patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other

emergencies requiring [care] [treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to

obtain appropriate medical consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate

medical history of the patient],

MI 9.2
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

JURY ISSUE AS TO APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b)

"Reckless disregard" defined.•

A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physician] acts with

"reckless disregard" for the consequences of [itsJ [his] [her] actions if [it] [heJ [she] knew or

should have known at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his]

[her] conduct would likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the

situation] [the lack of a prior patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other

emergencies requiring [care] [treatment] at the same time] [thy lack of time or ability to

obtain appropriate medical consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate

medical history of the patient].

Proposed new version and notes on use, should be applied to both sections below (based on

current statutory version):

MI 9.1 d. and
MI 9.2 i.

"Reckless disregard" defined.•

A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his]

[her] actions if [it] [hc] [her] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] [she]

rendered emergency services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of

injury so as to affect the life or health of another, and such risk was substantially greater

than that which is necessary to make the conduct negligent.
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NOTES ON USE

[Add as #4 to 9.1; and as #6 to 9.2]

Florida Statutes 768.12 (2)(b)3 was amended in 2003, and appears to be a substantive
statutory amendment. The committee recommends using the pre 2003 statutory definition

of "reckless disregard" for those cases whose cause of action accrued prior to the effective
date of the amended statute on September 15, 2003; and using the current statutory
version for all cases which accrued thereafter.

From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra@tds,net]
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 1:16 PM
To: Jeff Fulford; 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ;Joe Lang; Larry Stewart; Tom Edwards
Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re. Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

I am on board with this approach.

I for one hope Sammy and Larry stay engaged at least until we resolve the new book and this needed
adjustmenk

Ralph
-----Original Message -----
From: Jeff Fulford
To: 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: Dick Caldwell ;James Barton ;Jodi (a~ TFB ;Joe Lanq ;Larry Stewart ;Ralph Artigliere ;
Tom Edwards
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 10:50 AM
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Tracy
I'll be happy to do so. I will start on a new version. I will send to the med mal subcommittee;

but since we are losing Sammy and Larry (and they will be missed), then we probably need

some new members. Jeff

From: Tracy Gunn [mailto:tgunn@gunnappeals.com]
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 6:17 AM
To: Jeff Fulford
Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re. Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Thanks so much Jeff, This is very helpful. Yes please do reply to him. We need to get

some new people on the med mal subcommittee. Can you take charge of this issue and

I'll make sure you have subcommittee help?
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Tracy Gunn

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 10, 2009, at 7:00 PM, "Jeff Fulford" <ieff~fulfordlaw.com> wrote:

Tracy

Attorney Malove makes a good point. The statute was amended in 2003 (f5

sec. 768.13 (2)~b)), and altered the definition somewhat from its prior version. The

current instructions are found at MI 9.1 d & MI 9.2 I, and still use the older statutory

language. It appears we also used the older language of the statute in the new

instructions currently pending before the Court, and I think it should be changed to

reflect the current statutory definition.

Pre 2003 version: 768.13 (2}(b) 3:

For purposes of this paragraph, ̀reckless disregard' as it applies to a

given health care provider rending

emergency medical services shall be such conduct which a health care provider knew

or should have known, at the time such services were

rendered, would be likely to result in injury so as to affect the life or health of another,

taking into account the following to the extent they may be present;

a. The extent or serious nature of the circumstances prevailing.

b, The lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate consultation.

c. The lack of a prior patient-physician relationship.

d. The inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the

patient.

e. The time constraints imposed by coexisting emergencies.

Current version since 2003:

For purposes of this paragraph, "reckless disregard" as it applies to a

given health care provider rendering emergency medical services shall be

such conduct that a health care provider knew or should have known, at the time such

services were rendered, created an unreasonable risk of injury so as

to affect the life or health of another, and such risk was substantially greater than that

which is necessary to make the conduct negligent

However, the statute specifically states that the 2003 amendments should be

retroactively applied "to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not

prohibited by the State Constitution or Federal Constitution...." If this were only

considered a procedural change, then I don't think there would be any prohibition to

the retro-application of the language to all cases pending. However, if considered

substantive, then we may need to show both statutory definitions with a note on use

as to when to use each version (I believe this may be the correct method to use for this

instruction). If so, then I think it probably should be considered a substantive change

in the statute, but would like to hear more thoughts from others.

don't specifically recall any discussion on the use of this language during the

meetings, but could be wrong. If you would like, I could email Malove and advise we
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are looking into his comment and that we consider them meritorious. Let me know.

Jeff

From: Jodi B Jennings [mailto:jjenning@flabar.org]
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2009 4:07 PM
To: Amos, Joseph; aprattC~fisherlawfirm.com; Artigliere, Ralph;
reajrCalrobertaustinlaw.com; jbaileyCa~judll.flcourts.org; bartonjmCa~fljudl3.org; Boyer,
Tyrie; IcbrownCa)co.palm-beach.Fl.us; mellisC~co,oalm-beach.fl.us;
sammy@nancelaw.com; vanessa@nancelaw.com; dcaldwellCa~rumberger.com;
Edwards, Thomas; Farmer, Gary; simmonsk@ficourts.orq; Fulford, Jeffrey; Gertz, Sally;
wgrahamCa~judll.flcourts.org; QriffinjCn~flcourts.ora; kahnc@1dca.org;
marstoncjC~idca.org; jlangCa~carltonfields.com; LaRose, Edward;
(miller judll.Flcourks.orq; QoseyaCa~flcourts.orq; wlumishCa~carltonfields.com;
Whitmore, Laura; Richards, John; Tracy Wasserman; IsstewartCa~stfiblaw.com; Mary
Masferrer; rmercierCa~jkwpa,com; Wagner, Alan; Gunn, Tracy; Campo, Allan; Bagley,
Jerald; Barnett, Karen; Burlington, Philip; GostellodC~iudl4.flcourts.org; DeMahy, Pedro
(Pete); Francis, Gregorio; Hinkle, Donald; Ingram, J.; Kest, John ; Lytal, Lake; McCloy,
Dixon; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Sass, Cynthia; Iacone, Diane;
Stringfield, Courtney
Subject: Fw; Jury Instruction Error

See the below comment on MI 9.2.

----- Forwarded by Jodi B JenningslThe Florida Baron 12110/2009 04:04 PM -----

Tracy Gunn <taunn(~qunnaaoeals.com> ToJ~enning <iienningCc~flabar.orq>
cc

12/1012009 03:54 PM SubjectFwd: Jury Instruction Error

Jodi, Can you please distribute this to the committee. Thanks.

Tracy Gunn
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: malove2naoLcoin
Date: December 10, 2009 3:46:33 PM EST
To: Bunn cr,gunnappeals.com
Subject: Jury Instruction Error

Hello:

was recently preparing jury instructions in a med mal case and came upon the legal
definition of "reckless disregard." The definition in 9.2 was in effect in the past. There

is a new definition. I thought you might want to investigate this.
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Sincerely,

Stephen L. Malove, Esq.
Law Offices of Stephen L. Malove &Associates, P.A.
14 Rose Drive
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316'
Phone: 954-767-1000
Fax: 954-767-1001
Email: Malove2(o~aol.com
Website: www.malovelawfirm.com
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"Jeff Fulford"
~` ~~' <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>

06/08/2010 03:42 PM

To Insurance subcommittee:

To "Alan Wagner" <alanwagner@wagnerlaw.com>, "Dedee
Costello " <costellod@judl4.flcourts.org>, "Elizabeth Russo "
<ekrQo russoappeals.com>, "Jodi @ TFB "

cc

bcc

Subject FSJIC -Bad faith instruction

have reviewed the notes from the last meeting and think these are the items on the table. If anyone

has any additional issues or comments, then lets discuss them. Items 1 and 2 merely restate the

committee's action on these issues. Items 3 and 4 require our follow-up.

1) Location of new/reworked version of BF instruction, on duty to advise:

saw no objections by the full committee, to the subcommittee's recommended language or

suggestion to place as part of 404.4. It would then be placed as the beginning paragraph of 404.4, with

amended notes on use. The whole instruction and notes on use, would then read as follows, to-wit:

404.4 Insurer's Duties and Bad Faith (Failure to Settle)

"An insurance company has a duty [to advise its insured of all settlement opportunities (to

advise its insured as to the probable outcome of litigation] [to warn its insured of the possibility of a

judgment that is not covered by the policy and to advise its insured of any steps [he] she] [it] might take

to avoid such a judgment] [to warn its insured of the possibility of a judgment that is greater than the

available insurance and to advise its insured of any steps [he] [she] [it] might take to avoid such a

judgment] [to warn or to advise its insured of (describe other harm) and to advise its insured of any

steps [he] [she] [its might take to avoid (describe other harm)]."

"Bad faith on the part of an insurance company is failing to settle a claim when, under all the

circumstances, it could and should have done so, had it acted fairly and honestly toward [its

policyholder] [its insured] [an excess carrier] and with due regard for [his] [her] (its] [theirs interests."

NOTES ON USE FOR 404.4

1. 404.4 does not distinguish statutory claims from common law claims or first party

claims from third party claims, See State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. LoForet 658 So. 2d 55 (Fla. 1995).

2. 404.4 is applicable when the particular matter in issue is the insurance company's

failure to settle a claim. This instruction does not exhaust the subject. The bracketed portions of the

first paragraph should be used if applicable. Other instructions may be necessary if liability is asserted

for the insurance company's violation of some other duty. See, e.g., Boston Old Colony Ins. Co. v.

Gutierrez, 386 So.2d 783, 785 (Fla. 1980) (duty "to advise the insured of settlement opportunities, to

advise as to the probable outcome of the litigation, to warn of the possibility of an excess judgment, and

to advise the insured of any steps he might take to avoid same").

3. In cases brought under section 624.155, Florida Statutes, issues of notice and cure

generally will be determined by the court. See Talat Enters., Ins. v. Aetna Cos. And Sur, Co. , 753 So.2d

1278 (Fla. 2000). Therefore, no standard jury instruction is provided on those issues.

,d
The only changes I made since the meeting discussion are the title (to include 'Duties'); and the 3

sentence is added to Notes on Use #2.
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2) Additional proposed instructions that were considered, but rejected by the subcommittee and
committee:

a) 'Duty to defend' --since it most likely would be handled by a dec action as a matter of
law.

b) 'Adequacy of defense'
c) 'Duty of carrier to institute settlement regardless of whether a plaintiff's demand has

been made.' —The SC believed more case was needed.

3) The issue was raised (Lytal) why there weren't any instructions on 'insurer's fiduciary duty'. Roth
pointed out that in most cases it may be resolved as a legal issue and handled through a preemptive
instruction. The committee was going to explore this.

a) Should there be a separate instruction on the insurer's 'fiduciary duty'to its insured?

Comment: If the subcommittee thinks it should be included, I would suggest that it may
appropriately be set out as a separate instruction. Also, if we use that language/theory, then we should

probably consider providing a case approved definition. I found Wachovia Ins. Services, Inc. v. Toomey

994 So.2d 980 (Fla, 2008), which held that breach of a fiduciary duty is a separate cause of action, from
breach of common law duties owed by an insurer. Although the case dealt with the duty of an insurer to
obtain coverage and assignment issues, it held that both c/a's can be brought in one case. It also
specifically stated that a 'breach of fiduciary duty' is akin to a bad faith case. I would invite more
comments and thoughts on Lake's and Neal's observations made at the meeting....

agree with Lake's concern that we haven't addressed 'specific flduciaryduties or claims'; and
at a minimum would suggest that we should at least have a ̀ note on use' that advises the
lawyers/judges that additional instructions may be indicated if a separate claim is brought for breach of
a fiduciary duty. I am doing some additional research on this issue, and would invite comments from
those of you with more experience in these claims. thx

4) Finally, I see that the meeting minutes state that ̀ ?he subcommittee will add notes on use
explaining other harm cases (to instruction 404.1)." I apologize for not being present at the last
meeting, and am unsure of the subcommittee action that we were delegated to perform. If anyone has
thoughts or suggestions on our duty here, then please advise. Thanks

Best regards
Jeff

JEFFREY C. FULFORD, P.A.
32 Southeast Osceola Street
Suite A

Stuart, FL 34994
772-288-5123 Tel

772-288-5143 Fax

JULY 8-9, 2010
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"Rebecca Mercier-Vargas" To "Meeks, Thomas J." <tmeeks@carltonfields.com>,
' ~' <rmercier@jkwpa.com> <tgunn@gunnappeals.com>, "Barton, James "

09/23/2010 12:46 PM <BARTONJM@fljudl3.org>
cc "Jodi B Jennings" <jjenning@flabar.org>

bcc

Subject FW: SJI civil website: note on emergency medical treatment
and changes to ch. 400 _.

History ~ This message has been forwarded.

hope all is well with you all. Tom, could you please take a look to the note on use that we added before
the emergency medical treatment instruction (402.16) and make sure this is what the committee had in
mind? http://www.floridasupremecourt.orp/civ iury instructions/instructions.shtml#402

Please take a look at the placement of the note. I put it right after instruction 402.16 (and before 402.16a
& b). In context on the website, I think people would also find it if we put it at the beginning of 402, where
we already have 2 notes on use.

On the language, I used the language Tom emailed me at the last meeting, except I deleted the # 1 since
we don't have a note # 2. In context on the website, I'm not sure if the reference to "this statute" is clear
on whether we are referring to the 2003 amendments to the entire Medical Malpractice Act, or just this
section. Maybe we should change the first sentence to read: "This instruction is based on
the pre-2003 version of the statute of the emergency medical treatment statute
~,

Also, I checked some of the old minutes because I had the recollection that the committee had looked at
these issues closer in time to the 2003 amendments. I'm separately emailing you a copy of the
committee minutes from July 2004, which state on page 2 that:
***

Dan Mitchell reported that he has studied new legislation and does not believe that
any revisions to the civil jury instructions are required. While the Good Samaritan
Act adds additional defendants that are eligible for immunity from medical
malpractice suits, but does not change the substantive law. No other committee
members were aware of any new legislation requiring revisions to the jury
instructions. Altenbernd will report to the Supreme Court that no revisions are
needed in response to new legislation.

...
The minutes are not perfectly clear (and I have to admit drafting them myselfl on what amendments the
committee reviewed. My recollection is that Dan Mitchell had looked at the entire 2003 Med Mal Act
Amendments and recommended against revising it, which the committee accepted. Tracy or Jim may
have a clearer recollection on that than me. Of course, that doesn't mean that we can't consider the
issue again.

Rebecca

Rebecca Mercier Vargas, Esq.
Board Certified Appellate Lawyer
Kreusler-Walsh, Compiani &Vargas P.A.
501 South Flagler Drive, Suite 503
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West Palm Beach, Florida 33401
Telephone: (561) 659-5455
Facsimile: (561) 820-8762

From: Tricia Knox [mailto:knoxt@flcourts.org]
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2010 9:59 AM
To: Rebecca Mercier-Vargas
Subject: RE: S]I civil website: note on emergency medical treatment and changes to ch. 400

Hi Rebecca,

I've made the changes. Please check to make sure they are what you want.

Tricia

From: Rebecca Mercier-Vargas [mailto:rmercier@jkwpa.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2010 5:13 PM
To: Tricia Knox
Subject: SJI civil website; note on emergency medical treatment and changes to ch. 400

Tricia:

hope that you are had a good end of your summer. We have three requests for you:

(1) On the civil jury instructions website, the committee would like to insert a note on use on page listing
instructions, just after instruction 402.16 (and before 402.16a & b).

Note on use
This instruction is based on the pre-2003 version of the statute. For cases
after the 2003 effective date (9/15/03) of the statute, revisions must be made
based upon statutory changes, pending approval of a new instruction.

(2) We would also like to add a hyperlinked index with all the sections in
chapter 400. So, when you scroll down to

SECTION 400 - SUBSTANTNE INSTRUCTIONS
We would add a short index with a hyperlink to each section:

401 General Negligence
402 Professional Negligence
403 Products Liability
404 Insurer's Bad Faith
405 Defamation
406 Malicious Prosecution
407 False Imprisonment
408 Tortious Interference with Business Relationships
409 Misrepresentation
410 Outrageous Conduct Causing Severe Emotional Distress
411 Civil Theft
412 Contribution Among Tortfeasors
413 Claim for Personal Injury Protection (PIP) Benefits (Medical Benefits only)
414 Intentional Tort As an Exception to Exclusive Remedy of Workers' Compensation
415 Unlawful Retaliation
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(3) Also in Chapter 400, could we make it so that if you have opened
an instruction, and you are using the back button to navigate back to
the index of instructions, it takes you back to the same place you had
just been reading on the index. Most of the time, it seems to
navigate back to the beginning of chapter 400—section 401. For
example, if I click open an instruction in section 404, it will
navigate back to the beginning of chapter 400—section 401. Some of the
instructions near the end of chapter 400 seem to navigate back to the
end of the instructions (around instruction 600-800). Since chapter
400 is so long, I think it would really help if we could direct users
back so they don't lose track of where they had been reading on the
index.

Thanks very much, as always, for your help. Please feel free to give me a
call if you have any questions about this.

Rebecca Mercier Vargas, Esq.
Board Certified Appellate Lawyer
Kreusler-Walsh, Compiani, & Vargas P.A.
501 South Flagler Drive, Suite 503
West Palm Beach, Florida 33401
Telephone: (561) 659-5455
Facsimile: (561) 820-8762

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message, including any attachments, is a confidential
attorney-client communication. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact me and destroy all
copies of the original message and attachments.
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"Tom Edwards"
~.r` - ̀  <tse@edwardsragatz.com>

01/31/2011 12:29 PM

Professional Negligence Committee

To "Jodi B Jennings" <jjenning@flabar.org>, "Amos, Joseph"
<jamos@fisherlawfirm.com>, "Artigliere, Ralph"
<skywayra@tds.net>, <jbailey@judi i.flcourts.org>,

cc

bcc

Subject Jury Instructions -- Emergency Medical Services —

We need to address the new (relatively) statute on Emergency Medical Services. I have the Professional

Negligence Committee as follows:

Edwards

Artigliere

Bagley

Roth

Lytle

Ingram

Boyer

Kest

Kahn (leaving the committee)

Russo

Either —Joe Lang or Joe Amos (I think it was Joe Amos)

If I missed anyone or you don't care to be on this committee please let me know,

The minutes from the last meeting where we discussed this are attached with an email string addressing
a proposed instruction. Notes from the last meeting are below. Below that is the CURRENT instruction
based on the OLD statute.
Below that is the CURRENT statute. Attached is a set of emails re this from over a year ago.

AT THE BOTTEM IN YELLOW IS THE LAST VERSION WE WERE WORKING FROM —BELOW THAT

IS LARRY STEWART'S LAST COMMENT RE THIS — AT THE MEETING THERE WAS DEBATE OVER

CONFUSING LANGUAGE —1NE NEED TO PICK UP THE DEBATE RE THIS INSTRUCTION —

EVERYONE PLEASE COMMENT RE TWE YELLOW HIGHLIGHTED INTRUCTION AND THE NEW

STATUTE ----

MINUTES

6. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES:
Edwards reported that the subcommittee will soon begin to consider whether to amend
instruction 402.16 on emergency medical treatment are needed in light of the 2003
amendments to the Medical Malpractice Act. At the last meeting, the Committee decided to
add a note on use to instruction 402.16. The subcommittee suggests revising the wording of
the note slightly to state: "This instruction is based on the pre-2003 version of the
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emergency medical treatment statute."

After the last meeting, the website subcommittee posted this note on the index to jury

instructions on the supreme court website. The Clerk of the Court, Tom Hall, asked the

Committee to remove the note because it had not been formally approved by the Court. The

note was removed.

Barton is planning to meet with Clerk Hall in November to discuss administrative issues.

Barton will discuss with Clerk Hall whether there is another way that the Committee

can use the supreme court website to alert the public when a new statute or case calls an

instruction into. question. Gunn directed the subcommittee to present a draft

instruction in February.

INSTUCTION BASED ON OLD STATUTE

402.16 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT CLAIMS

INTRODtiCTORY COMMENT

Instruction 402.16 addresses the provisions of F.S. 768.13(2)(b). It applies only to cases described in that statute or

to cases in which there is a jury issue as to the applibility of the statute. Instruction 402.16 does not apply to cases

involving patients capable of receiving treatment as non-emergency patients, even if treated in an emergency room.

Instruction 402.16a applies to cases in which there is a jury issue as to whether the statute applies. Instruction

402.16b applies to cases in which either the parties agree that the statute applies or the court has ruled that the

statute applies as a matter of law.

The applicable part of instruction 402.16 should be preceded by instructions 402.1, 402.2, 402.3, and 403.6.

Instruction 402.4 should not be given in the ordinary sequence as it is, to the extent applicable, incorporated in

instruction 402,]6. If there are any preliminary vicarious liability issues, instructions 402.9 and 402.10 should also

be given.

No reported decision construes the legislative intent behind this section. Based upon the definition of "reckless

disregard" in F.S. 768.13(2)(b)3, the committee has concluded that the intent was to limit liability in civil actions

for damages arising out of fact situations to which the statute applies to cases where something more than "simple"

negligence is established.. Therefore, the standard. instructions dealing with "simple" negligence are not appropriate

for civil damage actions to which the statute applies.

402.16a EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT —

Jury Issue as to Application of F.S. 768.13(2)(b)

(1). Preliminary issue on application ofslatute:

The first issue for you to decide on (claimant's) claim against (defendant) is whether (claimant) was

being [cared for] [treated] under emergency circumstances.

[Care] [treatment] is rendered under emergency circumstances when a [hospital] [physician]

renders medical [care] [treatment] required by a sudden, unexpected situation or event that

resulted in a serious medical condition demanding immediate medical attention, for which (claimant

or decedent) initially entered the hospital through its [emergency room] [trauma center], before

(claimant or decedent) was medically stabilized and capable of receiving [care] [treatment] as a

nonemergency patient.
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If the greater weight of the evidence does not support that (claimant's or decedent's) [care]
[treatment] was being rendered under emergency circumstances then you shall proceed to decide
whether (defendant) was negligent in [his] [her] [its] [care] [treatment] of (claimant or decedent).

However, if the greater weight of the evidence supports that (claimant's or decedent's) [care]

[treatment] was being rendered under emergency circumstances, then you shall proceed to decide
whether (defendant) acted in reckless disregard of the consequences in [his] [her] [its] [care]

[treatment] of (claimant or decedent).

(2). Issues regarding negligence:

[If you find. that (claimant's or decedent's) [care] [treatment] .was not being rendered under

emergency circumstances,] the next] issue for you to decide is whether (defendant) was negligent in

(describe conduct in question); and, if so, whether that negligence was a legal cause of the [loss]
[injury] [orJ [damage] to (claimant, decedent or person for whose injury claim is made).

"Negligence" is the failure to use reasonable care. Reasonable care on the part of a [hospital]

[physician] is that level of care, skill and treatment which, in light of all relevant surrounding
circumstances, is recognized as acceptable and appropriate by similar and reasonably careful

(hospitals] [physicians]. Negligence on the part of a [hospital] [physician] is doing something that a
reasonably careful [hospital] [physician] would not do under like circumstances or failing to do
something that a reasonably careful hospital] [physician] would do under like circumstances.

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support this claim, then your verdict [on this claim]
should be for (defendant).

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claimant's) claim on these issues, then
your verdict [on this claim] should be for (claimant) and against (defendant).]

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claim-ants) claim, then you should

consider the defenses) raised by (defendant).]

(3). Issues regarding reckless disregard:

[If you find that (claimant's or decedent's) [care] [treatment] was being rendered under emergency

circumstances,] the [next] issue for you to decide is whether (defendant) acted with reckless

disregard of the consequences in (describe conduct in question); and, if so, whether that reckless

disregard was a legal cause of the [loss] [injury] [or] [damage] to (claimant, decedent or person for

whose injury claim is made).]

A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her]

actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency

services that [its] [his] .[her] conduct would likely result in injury or death, considering [the

seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior patient-physician relationship] [time constraints

due to other emergencies requiring [care] [treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability

to obtain appropriate medical consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical

history of the patient].

If emergency circumstances have not been established by the greater weight of the evidence but the
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greater weight of the evidence supports (claimant's) claim of negligence, then [your verdict [on this

claim] should be for (claimant) and against (defendant) [you should consider the defenses) raised by

(defendant)].

(Proceed to instructions 402.14 and 402.1 S)

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does not support (claimants) claim of negligence,

then your verdict [on this claim] should be for (defendant).]

On the other hand, if emergency circumstances have been established by the greater weight of the

evidence and the greater weight of the evidence also supports (claimant's) claim of reckless

disregard of the consequences, then [your verdict [on this claim) should be for (claimant) and

against (defendant)] [you should consider the defenses) raised by (defendant)].

(Proceed to instructions 402.14 and 402.15)

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does not support (claimants) claim of reckless

disregard of the consequences, then your verdict [on this claim] should be for (defendant) and

against (claimant).]

402.16b EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

(Describe conduct in question) occurred in the course of [rendering] [or] [failing to render]

emergency [care] [treatment] to (claimant or decedent). The issue for you to decide is whether

(defendant) acted with reckless disregard of the consequences in (describe conduct in question); and,

if so, whether that reckless disregard was a legal cause of the [loss] [injury] [or] [damage] to

(claimant, decedent or person for whose injury claim is made).

A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her]

actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known at the time [itJ [he] [she] rendered emergency

services that [its] [his] [her] conduct would likely result in injury or death, considering [the

seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior patient-physician relationship] [time constraints

due to other emergencies requiring [care] [treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability

to obtain appropriate medical consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical

history of the patient].

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support (claimant's) claim, then your verdict [on this

claim] should be for (defendant).

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claimant's) claim on these issues, then

your verdict [on this claim] should be for (claimant) and against (defendant).]

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claimant's) claim on these issues, then

you should consider the defenses) raised by (defendant).]

(Proceed to instructions 402.14 and 402.15)

NOTES ON USE FOR 402.16

1. Instruction 402.16a should be given when there is ajury issue as to whether the care or treatment was being
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rendered under emergency circumstances. An appropriate special verdict will be necessary to distinguish between a
finding that the care or treatment was not being rendered under emergency circumstances, in which case the
standard of care is negligence, and a finding that the care or treatment was being rendered under emergency
circumstances, in which case the standard of care is reckless disregard of the circumstances. The verdict should
contain instructions to guide the jury depending on their finding as to whether the care and treatment was or was not
rendered under emergency circumstances. The burden of proof provisions of instruction 402.16a should also be
modified to incorporate the instructions in the special verdict. See Appendix A, Model Jury Instructions.

2. Instruction 402.16b should be given when the parties agree that the statute applies or when the court has
ruled it applies as a matter of law.

3. Negligence of a patient, which contributes to or causes the medical condition for which treatment is sought,
is not available as a defense (as comparative negligence) to subsequent medical negligence which causes a distinct
injury. See, e.g. ,Norman v. Mandarin Emergency Care Center, Inc ., 490 So.2d 76 (Fla. 1st DCA 1986);

Matthews v. Williford , 318 So.2d 480 (Fla. 2d DCA 1975); but see Vandergrift v. Fort Pierce Memorial Hospital,

Inc ., 354 So.2d 398 (Fla. 4th DCA 1978). Rare circumstances may arise, involving a patient's negligence after

emergency care or treatment has begun, in which comparative negligence is a legitimate issue. See generally
Whitehead v. Linkous , 404 So.2d 377 (Fla. 1st DCA 1981).

4. Pending further developments in the law, the committee reserves the issue of whether comparative
negligence is a defense when the reckless disregard standard is in effect. If the court decides that comparative
negligence is a defense, then an instruction on simple negligence should be given.

5: "Reckless disregard," as defined and used in the context of F.S. 768.13(2)(b), does not appear to have the
same meaning as reckless disregard when used in the context of standards for punitive damages. See Fla. Std. Jury
lnstr. (Civ.) 501.12 and SOL13.

NEW STATUTE

768.13
Good Samaritan Act; immunity from civil liability.

— {NOTE -- THERE ARE SEPARATE PROVISIONS FOR "VOLUNTEERS")

— (b)1.

— Any health care provider, including a hospital licensed under chapter 395, providing

emergency services pursuant to obligations imposed by 42 U.S.C. s, 1395dd, s. 395.1041,

s. 395.401, or s. 401.45 shall not be held liable for any civil damages as a result of such

medical care or treatment unless such damages result from providing, or failing to

provide, medical care or treatment under circumstances demonstrating a reckless

disregard for the consequences so as to affect the life or health of another.

— 2.

— The immunity provided by this paragraph applies to damages as a result of any act

or omission of providing medical care or treatment, including diagnosis:

— a.

Which occurs prior to the time the patient is stabilized. and is capable of receiving
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medical treatment as a nonemergency patient, unless surgery is required as a result of the
emergency within a reasonable time after the patient is stabilized, in which case the
immunity provided by this paragraph applies to any act or omission of providing medical
care or treatment which occurs prior to the stabilization of the patient following the
surgery.
— b.

Which is related to the original medical emergency.

— For purposes of this paragraph, "reckless disregard" as it applies to a given health
care provider rendering emergency medical services shall be such conduct that a health
care provider knew or should have known, at the time such services were rendered,
created an unreasonable risk of injury so as to affect the life or health of another, and
such risk was substantially greater than that which is necessary to make the conduct
negligent.
— 4.

— Every emergency care facility granted immunity under this paragraph shall accept
and treat all emergency care patients within the operational capacity of such facility
without regard to ability to pay, including patients transferred from another emergency

care facility or other health care provider pursuant to Pub. L. No. 99-272, s. 9121. The

failure of an emergency care facility to comply with this subparagraph constitutes
grounds for the department to initiate disciplinary action against the facility pursuant to
chapter 395.

BELOW IS THE LAST VERSION WE WERE DEBATIN~r

I. Proposed amended instruction for'new book':

FSJI at 402.16a (3) [Note -remove current 2 paragraph and insert this new definition]

"A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his]

[her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered
emergency services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created

by the failure to use reasonable care."

FSJI at 402.16b [Note -remove current 2 paragraph and insert this new definition]

"A [hospital] [physician) acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his]

[her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered

emergency services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created

by acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable and [in]appropriate by

similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers]. "
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Ladd these 2 notes on use for 40216]

6. The statutory definition of °reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The
legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "lt is the intent of the Legislature to apply the
provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by
the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida
Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is
mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding
the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue
pending resolution by the Courts.

7. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the
definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9.2 i. "Reckless disregard" defined:
A [hospital] [(identify hospital employee providing patient care)] [physician] acts with "reckless
disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have
known at the time [if] [he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his] [her] conduct would
likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior
patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring [care]
[treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical
consultation] [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

END

Larry's last comments

I think that the proposal:

"and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
negligent conduct or the failure to use reasonable care."

is redundant since negligent conduct is the failure to reasonable care. I
would therefore suggest deleting the term "negligent conduct." Amore
precise way to phrase it would be to follow Tom's suggestion, without
"merely", since it incorporates the definitional language. We also need to
cover "acting", hence the brackets and additional language:

"and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
[acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable

and [in]appropriate by similar
and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care

providers]."

I think this gets the concept across that the conduct must be more than just
negligence, which is the point of the law.
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Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Edwards & Ragatz, P.A.
{'rrstinal ln.jury and CommerCixl Tri:ils
501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601

Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

tsec~edwardsragatz.com

THIS E-MAILTRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOTTHE INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO

NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE

RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL.

IRS CICCU Iaf 23O DISCIOSU C2. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice

contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for

the purpose of (I) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any

~`-

transaction or matter addressed herein. Emergency Med Materials 7.6.10.pdf
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INISURANCE CONTINUED:

~~~Em ;,~~Me~ical Services ~:

Edwards informed the Committee that since the 1980s, the legislature has been

tinkering with the standards for medical malpractice emergency treatment. The

subcommittee has changed the instructions in response. The subcommittee

recommends keeping the old instructions in the book as the new book is

published, since some cases still will be tried under the old standards.

The Committee reviewed the reckless disregard instruction, and noted the

need for a standard verb tense throughout. The Committee fiirther discussed

whether to use the "failure to use reasonable care" language, and whether basic

negligence or professional negligence is applicable. The Committee discussed

what the instruction is attempting to define - -conduct or risk.

Based on all of the outstanding issues and questions, it was decided the

subcommittee will put a notice in the book that the statute has been

amended, and go back to continue working on these new instructions.

Ingram, Roth, Boyer, Bagley, Kest, and Lytal joined the subcommittee.

Edwards will Chair the subcommittee.

Bad Faith

The Committee needs to decide where this instruction should go. The

subcommittee recommends putting it adjacent to instruction 404.4 (failure to

settle).

Edwards posed the question of whether an additional instruction on duty to defend

is needed. Edwards explained that most of the subcommittee felt that issue would

be resolved as a legal question in an action for declaratory judgment. Another

question is whether an instruction is needed for a case involving "adequacy of

defense." The subcommittee does not recommend such an instruction at this time.

The other potential instruction is an instruction regarding the duty of a carrier to

institute settlement regardless of whether there has been an offer to settle by the

plaintiff. This arises from Powell v. Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 584 So. 2d

12 (Fla. 3d DCA 199] ). The subcommittee believes more case law on this issue

is needed before an instruction is proper.

Lytal questioned why an insurer's fiduciary duty is not addressed. The

Committee discussed this.

-9-
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"Jeff Fulford"
` f ' <jeff@fultordlaw.com>

02/19/2010 0129 PM

To "'Jeff Fulford"' <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>, "Dick Caldwell"
<dcaldwell aQrumberger.com>, "James Barton"
<bartonjm@fljudl3.org>, "Jodl a~ TFB "

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services
FS 768.13

Jodi

You asked that i forward you the final version to include in materials. This seems to be the last version,

since I have not seen any further comments. I have included all suggested language and format, and

think this will be the version to submit to the full committee. Tom has agreed to present this since

won't be attending this mtg. Thanks to all for your input and help.

Jeff

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2010 11:49 AM
To: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ;Joe Lang ;Larry Stewart; Ralph Artigliere; Sammy
Cacciatore; Tom Edwards; Tracy Gunn; Tyrie Boyer
Subject: RE; Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Following Larry's suggestions, I have included his suggestions within the Third Draft below. I

hope we are getting close.
7eff

From: Larry Stewart [mailto:lsstewart@stfblaw.comJ
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 6:12 PM

To: Jeff Fulford; Ralph Artigliere; Tom Edwards; tgunn@gunnappeals.com

Cc: dcaldwell@rumberger.com; bartonjm@fljudl3.org; jjenning@flabar.org;
jlang@carltonfields.com; Sammy@nancelaw.com; twboyer@coj.net
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

I think that the proposal:

"and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
negligent conduct or the failure to use reasonable care."

is redundant since negligent conduct is the failure to reasonable care. I
would therefore suggest deleting the term "negligent conduct." Amore
precise way to phrase it would be to follow Tom's suggestion, without
"merely", since it incorporates the definitional language. We also need to

cover "acting", hence the brackets and additional language:

"and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
[acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable

and [in]appropriate by similar

F~aUAf~ 
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providers].
and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care

I think this gets the concept across that the conduct must be more than just
negligence, which is the point of the law.

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 6:15 PM
To: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ;Joe Lang ;Larry Stewart; Ralph Artigliere; Sammy
Cacciatore; Tom Edwards; Tracy Gunn; Tyrie Boyer
Subject: FW: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Following these suggestions, I come up with this latest proposed version: (Third draft)

1-add definition of professional negligence to 9.1d (existing book) (Tom's version below);

2- add definition of professional negligence to 16b (new book) (Tom's version below);

3-prof negligence definition not needed in 9.2i or 16a since the definition is included in

preceding paragraphs therein;
4- the term "merely" was included in the additions to 9.1 d and 16b, but some members question

if needed??;
5- the ̀ reckless disregard' definition in 9.2i and 16a was changed to insert the plain language we

discussed;

6- We should also address to whom we should identify in the instructions. The statute deals with. ~`

`any health care provider' (FS 768.13(2)(b)1&3). However, the current instructions state

"(defendant hospital, hospital employee, physician)". The new book instructions change the

categories to "[hospital] [physician]". I think we should consider altering both versions (current

and proposed books) to conform to the statute and include "[hospital) [physician] [health care

provider]". This suggestion is now included in the Third Draft below.
7- Larry's comments (above) are incorporated within the instructions below.

Thoughts?

THIRD DRAFT
I. Proposed -amended instruction for current boob:

FS11 at Misc MI 9.1d & 9.2i

MI 9.1
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

NO JURY ISSUE AS TO
APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b) (FS 2003)

d. "Reckless disregard"deftned:

A (hospital] physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [itsJ [his] [her]

actions if [it] [he] (sheJ knew or should have known, at the time [it] [hey (she] rendered emergency

services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the

F~BRt7RRY 2o~i~5 2010 
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life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
[acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable and [in]appropriate by

similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals) [health care providers].

Ladd these 2 notes on use for Ml 9.1]

4. The statutory definition of ̀ reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The
legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the
provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent sach application is not prohibited by
the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida
Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is
mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003):' There may be an issue regarding
the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue

pending resolution by the Courts.

5. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the

definition of reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9.1 d. "Reckless disregard" defined:

', A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physician] acts with "reckless

disregard" for the consequences of [itsJ [hiss (her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have

known at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his] (herJ conduct would

likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the situation] the lack of a prior

patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring [care]

treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical

consultation] [ands [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

MI 9.2
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

JURY ISSUE AS TO APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b) (FS 2003)

"Reckless disregard" defined:

A (hospital} (physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of fits] [his] [her]

actions if [it] [he] [sheJ knew or should have known, at the time [it) [he] [she] rendered emergency

services, that [its] phis] (herJ conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the

life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by the

failure to use reasonable care.

Ladd these 2 notes on use for MI 9.2J

6. The statutory definition of ̀ reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The

legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the

provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by

the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida

Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is
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mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding

the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue

pending resolution by the Courts.

7. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the

definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9.2 i. "Reckless disregard" defined:

A [hospital] (identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physicians acts with "reckless

disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] (her] actions if fit] (hey [she] knew or should have
known at the time [it) [he] [she) rendered emergency services that [its] (his] ~F~er] conduct would

likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the situation] the lack of a prior

patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring [care]

[treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical

consultation] [and] (the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

I. Proposed amended instruction for'new book':

~d

FSJI at 402.16a (3) [Note -remove current 2 paragraph and insert this new definition]

"A hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of (its ~hisJ

[her] actions if [it] (he] (she) knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] [shc) rendered

emergency services, that [itsJ (hisJ [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created

by the failure to use reasonable care." '~`~~

~e
FSJI at 402.16b [Note -remove current 2 paragraph and insert this new definition]

"A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his]

[her] actions if (it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he) (she] rendered

emergency services, that [its) (his] [herJ conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created

by [acting] [or] (failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable and [in]appropriate by

similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers]. "

Ladd these 2 notes on use for 402.16

6. The statutory definition of ̀ reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The

legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the

provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by

the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida

Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is

mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding

the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue

pending resolution by the Courts.

7. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the

definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9Z i. "Reckless disregard" def ned:

A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ) [physician] acts with "reckless

disregard" for the consequences of [its] [hisJ [her] actions if [it] [he] ~shej knew or should have
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known at the time [it] (he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his] [her] conduct would
likely result in injury or death, considering the seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior
patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring [care)

[treatment] at the same time] the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical
consultation) [and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

END

Jeff

My suggestion is we do two versions, one for 16a (brief w/o definition) and

one for 16b including the definition right in the sentence as Tom suggested.

My theory is that if we include a separate definition in 16b, there can be a

distracting disconnect for jurors mentally processiong the instruction if we

define negligence as a standard that is not the ER standard. We may want to

get Alan Campo involved early on this one.

Ralph Artigliere
slcywayra(~tds.net
706-632-6035
706-851-4121
----- Original Message --=--
From: "Jeff Fulford" <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>

To: "'Ralph Artigliere'" <skywayra@tds.net>; "'Tom Edwards"'

<tse@edwardsragatz.com>; <lsstewart@stfblaw.com>; <tgunn@gunnappeals.com>

', Cc: <dcaldwell@rumberger.com>; <bartonjm~fljudl3.org>; <jjenning(lflabar.org>;

<jlang@carltonfields.com>; <sammy@nancelaw.com>; <twboyer@coj.net>

Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 1:52 PM

Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

The definition of professional negligence is already included in the

instruction of 402.16a (when there is an issue of whether emerg med care is

involved); but is not included in the 402.16b version (dealing with a case

where the parties agree or the court has ruled that emerg med services were

definitely involved).

So, I am thinking we don't need to restate the definition of professional

negligence in the 'reckless disregard'aendment in 16a. However, we probably

do need to include a version in 16b.

-----Original Message-----
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From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra@tds.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 1:29 PM
To: Tom Edwards; jeff@fulfordlaw.com; lsstewart@stfblaw.com;
tgunn@gunnappeals.com
Cc: dcaldwell@rumberger.com; bartonjm@fljudl3.org; jjenning@flabar.org;
jlang@carltonfields.com; Sammy@nancelaw.com; twboyer@coj.net
Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Tom,

I liked your inclusion of the definition, which is why I brought it up again.

Ralph Artigliere
skywavra~tds.net
706-632-6035
706-851-4121
----- Original Message -----
From: "Tom Edwards" <tse@edwardsragatz.com>
To: <skywayra@tds.net>; <jeff@f ulfordlaw.com>; <lsstewart@stfblaw.com>;
<tgunn@gunnappeals.com>
Cc: <dcaldwell@rumberger.com>; <bartonjm@fljudl3.org>; <jjenning@flabar.org>;

<jlang@carltonfields.com>; <sammy@nancelaw.com>; <twboyer@coj.net>

Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 1:03 PM
Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

> That was my 2nd proposal - I drew the definitions from existing

> professional negligence inst ,

> Thomas S. Edwards, ]r.
> Edwards & Ragatz, P.A.
> Personal Injury and Commercial Trials
> 501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601, Jacksonville, Florida 32202

> Phone 904.399.1609/800.366.1609/Fax 904.399.1615
> Email: tse~edwardsra~atz.comweb Site: edwardsragatz.com

> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Ralph Artigliere <skywayra@tds.net>
> To: Jeff Fulford <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>; Tom Edwards; 'Larry Stewart'

> <lsstewart@stfblaw.com>; 'Tracy Gunn' <tgunn@gunnappeals.com>

> Cc: 'Dick Caldwell' <dcaldwell@rumberger.com>; 'James Barton'

> <bartonjm@fljudl3.org>; 'Jodi @ TFB <jjenning@flabar.org>; 'Joe Lang '

> <jlang@carltonfields.com>; 'Sammy Cacciatore' <sammy@nancelaw.com>; Tyrie

> Boyer <twboyer@coj.net>
> Sent: Wed Feb 17 12:54:25 2010
> Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS

> 768.13

> If not otherwise defined, we will need to define physician reasonable

> care.
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> Ralph Artigliere
> sl<ywayra(a)tds ,net
> 706-632-6035
> 706-851-4121
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Jeff Fulford" <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>
> To; "'Ralph Artigliere "' <skywayra@tds.net>; "'Tom Edwards"'
> <tse@edwardsragatz.com>; "'Larry Stewart "' <lsstewart@stfblaw.com>;
> "'Tracy
> Gunn'" <tgunn@gunnappeals.com>
> Cc: "'Dick Caldwell"' <dcaldwell@rumberger.com>; "'James Barton "'
> <bartonjm@fljudl3.org>; "']odi @ TFB "' <jjenning@flabar.org>; "'Joe Lang
~ ~ ~~

> <jlang@carltonfields.com>; "'Sammy Cacciatore "' <sammy@nancelaw.com>;
> "Tyrie
> Boyer <twbover(~co~.net>
> Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 12:48 PM
> Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS
> 768.13

> First, I agree with Ralph, that I am also conflicted on changing the
> statutory language. I do not like the statutory language at all, and
> think
> there is no way for an average juror to understand the phrase. Although
>z
> generally think that we should follow the statutory language, so that we
> are
> not creating new law, I am now questioning that logic here. If it is
> applied
> as written, it essentially will not be understandable and, thus, useless.

> I also think there may be an inherent flaw (or confusion) in the statute's
> language in the use of 'risk'. Risk is used twice in the statutory
> definition. First, to refer to the 'injury'. The second usage refers to
> conduct, since it relates to 'substantially greater... negligent
> conduct.'
> I think that is confusing. However, I do agree with Larry that it was
> probably the legislative intent to state some form of 'gross negligence.'
> Why they didn't use that term is a mystery since they have used it in

> other
> statutes (and the legislature is presumed to understand the meaning of its
> terms; especially where they have used those terms in different statutes.)

> I propose we do use plain English even if we may be inadvertently changing

> the subtle meaning or intent. In that regard, I do like Tom's first

> proposal as being more easily understood, but think that the term "merely"
> is superfluous (similar to Ralph's comment). What about this modified

> version:
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> "and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
> negligent conduct or the failure to use reasonable care."

> **ps I am including Tyrie on this issue since he recently asked to be
> added
> to insurance (and professional?) subcommittees.

> ]eff

> JEFFREY C. FULFORD, P.A.
> 32 Southeast Osceola Street
> Suite A
> Stuart, FL 34994
> 772-288-5123 Tel
> 772-288-5143 Fax
> ~eff~afulfordlaw.com

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail transmission (and the attachments

> accompanying i.t) contains confidential information belonging to the sender
> which is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.0
> Section 2510-2521 and may be attorney-client privileged information. The
> information is intended only for the use of the intended recipient. If you
> are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail,
> and destroy all copies of the original message.

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra@tds.net]
> Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 11:40 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Larry Stewart; Jeff Fulford; Tracy Gunn

> Cc: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB Joe Lang Sammy Cacciatore

> Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS

> 768.13

> I think Tom is on the right track; i.e., we would need to define what we

> mean by "reasonable care" as was done here. I don't care for using the

> word

> "merely".

> We may need to stick with the statutory language in order to get the exact

> legal result intended by the legislature because there is no equivalent to

> this protected level of conduct.

> I am not adamant... just conflicted.

> Ralph
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> Ralph Artigliere
> sl<ywayra(~tds. net
> 706-632-6035
> 706-851-4121

> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Tom Edwards" <tse@edwardsragatz.com>
> To: "Larry Stewart" <lsstewart@stfblaw.com>; "]eff Fulford"
> <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>; "Tracy Gunn" <tgunn@gunnappeals.com>
> Cc: "Dick Caldwell" <dcaldwell@rumberger.com>; "lames Barton"
> <bartonjm@fljudl3.org>; "Jodi @ TFB <jjenning@flabar.org>; "7oe Lang "
> <jlang@carltonfields.com>; "Sammy Cacciatore" <sammy@nancelaw.com>; "Ralph
> Artigliere" <skywayra@tds.net>
> Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 9:26 PM
> Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS
> 768.13

> Or alternatively:

> "and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by merely
> failing to act in a way considered acceptable and appropriate by similar
> and

> reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers].

> Thomas 5. Edwards, Jr.

> Edwards & Ragatz, P.A.

> From: Tom Edwards [mailto;tse@edwardsragatz.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 9:16 PM
> To: Larry Stewart; Jeff Fulford; Tracy Gunn
> Cc: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ; Joe Lang Sammy Cacciatore;

> Ralph Artigliere
> Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS
> 768.13

> May I suggest instead:
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> "and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by merely
> failing to use reasonable care"

> that language is drawn from the negligence instruction

> Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

> Edwards & Ragatz, P.A.

> From: Larry Stewart [mailto:lsstewart@stfblaw.com]
> Sent: Tue 2/16/2010 8:09 PM
> To: Jeff Fulford; Tracy Gunn
> Cc: Dick Caldwell; lames Barton; Jodi ~a TFB ; Tom Edwards; Toe Lang ;
> Sammy
> Cacciatore; Ralph Artigliere
> Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS
> 768.13

> --
> I have been trying to come up with a "plain English" substitution for the
> last phrase o~ the definition, because I do not think that any jury will
> understand what that means. The problem is that the last phrase mixes
> "risk° with "conduct" and that makes it difficult to come up with a
> substitute. I think what the legislature intended was something in the

', > nature of gross negligence but we cannot assume that. What do you think
> of
> this: "and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
> merely failing to act or acting inappropriately under similar
> circumstances"???

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.com)
', Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 2:05 PM

To: 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: 'Dick Caldwell'; 'James Barton'; 'Jodi @ TFB '; 'Larry Stewart'; 'Tom Edwards'; 'Joe Lang '; 'Sammy
Cacciatore'; Ralph Artigliere
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re. Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

SECOND DRAFT:
Following some sage advice, I have drafted a second version. It attempts to incorporate the

comments thus far. It does the following:
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1- It incorporates Larry's plain English version (slightly different from statutory language);

2- It is formatted to be submitted in the current book, as well as the new book pending before the court

(we would submit both for publication);
3- There is a 'note on use' for application of the older version of the statute (pre 2003). The current
statutory version is included as the main instruction (Larry's suggestion); and

4- There is a 'note on use' that the statute attempted to apply the post 2003 version retroactively, but

that the committee takes no position on this retroactive application, pending resolution of this issue by

the courts. (Sammy's suggestion}

Please advise if there are additional suggestions or language changes. The highlighted yellow

are the actual proposed charges and notes on use. Thanks

Jeff

Proposed amended instruction for current book:
FSJI at Misc MI 9.1d & 9.2i

MT 9.l
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

NO JURY ISSUE AS TO
APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b) (FS 2003)

d. "Reckless disregard" defined:

A hospital] [physician] acts with °Greckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] Sher)

actions if [itJ [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] (she] rendered emergency

services, that [its] (his] (her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the

life or health of another, and that risk was substantially greater than that which is necessary to

make the conduct negligent.

[add these 2 notes on use for MI 9.1J

4. The statutory definition of °reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The

legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the

provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by

the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida

Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is

mailed on or after the effective date of [his act (Sept. I5, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding

', the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue

pending resolution by the Courts.

5. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the

definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9.1 d.`Reckless disregard" deftned:

A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physician] acts with ~~reckless

disregard" for the consequences of [its] [hisj (her] actions if [itJ [hej [she] knew or should have

known at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his) (her] conduct would

', likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the situation] [the lack of a prior

patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring ~careJ
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(treatment] at the same time] (the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical
consultation] [and] the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patientJ.

MI 9.2
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

JURY ISSUE AS TO APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b) (FS 2003)

"Reckless disregard" rtefzned:

A [hospital] (physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her]
actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he) [she] rendered emergency
services, that fits] [hiss [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the
life or health of another, and that risk was substantially greater than that which is necessary to
make the conduct negligent.

Ladd these 2 notes on use for MI 9.2]

6. The statutory definition of ̀ reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The

legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the

provisions of this act to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by

the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida

Statutes, shall apply only tb any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is

mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding

the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no positron on this issue
pending resolution by the Courts.

7. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the

definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

M19.2 i. "Reckless disregard" defned:

A [hospital] [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) J [physician] acts with °°reckless

disregard" for the consequences of [its] phis] [her] actions if [it] [he] she] knew or should have

known at the time [it] [heJ [she] rendered emergency services that [its [his] [her) conduct would

likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the situation) [the lack of a prior

patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring [care)

(treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical

consultation] [and] (the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

I. Proposed amended instruction for 'new book':

nd

FSJI at 402.16a (3) [Note -remove current 2 paragraph and insert this new definition]

"A [hospital) [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of (its] [his)

[herj actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered

emergency services, that (its] [his) (her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk was substantially greater than that which is

necessary to make the conduct negligent:'
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nd

FSJI at 402.16b [Note -remove Current 2 paragraph and insert this new definition]

"A hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of (its] [his]

[her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] the] (she] rendered

emergency services, that [its] phis] (her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk was substantially greater than that which is

necessary to make the conduct negligent."

Ladd these 2 notes on use for 402.16)

6. The statutory definition of ̀ reckless disregard' was amended, effective 9-15-03. The

legislative intent was stated as follows, to-wit: "It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the

provisions of this act fo prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by

the State Constitution or Federal Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida

Statutes, shall apply only to any medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is

mailed on or after the effective date of this act (Sept. 15, 2003)." There may be an issue regarding

the ̀ retroactive application' of this amendment, but the Committee takes no position on this issue

pending resolution by the Courts.

7. For causes of actions which accrued prior to the effective date of the amendment of the

definition of ̀reckless disregard' (9-15-03), the prior instruction read as follows, to-wit:

MI 9.2 i. "Reckless disregard" defined:

A [hospital] ((identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physician] acts with "reckless

disregard" for the consequences of (its] [hisj [her) actions if [it) [he] [she] knew or should have

known at the time [it] [he] [shc] rendered emergency services that [its] [his] [her] ~eonduct would

likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the situation] (the lack of a prior

patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other emergencies requiring ~careJ

[treatment) at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate medical

consultation] [and) [the inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the patient].

ENp

From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto;skywayra@tds.net]

Sent: Monday, February 15, 2010 4:27 PM
To: Sammy Cacciatore; Jeff Fulford; Tracy Gunn

Cc: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ;Larry Stewart; Tom Edwards; Joe Lang ;Sammy

Cacciatore
Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

agree with Larry, Sammy, and your second email, Jeff. You might take a stab at incorporating what you

have heard and agree with so far and we can go from there. .

Ralph Artigliere

skvwa~a,tds.net

706-632-6035

706-851-4121
--- Original Message -----
From: Sammv Cacciatore
To: Jeff Fulford ;Tracy Gunn
Cc: Dick Caldwell ;James Barton ;Jodi (a~ TFB ; Larry Stewart ;Tom Edwards ;Joe Lanq ;Ralph
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Artigliere ; Sammv Cacciatore
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:29 AM
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Jeff,

Here are my thoughts as a former member:

think that we need to keep both versions. The format that we used in the past setting
the two versions apart by the dates as you suggest in parra. 3 is fine.

Notwithstanding the statutory language, it seems to me that the change is substantive
and cannot be applied retroactively. We should suggest in the note there is a question
regarding retroactive application and advise that the Committee takes no position
pending resolution of the question.

think Larry's comments and thoughts are good. I would concur on trying his language
and submitting both versions.

Sammy Cacciatore
Sammy@NanceLaw.com

. ~,
From: Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.com] "
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010. 11.31 AM
To: 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: 'Dick Caldwell'; 'James Barton'; 'Jodi @ TFB '; 'Larry Stewart'; 'Tom Edwards'; Sammy Cacciatore; Joe
fang ;Ralph Artigliere
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Thanks Larry. You may not be a 'current member', but you will forever be a member in our hearts...

Your thoughts are well taken.

i forgot the punitive damages charge was edited in the new book. I also like your idea of using only the

current statutory version (with revisions if everyone agrees) as the main instruction; with a note on use

identifying the date of the statutory change and older instruction. As to the editing, I do prefer plain

English versions, but hesitate since we are dealing with a statutory provision. Modifying both (current

instruction and new boal< version) would cover all bases. Other thoughts from the committee?

Jeff

-----Original Message-----
From: Larry Stewart [mailto:lsstewart@stfblaw
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 11:09 AM
To: 7eff Fulford; Tracy Gunn
Cc: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ;
Joe Lang Ralph Artigliere

Fi~a~o`~~5 2010
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Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Jeff: A couple of thoughts from a "former" member. First, I would consider
putting the pre-'03 language in a Note On Use. We concluded that the old
punitive damage instructions which had the pre and post '99 language in the
instructions were very confusing. It was for that reason that we moved the
pre-'99 language to an Appendix. I don't think -this is long enough to
warrant an Appendix and that it ,could be handled in a Note On Use.

Second, while the statutory language is pretty good (for statutory
language), it could be improved a little by some slight changes, as follows:

A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the
consequences of [its] [his] [her] actions if [it] [he] [her] knew or should

have known, at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency services, that
[its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that will
affect the life or health of another, and that risk was substantially

greater than that which is necessary to make the conduct negligent.

I tried to red-line the changes but that exceeded my computer skills.
Nonetheless, you can see the changes by comparison -- they are in the third

line. I tried to think of a substitute for the last phrase (because I doubt

that a jury will understand what that means) but couldn't come up with
anything simple. `"`

Lastly, with respect to which version (current or proposed) of the

instruction to modify, I would do both. As I recall, we kept these

instructions pretty much intact (if not verbatim). Since the Court has not

raised any questions about any of the med mal instructions, they may be

prepared to approved them "as is" maybe before this proposal can even get

there (since it first has to be published for comments, which means the
earliest you can get this up there is the end of the summer). If you do

both versions, you will be set to go no matter what the Court does.

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 10:25 AM
To: 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: 'Dick Caldwell'; 'James Barton'; 'Jodi @ TFB '; 'Larry Stewart'; 'Tom Edwards'; Sammy
Cacciatore; Joe Lang ; Ralph Artigliere
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768,13

To subcommittee members:

Upon reflection last night after sending this, I thought I should try to list the issues that I see, as

it makes for an easier review by the subcommittee:

1- We need to agree on the language, first.

(Since statutory, I think it should follow the statute, instead of inserting plain English

F~~~~I-~o4/~5 2010 
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translation, but that is just my thought.)

2- We need to determine if we keep old version and new version.

(I think both are still needed, since there are probably still a few pre 2003 cases out there.)

3- If keeping both versions, then the format should probably mirror what we have done in the

past with the use of dates (eg- pre 9-15-03 causes of action use older version, cases which

accrued after 9-15-03 use newer version.... The Punitive Damage section is a good example as

to how we did this in other situatipns.)

4- Finally, I think we should include a note on use that the statute attempts to apply it

retroactively, but that the committee thinks they are substantive changes and it cannot be

applied retroactively (if that is our collective thought; and simply cite the statute language

regarding application, following our note on use, as follows:

"It is the intent of the Legislature to apply the provisions of this act to prior medical

incidents, to the extent such application is not prohibited by the State Constitution or Federal

Constitution, except that the changes to chapter 766, Florida Statutes, shall apply only to any

medical incident for which a notice of intent to initiate litigation is mailed on or after the

effective date of this act [Sept. 15, 2003]."

Those are the issues that I see. Thoughts?

Jeff

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2Q10 5:58 PM
To: 'Ralph Artigliere'; 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: 'Dick Caldwell'; 'James Barton'; 'Jodi @ TFB '; ']oe Lang'; 'Larry StewarC; 'Tom Edwards';

Sammy Cacciatore
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

To the Professional Negligence Subcommittee members:

This is my first stab at correcting our instructions on the "reckless disregard" definition

under Emergency Medical Services. I think it is fairly straight forward since we are dealing with

a statutory change (which I think we all agree is a substantive change and cannot be applied

retroactively). Ihave included the older version, the newer proposed version, and a note on

use suggesting it is likely a substantive statutory change, etc. The specific statutory language

(old and new) is in this email thread below. Please let me know thoughts and proposed

changes.

An additional thought is whether we are attempting to amend the current version (as

written below), or if we want to propose changing the new 'book' version currently before the

court, My suggestion is we offer this now, based on the current version, since it is years

overdue.

Thanks
Jeff

Current versions in FSJI at Misc MI 9.id & 9.2 (based on older version of statute):

MI 9.1

F~gFltJA~01 
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

NO JURY ISSUE AS TO
APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b)

d. "Reckless disregard" def:ned.~

A [hospital) [(identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] [physician] acts with
"reckless disregard" for the consequences of ~itsJ phis] Sher] actions if [it] [he] she] knew or
should have known at the time (it] the] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his]
[her] conduct would likely result in injury or death, considering the seriousness of the
situation] [the lack of a prior patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other
emergencies requiring [care] [treatment] at the same time] [the lack of time or ability to
obtain appropriate medical consultation) (and] [the inability to obtain an appropriate
medical history of the patient).

MI 9.2
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

JURY ISSUE AS TO APPLICABILITY OF § 768.13(2)(b)

"Reckless disregard" defined:

A [hospital) ((identify hospital em ployee providing patient care) ] (physician] acts with
"reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his] [her] actions if [it] ~hej [she] knew or
should have known at the time fit] [he] [she] rendered emergency services that [its] [his]
[her] conduct would likely result in injury or death, considering [the seriousness of the
situation] [the lack of a prior patient-physician relationship] [time constraints due to other

emergencies requiring [care] treatment] at the same time) (the lack of time or ability to
obtain appropriate medical consultation] hand] the inability to obtain an appropriate
medical history of the patient].

Proposed new version and notes on use, should be applied to both sections below (based on
current statutory version):

M14.1 d. and
MI 9.2 i.

"Reckless disregard" defined:

A [hospital] (physician) acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] (his]
[her] actions if [itJ [heJ Sher] knew or should have known, at the time [itJ (he] [she]
rendered emergency services, that fits] [his] [her) conduct created an unreasonable risk of

injury so as to affect the life or health of another, and such risk was substantially greater

than that which is necessary to make the conduct negligent.

F~I~~o~~5 2010 
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NOTES ON USE

Add as #4 to 9.1; and as #6 to 9.2]

Florida Statutes 768.12 (2)(b)3 was amended in 2003, and appears to be a substantive
statutory amendment. The committee recommends using the pre 2003 statutory definition
of °`reckless disregard" for those cases whose cause of action accrued prior to the effective
date of the amended statute on September 15, 2003; and using the current statutory
version for all cases which accrued thereafter.

From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra@tds.net]
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 1:16 PM
To: Jeff Fulford; 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: Dick Caldwell; James Barton; Jodi @ TFB ;Joe Lang; Larry Stewart; Tom Edwards
Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

I am on board with this approach.
~.:..,.

I for one hope Sammy and Larry stay engaged at least until we resolve the new book and this needed
adjustment.

Ralph
----- Original Message -----
From: Jeff Fulford
To: 'Tracy Gunn'
Cc: Dick Caldwell ;James Barton ;Jodi (a TFB ;Joe Lanq ;Larry Stewart ;Ralph Artigliere ;
Tom Edwards
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 10:50 AM
Subject: RE: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Tracy
I'll be happy to do so. I will start on a new version. I will send to the med mal subcommittee;

but since we are losing Sammy and Larry (and they will be missed), then we probably need

some new members. Jeff

From: Tracy Gunn [mailto:tgunn@gunnappeais.com]
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 6:17 AM
To: Jeff Fulford
Subject: Re: Jury Instruction Error re: Emergency Medical Services FS 768.13

Thanks so much Jeff. This is very helpful. Yes please do reply to him. We need to get

some new people on the med mal subcommittee, Can you take charge of this issue and

I'll make sure you have subcommittee help?

F~g(~UA~Y 20~ 15 20 ~ ~ 
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Tracy Gunn
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 10, 2009, at 7:00 PM, "Jeff Fulford" <ieff(c~,fulfordlaw.com> wrote:
Tracy

Attorney Malove makes a good point. The statute was amended in 2003 (FS

sec. 768.13 (2)(b)), and altered the definition somewhat from its prior version. The

current instructions are found at MI 9.1 d & MI 9.2 I, and still use the older statutory

language. It appears we also used the older language of the statute in the new

instructions currently pending before the Court, and I think it should be changed to

reflect the current statutory definition.

Pre 2003 version: 768.13 (Z)(b) 3:

For purposes of this paragraph, 'reckless disregard' as it applies to a

given health care provider rending

emergency medical services shall be such conduct which a health care provider knew

or should have known, at the time such services were

rendered, would be likely to result in injury so as to affect the life or health of another,

taking into account the following to the extent they may be present;

a. The extent or serious nature of the circumstances prevailing.

b. The lack of time or ability to obtain appropriate consultation.

c. The lack of a prior patient-physician relationship.

d. The inability to obtain an appropriate medical history of the

patient.

e. The time constraints imposed by coexisting emergencies.

Current version since 2003:

For purposes of this paragraph, "reckless disregard" as it applies to a

given health care provider rendering emergency medical services shall be

such conduct that a health care provider knew or should have known, at the time such

services were rendered, created an unreasonable risk of injury so as

to affect the life or health of another, and such risk was substantially greater than that

which is necessary to make the conduct negligent

However, the statute specifically states that the 2003 amendments should be

retroactively applied "to prior medical incidents, to the extent such application is not

prohibited by the State Constitution or Federal Constitution.,.." If this were only

considered a procedural change, then I don't think there would be any prohibition to

the retro-application of the language to all cases pending. However, if considered

substantive, then we may need to show both statutory definitions with a note on use

as to when to use each version {I believe this may be the correct method to use for this

instruction). If so, then I think it probably should be considered a substantive change

in the statute, but would like to hear more thoughts from others.

don't specifically recall any discussion on the use of this language during the

meetings, but could be wrong. If you would like, I could email Malove and advise we

F~1~U' Ah~Y~o 
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are looking into his comment and that we consider them meritorious. Let me know.
Jeff

From: Jodi B Jennings [mailto:jjenning@flabar.org]
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2009 4:07 PM
To: Amos, Joseph; aprattCa~fisherlawfirm.com; Artigliere, Ralph;
reajrCa~robertaustinlaw,com; jpaileyCn)iudll.flcourts,ora; bartonimCcDfjudl3.orq; Boyer,
Tyrie; IcbrownCa>co.palm-beach.fl.us; mellisC~co.palm-beach.fl.us;
sammvC~nancelaw.com; vanessaCa~nancelaw.com; dcaldwellna rumberQer.com;
Edwards, Thomas; Farmer, Gary; simmonskC~flcourts.orq; Fulford, Jeffrey; Gertz, Sally;
wgraham(a~judll.flcourts.orq; griffinj~a~flcourts.orq; kahncCa)ldca.org;
marstonciCa~l~ca.ora; ilangC~carltonfields.com; La Rose, Edward;
fmiller@judll.flcourts.orQ; posevgCa~flcourts.or4; wlumishCa~caritonfields.com;
Whitmore, Laura; Richards, John; Tracy Wasserman; IsstewartCa~stfblaw.com; Mary
Masferrer; rmercierCn~jkwpa,com; Wagner, Alan; Gunn, Tracy; Campo, Allan; Bagley,
Jerald; Barnett, Karen; Burlington, Philip; ~ostellodC~Ludl4.ficourts.org; DeMahy, Pedro
(Pete); Francis, Gregorio; Hinkle, Donald; Ingram, J.; Kest, John ; Lytal, Lake; McCloy,
Dixon; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Sass, Cynthia; Iacone, Diane;
Stringfield, Courtney
Subjeck: Fw: Jury Instruction Error

See the below comment on MI 9.2.

----- Forwarded by Jodi B Jennings/The Florida Bar on 12110!2009 04:04 PM -----

Tracy Gunn <tc~nnna aunnaopeals.com> ToJ~enning <iienninq(a,flabar.orq>

cc

12/10/2009 03:54 PM SubJectFwd: Jury Instruction Ertor

Jodi, Can you please distribute this to the committee. Thanks.

Tracy Gunn
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: malove2(a,aol.coin

Date: December 10, 2009 3'46:33 PM EST

To: t~unn(c~ u~nnappeals.co_m

SubJect: Jury Instruction Error

Hello:

was recently preparing jury instructions in a med mal case and came upon the legal
definition of "reckless disregard." The definition in 9.2 was in effect in the past. There

is a new definition. I thought you might want to investigate this.

F~f~UA~V X01 ~5 2010 
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Sincerely,

Stephen L. Malove, Esq,
Law Offices of Stephen L. Malove &Associates, P.A.
14 Rose Drive
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316
Phone:954-767-1000
Fax: 954-767-1001
Email: Malove2(o)aol.com
Website: www.malovelawfirm.com

F~gRUR~Y 20i 
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"Jeff Fulford" To "'Ralph Artigliere"' <skywayra~a tds.net>, "'Kest, John"'
', ~ <jeff~fulfordlaw.com> <ctjujklQa ocnjcc.org>, "'Tom Edwards"'

03/01/2011 12:58 PM <tse@edwardsragatz.com>, "'Jodi B Jennings"'
cc

bcC

Subject RE; Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

We talked about some of these issues when the statutory change was originally brought to our attention

and Larry Stewart and Sammy Cacciatore were still on the committee. Ralph is correct that the statute is

somewhat ambiguous, and we originally discussed the difficulty in applying the statutory language

verbatim, or close to it. The comments by the subcommittee in its earlier sessions (via email string) are

attached to this email.

That said, I do like the 2 sentence version offered by Ralph. It ̀ seems' simpler but still conveys the

statutory language. However, I could live with either version.

It may be helpful for the members of the subcommittee to review the lengthy email string (attached) for

all the issues we need to address for this instruction. Because the new jury book has been accepted by

the Court, then the versions we were amending in the old book are now moot (and I removed them

from the email string to uncomplicated an already complicated matter). We need only consider the

amendments needed for the new book. Also, it makes sense (as Tom has proposed) to address the

language in the main instruction first, and then concentrate on the notes on use regarding the

retroapplication of the statute (as the legislature has attempted but is probably impermissible).

As for Ralph's comment regarding legislative intent..., I think the legislature intended this to be akin to

'gross negligence', which would apply to the behavior, and not the outcome. Even though the statute

does specifically read ̀ created an unreasonable risk of injury', which seemingly applies to the outcome,

it does reference ̀ reckless disregard' in defining the conduct of the hcp. It doesn't appear to really

matter in the formation of our instruction though, since we are using the specific statutory language.

(almost sounds like an Andrews/Cordoza argument in Palsgraf

Jeff

From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra~tds.net]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:50 PM
To: Jeff Fulford; 'Kest, John'; 'Tom Edwards'; 'Jodi B Jennings'; 'Amos, Joseph';
jbailey@judll.flcourts.org; bartonjm@f judl3.org; 'Boyer, Tyrie'; 'Bagley, Jerald'; 'Lytal, Lake';
'Rosenbloum, Louis'; 'Roth, Neal'; 'Russo, Elizabeth'; 'Bagley, Judge'; jlang@carltonfields.com; 'Ingram,

J.'
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

am still having difficulty understanding what the legislature intended. As we discussed at the meeting,
are we talking about unreasonably risky behavior or behavior that risks an unreasonable outcome e.g.,
death or serious injury that was not reasonably anticipated if the treatment was not negligent?

would suggest we stick closer to the statute, and I like suggestions by Gertz and Russo that we break
up the instruction into two sentences.
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Reckless disregard is conduct that a [hospital][physician] knew or should have known at

the time the services were rendered created an unreasonable risk of injury affecting the life

or health of another. An unreasonable risk is substantially greater than the risk created by

[acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable and [in]appropriate by

similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [Hospitals] [health care providers].

Sorry about the yellow highlighting. Don't know how to turn it off!

Ralph Artigliere

sk v w avra(i-r tds.tlet

----- Original Message -----
From: Jeff Fulford
To: 'Kest. John' ; 'Tom Edwards' ; 'Jodi B Jennings' ; 'Amos, Joseph' ; 'Artigliere, Ralph' ;
jbailev cr 1ud11.ficourts.org ; bartonlm(a~fliudl3.org ; 'Rover, Tyrie' ; 'Bagley, Jerald' ;'Lvtal, Lake' ;
'Rosenbloum. Louis' ; 'Roth. Neal' ; 'Russo, Elizabeth' ; 'Bagley, Judge' ; I~anp(c~carltonfields.com ;
'Ingram, J.'
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 3:06 PM
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions —Emergency Medical Services

also like the language and think it fits the statutory changes. Jeff

From: Kest, John [mailto:ctjujk1@ocnjcc.org~
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 12.41 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;

ibailevCi7jud11.flcourts.ora; barton~mCu~fl,~'udl3.orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Lytal, Lake;

Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagiey, Judge; ilanac~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.

Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

Tom,

It looks like a good "starting point.".

John

John Marsl1a11 Kest.

C;n•cuit Judge, Ninth Judicial Circuit

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 11; 52 AM
To: Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;,ibaile~~iud1l.flcourts.ora;
barton„jmC~~fjudl3.orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Kest, John; Lytal, Lake; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth,

Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge; jlanc~Cu~carltonfields.com; Ingram, 1.

Subject: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

This follow up on the Professional Negligence Sub-Committee —Emergency Medicine Instruction.

have the following members:

Edwards
Fulford
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Lang

Amos

Lytal

Artigliere
Bailey

Barton

Boyer

Bagley

Kest

Rosenbloum

Roth

Russo

Ingram

If I missed anyone please let me know.

Minutes from the last meeting are below--- Instructions are in RED

6. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Edwards noted the instructions on emergency medical services (402.16) have not been
updated since the 2003 amendments to the Medical Malpractice Act. The specific issue
is tl~e language in section 768.13, Florida Statutes, on "reckless disregard" and how the
instructions will define negligence in this context. Edwards stated the statute uses the
term "negligence," which is defined in the proposed instnictions (p. 75 of the materials).
The Committee generally agreed that negligence should be defined in this context.

Gertz stated the proposed instructions are too long. Artigliere noted they need to be that
way -per the statute, similar to the long reasonable doubt instruction in criminal cases.
Russo suggested breaking up the sentence as follows "...life or health of another. An
unreasonable risk is a risk that is ..."

Farmer noted. the existing body of Florida law concerning the term "reckless disregard"
in the libel/slander context and suggested it may prove useful here.

Barton asked the Professional l~~alpr~ctice subcommittee (Edwards as chair) to
revise the. proposed instructions and to then re-circiElate it to the t:o~~nrnittee.
Barton notccl that the Comrniifce could ap~irnve the instruction before the next
Caminittce rneeCing if the s~7bcommittec thinks the instruction is good aYad does not: need
furtl~~er discussi~~n.

The key language we must resolve in the context of the new statute is the definition of
"reckless disregard" —because the instruction relies on comparing the "negligent"
conduct to the "reckless" standard we agreed at the meeting we should address it by
giving the full definition of healthcare negligence —once we resolve this language I will
re-draft the instruction —PLEASE COMMENT ON THE BELOW AS THE STARTING
POINT FOR RE-DRAFTING THE INSTRUCTION
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"A (hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of fits] [his]
[her] actions if ~it~ the] ~she~ knew or should have known, at the time fit] [he] she] rendered
emergency services, that [its] [his] Sher] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created

by [acting] for] [failing to acts in a way considered [un]acceptable and [inappropriate by
similar and reasonably careful (physicians (hospitals [health care providers]. "

BY THE WAY —this is all based upon 768J 3(2)(b)(3)

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Edv~~ards ~ Ragatr, P.A.
T'crsonal rnjur~~ and Commercial "C'rialc

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601

Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

t. ~ er~;ed:va rcj.~ r. a Ua t z, . ccm

THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO

NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE

RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL.

IRS CI fCUldr 23O DISCIOSU f2. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice

contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for

the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (iii promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any

transaction or matter addressed herein.

promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.(attachment "Third draft 2-18-10 email

string (edited 2.28-11~.docx" deleted by Jodi BJennings/The Florida Bar]
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"Lake Lytal, Jr." To "Ralph Artigliere" <skywayra@tds.net>
~` a' <Ilytal~a palmbeachlaw.com>

cc "Jeff Fulford" <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>, "Kest, John"
03/03/2011 07:39 PM <ctjujkl@ocnjcc.org>, "Tom Edwards"

<tse@edwardsragatz.com>, "Jodi B Jennings"
bcc

Subject Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

I defer to those who have been on the committee longer than I have

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 3, 2011, at 5:20 PM, "Ralph. Artigliere" <skvwayra~u,,tds.net> wrote:

I see the problem here, but I, for one, do not feel we are interpreting the law by including the statutory

language. Our instniction will simply be as ambiguous as the statute it is based on... no more, no less.

That's a sad commentary, I know, especially from a auy who has preached clarity in jury instructions for as

long as I have. But I think that's what we are left with...

The only alternative I see is to propose a warning note that cites the (not so) new statute and indicates that

the existing instniction is not valid for cases after [effective date of statute]. We can then say that the new

statutory language is ambiguous and, pending fiirther development of tl~e la~~, we do not at this time

propose a standard instruction. Parties will then need to draft case specific instructions where

766.13(2)(b)(3) applies with no guidance from us. The problem with this approach is that it does not give

[he guidance that Jude Kest. says is needed. Even if we take this approach just to bring the ambiguity to

the. attention of the Supreme Court, I feel we maybe rebuked, as they never pass on the correctness of any

instructions we send them and will notgive us direction on language in the lbsence of a case or

controversy.

We are betN•een a rock and a lard place. 1 am personally left with the fact we need to mimic stautory

language as best we can and let the court. deal with it if they actually get an actual case before them

addressing this issue. If they give us guidance at that. point, we can propose a better instruction.

Ralph Artigliere
S~Cy~V tj yY~l(C1t Cj S .I1CT

7U6-632-6035
7U6-851-4121
----- Original Message -----
From: Lake Lytal, Jr.

To: Jeff Fulford
Cc: Kest, John ;Tom Ldwarcis ; Jodi B lenninrs ;Amos, Jc~scpli ; Arti~;liere, Ralph ;

~br~ilcysa`.judl l.flcolzrts.or~ ; bartonjn~(aflludl3.or~  ̂; Bover, T -̀rie ;Bailey, Jerald. ;

Rosenliloum, Louis ; Rutli. Deal. ;Russo, Eliz_abctli ; Ba~:lev, Jud~,e ;

jlan ~(~r~carltontields.com ; lnxram, J.
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 20l ] l :32 PM

Subject; Re: Jury Instructiolis --Emergency Medical Services

I understand. and agree that Ralph's proposed instruction probably reflects what the

legislature intended. I just lave a problem with standard instructions on an unclear

statute being created by a committee with no judicial opinions to back up the
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committee's interpretation. It seems that the courts rather than the committee should
have the first bite of tl~e apple.

Sent fi-oin my iPhone

On Mar 3, 2011, at 11:45 AM, "Jeff Fulford° <j~ff(ti fulfordla~~~.com> wrote:

Lake

John is right that we need to have an instruction for the trial judges to use around the

state. I am sure that everyone on the committee agrees with you that the statute is

ambiguous. However, there does need to be uniformity with the instructions used

statewide on this statute. We have to just do the best we can given the language of the

statute. That is why Ralph states we need to create an instruction that closely

resembles the statute, so that we don't put our own erroneous interpretation on the

instruction.

Also, bear in mind that we are ̀ fixing' an instruction that has been around for years

(formulated from the statute), based upon a statutory change. We have to correct it

since the 'current' instruction is based on a statute inapplicable to newer causes of

action.

Jeff

From: Lake Lytal, Jr. [mailto:llytal@palmbeachlaw,com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 10:00 PM
To: Kest, John
Cc: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
jbailey,c~judll.flcourts.orq; bartonjm@fljudl3.orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald;
Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
hang@carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

As I recall cases state the Court can look at the legislative history to try to

determine what the legislature meant to do. We have not done that nor do I think

we should. I am concerned about our committee coming up with a "standard"

instruction nn an ambiguous statute that has never been interpreted by an

appellate Court.

Sent from my iPhonc

On Mar 2, 2011, at 9:23 AM, "Kest, John" <ctjujkl(u~ocnjcc.org> wrote:
Lake,

Unfortunately, that is what we, as trial judges, are faced with everyday. Even
though the statute, as written, is ambiguous at best, we have to instruct the jury
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to the best of our ability. Therefore, I do think we need to devise something --
within the limitations of the present statute -- to be used for those cases that are
to go to the jury. Failing that we will end up with a "'hodge podge"' of different
instructions around the state -- going in all different directions -- with no
continuity.

Parenthetically, if we can come up with a consensus draft and maybe point out
in the notes on use the issues that the statute creates -- it will at least help focus
to the Supreme Court the problem that arises front the statute as written.

am not sure we can take a "we can't do anything" approach, although
certainly agree with your frustration.

John

John Marshall Kest

Circuit Judge, Ninth Judicial Circuit

From: Lake Lytal, Jr. [mailto:llytal@palmbeachlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 1:49 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere,
Ralph; jbailey<~?iudll,flcourts.orq; bartonjmC~fjudl3.org; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley,
Jerald; Kest, John; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley,
Judge;~jlan~~~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

Can we agree that the statute,as written, makes no sense? Does the Court
need to enforce a statute that doesn't make sense? I do not see how we can
come up with an instruction based on this statute without rewriting the statute or
trying to guess what the legislakure intended it to say.

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
lbailey@iudl1.flcourts.orq; bartonjm@fjudl3.orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald;
Kest, John ;Lake Lytal, Jr.; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth;
Bagley, Judge; ilanq@carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

This follow up on the Professional Negligence Sub-Committee —Emergency

Medicine Instruction.

have the following members:

Edwards

Fulford
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Lang

Amos

Lytal

Artigliere

Bailey

Barton

Boyer

Bagley

Kest

Rosenbloum

Roth

Russo

Ingram

If I missed anyone please let me know.

Minutes from the last meeting are below--- Instructions are in RED

6. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Edwards noted the instructions on emergency medical services

(402.16) have not been updated since the 2003 amendments to the

Medical .Malpractice Act. The specif c issue is the language in

section 768.1.3, Florida Statutes, on "reckJ.ess disregard" and how

the instructions will define negligence in this context. Edwards

stated the statute uses tl~e term. "negligence," which is defined in

the proposed instructions (p. 75 of the materials). The Committee

generally agreed that negligence should be deFined in this context.

Gertz stated the proposed instructions are too long. Artigliere

noted they need to be that way per the statute, similar to the long

reasonable doubt instruction in criminal cases. Russo suggested

breaking up the sentence as follows "... life. or health of another,
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An unreasonable risk is a risk that is ..."

Farmer noted the existing body of Florida law concerning the term
"reckless disregard" in the libel/slander context and suggested it
may prove useful here.

Barton asked the Professional ~~ialpractice subcommittee
(Edwards as chair) to re~~ise the proposed instructions and to

then re-circulate it to the Cortimittee. I3a~~ton noted That: the

C'c>mrn.ittcc; could apprc>ve the in tr~rction bcf:or~ the next

C'c~mrnittcc a:neeting rf the subcornmitCc; thinks the instruction is

good anti ~tocs nol need fiarthcr discussion.

The key language we must resolve in the context of the new

statute is the definition of "reckless disregard" —because the

instruction relies on comparing the "negligent" conduct to the

"reckless" standard we agreed at the meeting we should address it

by giving the full definition of healthcare negligence —once we

resolve this language I will re-draft the instruction —PLEASE

COMMENT ON THE BLOW AS THE STARTING POINT

FOR RE-DRAFTING THE INSTRUCTION

"A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the
consequences of [its] phis) [her] actions if [it] ~he~ [she] kne~~~ or should have
known, at the time [it] [he] (she] rendered emergency services, that [its]

phis] [herd conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect

the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than

the risk created. by [acting) for] (failing to act] in a way considered

(un]acceptable and [in)appropriate by similar and reasonably careful

[physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers]. "

BY THE WAY —this is all based upon 76813(2)(b)(3)

Thomas S..Edwards, Jr.

F,dvvards c~ Ra~;atz, P.A.

Persona] lt~f ary and Cnmo~e~rcJal l~rials

SOI Riverside Ave., Suite 601

Jacksonville, Florida 32202

Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

cse~=~edwards~:?C7dCZ. CD!il
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THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE

INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION

(INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED TH15 E-MAIL IN ERROR,

PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL. IRS

CIfCUIB~ 23O DISCIOSUf2. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you

that any federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or
written to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose o((i) avoiding penalties under the

Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or

matter addressed herein.

promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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"Boyer, Tyrie" To "Ralph Artigliere" <skywayra@tds.nei>, "Lake Lytal, Jr."
`' ̀ <TyNBoyer@coj.net> <Ilytal@palmbeachlaw.com>, "Jeff Fulford"

03/04/2011 01:50 PM <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>
cc "Kest, John" <ctjujkl~a ocnjcc.org>, "Tom Edwards"

<tse@edwardsragatz.com>, "Jodi B Jennings"
<jjenning@flabar.org>, "Amos, Joseph"

bcc

Subject RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

believe that we should suggest adoption of the first 3 sentences of the second

paragraph of Ralph's most recent email. Tyrie

From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra@tds.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 5:22 PM
To: Lake Lytal, Jr.; Jeff Fulford
Cc: Kest, John; Tom Edwards; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbailey@judll.flcourts.org;
bartonjm@Fljudl3.org; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth;
Bagley, Judge; jlang@carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

I see the problem here, but I, f'or oue, do not feel we are interpreting the law by including the stahitory language.

Our instruction will simply be as ambiguous as the statute it is based on... no more, no less. That's a sad

commentary, 1 luiow, especially from a guy who has preached clarity injury instructions for as long as I have, But I

think that's what we are left with...

The only alternative 1 see is to propose a warning note that cites the (riot so) new statute and indicates that the

existing instruction is not valid f'or cases after [effective date of statute]. VVe can then say that the new statutory

language is ambiguous and, pending further development of the law, we do not at this time propose•a standard

instruction. Parties will then need to draft case specific instntctions where 766.13(2)(bj(3) applies with no guidance

from us. The problem with this approach is that it does not give the guidance that Judge Kest says is needed. given

if ~~~e take this approach just to bring the ambiguity to the attention of the Supreme Court, I feel we may be

rebuked, as they never pass on the correctness of any instructions we send them and will nut give us direction nn

language in the absence of a case or controversy,

We aTe between a rock and a hard place. I am personally Ieft with the fact we need to mimic stlutory language 1s

best we can and let the court deal with it if they actually get an actual case before them addressing this issue. If they

Sive us guidance at that point, we can. propose a better iustniction.

Ralph Artigliere
skv~ti-avrala.tds.nei

706-632-6035
70G-851-41.21

----- Original Message -----

From: Lake I.,~~tal, .Ir.

To: Jeff FulYord

Cc: Kept. Joti~~ ;Tom rd~vards ;Jodi F3 Jennings ;Amos, Joseph ; Art~licrc. Kalpll ;

jbaile~(r~jud 1 ] .fla~~urts.or~ ; laartonLmlia~njudl3.or~ ;Boyer, Tyric ; I3a~lev. Jerald ;

Rosellblourr~, Louis ;Roth, Neal ; Russo, Flicabeth ; I3agle~ Jud~~e ; ilan~(c%~.carltonYields.coro ;

Ingram, J.

Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 1:32 PM "
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Subject: Rc: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

[ understand and agree that Ralph's proposed instruction probably reflects what the legislature
intended. I just have a problem with standard instructions on an unclear statute being created by
a committee with no judicial opinions to back up the committee's interpretation. It seems that
the courts rather than the committee should have the first bite of the apple.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 3, 20] 1, at 1 l :45 AM, "Jeff Fulford" <jefficUfullordlaw.conl> wrote:

Lake

John is right that we need to have an instruction for the trial judges to use around the state.

am sure that everyone on the committee agrees with you that the statute is ambiguous.

However, there does need to be uniformity with the instructions used statewide on this statute.

We have to just do the best we can given the language of the statute. That is why Ralph states

we need to create an instruction that closely resembles the statute, so that we don't put our

own erroneous interpretation on the instruction.

Also, bear in mind that we are ̀ fixing' an instruction that has been around for years (formulated

from the statute), based upon a statutory change. We have to correct it since the 'current'

instruction is based on a statute inapplicable to newer causes of action.

Jeff

From: Lake Lytal, Jr. [mailto:IlytalC~palmbeachlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 10:00 PM
To: Kest, John
Ce: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
jbaileyC7)1ud11.ficourts.orq; barton~m~~?fjudl3.orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum,
Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;ilangC>carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

As I recall cases state the Court can look at the legislative history to try to determine

what the legislature meant to do. We have not done that nor do 1 think. we should. I am

concerned about our committee coming up with a "standard" instruction on an

ambiguous statute that has never been interpreted by an appellate Court.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 2, 2011, at 9:23 AM, "Kest, John" <ctj~jlllcr~ocnjcc.oi•<7> wrote:
Lake,

Unfortunately, that is what we, as trial judges, are,faced with everyday. Even though the
statute, as written, is ambiguous at best, we have to instruct the jury to the best of our
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ability. Therefore, I do think we need to devise something -- within the limitations oC the
present statute -- to be used for those cases that are to go to the jury. Failing that we
will end up wish a "hodge podge" of different instructions around the state -- going in all
different directions -- with no continuity.

Parenthetically, if we can come up with a consensus draft and maybe point out in the
notes on use the issues that the statute creates -- it will at least help focus to the
Supreme Court the problem that arises from the statute as written.

am not sure we can take a "we can't do anything" approach, although I certainly agree
with your frustration.

Jahn

John Marshall Kest

Circuit Judge, Ninth Judicial Circuit

From: Lake Lytal, Jr. [maiito;IlytalC~palmbeachlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 1:49 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
ibailey~iudll.flcourts.orp; bartonjmC~'~f~udl3.orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Kest,

John; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
ilangCi~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

Can we agree that the statute,as written, makes no sense? Does the Court need to
enforce a statute that doesn't make sense? I do not see how we can come up with an

instruction based on this statute without rewriting the statute or trying to guess what the
legislature intended it to say.

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
ibaileyc~jud1l.flcourts.orq; bartonjmCwfjudl3.or~; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Kest,

John ;Lake Lytal, Jr.; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
ilang~?carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

This follow upon the Professional Negligence Sub-Committee —Emergency Medicine

Instruction.

have the following members:

Edwards

Fulford

Lang
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Amos

Lytal

Artigliere

Bailey

Barton

Boyer

Bagley

Kest

Rosenbloum

Roth

Russo

Ingram

If I missed anyone please let me know.

Minutes from the last meeting are below--- Instructions are in RED

6. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Edwards noted the instnictions on emergency medical services (402.16)
have not been updated since the 2003 amendments to the Medical
Malpractice Act. The specific issue is the language in section 768.13,.
Florida Statutes, on "reckless disregard" and how the instniclions will
define negligence in this context. Edwards stated the statute uses the
terns "negligence," which is defined in the proposed instructions (p. 75 of
the materials). The Committee generally agreed that negligence should
be defined in this context.

Gertz stated the proposed instructions are too long. Artigliere noted they
need to be that way per the statute, similar to the long reasonable doubt
instruction in criminal cases. Russo suggested breaking up the sentence
as follows "...life or health of another. An unreasonable risk is a risk
that is ..."

F2rmer noted the existing body of Florida law concerning the term
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"reckless disregard" in the libel/slander context and suggested it may
prove useful here.

Barton asked fhe Professional Yialpractice subcommittee (Edwards
as chair•) to rer-ise tt►e proposed instructions and to ti~en re-circulate
it to the Corntnittee. F3artoii noted tl~aC the Committee could approve the
instruction before the nest Committee ri~eeting ii'thc subcommitCee thii7ks
the instruction is ~*ood and does noC need further discussion.

The key language we must resolve in the context of the new statute is the

definition of "reckless disregard" —because the instruction relies on

comparing the "negligent' conduct to the "reckless" standard we agreed

at the meeting ~~e should address it by giving the full. definition of

healthcare negligence —once we resolve this language I will re-draft the

instruction — PLEASE COMMENT ON THE BELOW AS THE

STARTING POINT FOR. RE-DRAFTING THE INSTRUCTION

"A [hospital] [physici~nJ acts with "reckless disregard" for the
consequences of (its] [hiss [herd actions if [its [hey [she] knew or should have known,

at the time fit] [he] she] rendered emergency services, that f its] (his) [herd conduct

created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the life or health of

another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by

[acting] for) Mailing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable and

[in]appropriate by similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals]

[health care providers]. "

BY THE VVAY —this is all based upon 768.13(2)(b)(3)

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Fd~i~ards & R~~;at, P.A.

Persona] In,jary and Commercial 77ials

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601

Jacksonville, Florida 32202

Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

tse~.edwardsragatz.com

THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE

INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION

(INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE

NOTIFY 7HE SENDER BY E-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL. IRS Circular 230

DISCIOSUfe. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice

contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be
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used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting,

marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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"Lake Lytal, Jr."
~:R ;, - <Ilytal~palmbeachlaw.com>

03/10/2011 09:10 PM

I do as well.

Sent from my iPhone

To "Lang, Joseph H." <jlang@carltonfields.com>

cc ",1. Charles Ingram" <jci aQeifg-law.com>, "Tom Edwards"
<tse~o edwardsragatz.com>, "Ralph Artigliere"
<skywayra@tds.net>, "Jeff Fulford" <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>,

bcc

Subject Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

On Mar 10, 2011, at 3:03 PM, "Lang, Joseph ~I." <ilan~r~carltanf elds.com> wrote:

agree we should go with the two-sentence version.

Best,

Joe.

<image001.gif>

Joseph H. Lang,lr.

Board Certified by The Florida Bar in Appellate Practice

4221 W. Boy Scout Boulevard, Suite 1000

Tampa, Florida 33607-5780

direct 813.229.4253

fax 813.229.4133
jlan~@carltonfields.com

www.carltonfields.com
bio

vcard
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From: J. Charles Ingram [mailto:jci@eifg-law.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 5:05 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Ralph Artigliere; Jeff Fulford; Boyer, Tyrie; Lake Lytal, Jr.
Cc: Kest, John; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbaileyC4~iud1l.flcourts.org;
bart.onjm@fl,judl3.ora; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley,
Judge. Lang, Joseph H.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

Chuck Ingram feels that the (2) sentence instruction is better in its wording.

In the (1) sentence version, the connecting phrase "and that risk" seems
awkward—particularly when read out loud.

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tseC~edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09. 2011 5:03 PM
To: Ralph Artigliere; Jeff Fulford; Boyer, Tyrie; Lake Lytal, Jr.
Cc: Kest, John; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbaileyC~jud1.l..flcourts.or ;
barton1mC~flludl3.orq; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley,
Judge; ilan~~i~carltonfields.com; J. Charles Ingram
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

Unless there is an objection — I will draft the whole instruction with this to distribute for

discussion and consideration —

Probably tomorrow or Friday --

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Edwards ~ Ra~atr, P.A.

personal Igjury and Commcrcial'll~ials

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601

Jacksonville, Florida 32202
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Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

tseC~edwardsraaa tz , cc.:~n

THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED

RECIPIENT, DO NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING ANY

ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL

REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL. IRS CIfCUIdf 230 DiSCIOSUr2. To ensure compliance with requirements
imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) was'not

intended or written to 6e used, and cannot be used 6y any taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal

Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra@tds.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 4:56 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Boyer, Tyrie; Lake Lytal, Jr.
Ce: Kest, John; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; ibailey@jud11.ficourts.arq;

barto~m@f judl3.org; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley,

Judge; ilang~~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

expect you know I like the two sentence version. The meaning is identical. Try reading it like a
judge would. As a judge, I would prefer reading the two sentence version. Plus... if the jurors

refer back to the written instructions, the two sentence version is written more like a pair of

definitions. That would seem to be easier to comprehend than an instruction saying that "a
hospital or doctor acts with reckless disregard if..." That is not how we talk.

Ralph Artigliere

skv~~~a~U;tds.net

706-632-6035

706-851-4121
-----Original Message -----

From: Tom Edwards

To: Jeff F~Ifard ; Bover, Tvrie ;Ralph Artigliere ;Lake Lvial, Jr.

Cc: Kest, John ; Jodi B Jennings ;Amos, Joseph ; jbeileyCc~.iud11.flcaurts.orp ;
bartonim(c~fliudl3.orq ; Bagley~Jerald ; Rosenbloum, Louis ;Roth, Neal ;Russo, Elizabeth ;

Baglev, Judge ; ilanq(c~carltonfields.com ; In4ram, J.

Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 11:09 AM

Subject; RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

The two instructions under consideration are Ralph's and mine —one breaks the language down

into different sentences but defines negligence based on the FSJI definition (see the first below)
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—the other one is statutory language with the same definitional language used — we should see
if there is consensus on one or the other and I can then use that to draft a complete instruction

PLEASE RESPOND AS TO WHICH WORKS BETTER AS AN INSTRUCTION ON THIS STATUTE --

Reckless disregard is conduct that a [hospital][physician] knew or should have
known at the time the services were rendered created an unreasonable risk of
injury affecting the life or health of another. An unreasonable risk is substantially
greater than the risk created by [acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered
[un]acceptable and [in]appropriate by similar and reasonably careful [physicians)
[hospitals] [health. care providers].

"A [Hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of

[its] [his] [her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he]
[she] rendered emergency services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct created an unreasonable

risk of injury that would affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially

greater than the risk created by [acting] for] [failing to act] in a way considered

[un]acceptable and [in]appropriate by similar and reasonably careful [physicians]
[hospitals] [health care providers]. "

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

l~:d~~ar. ds chi Ragatz, P.A.

1'crsnnHl lnjun~ and Commexcial7'rials

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601
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Jacksonville, Florida 32202

Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

r.secedwardsz:a.gat_z. roar

THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED
RECIPIENT, DO NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING ANY
ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL
REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL. IR$ CIfCU~af 230 DISC~OSUf2.Toensurecompliancewithrequirements
imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) was
not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal
Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto Jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 10:52 AM
To: 'Boyer, Tyrie'; 'Ralph Artigliere'; 'Lake Lytal, Jr.'
Cc: 'Kest,. John'; Tom Edwards; 'Jodi B Jennings'; 'Amos, Joseph'; ~ba+ley@iud1l.flcourts.org;
bartonjm<<=~fl~'udl3.orp; 'Bagley, Jerald'; 'Rosenbloum, Louis'; 'Roth, Neal'; 'Russo, Elizabeth';
'Bagley, Judge'; jlangt~?carltonfields.com; 'Ingram, J.'
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

These seem to be the current prevailing thoughts, to-wit;

1) attempt an instruction based on the statute; or

2) refuse to draft a uniform instruction but prepare a note on use explaining our reasoning and

note the statutory change.

think we need to formulate the best instruction we can given the language of the statute,

don't think it is fair to the trial judges and lawyers if we don't take a stab at coming up with a

statutory instruction. (and if we don't, it will probably result in multiple cases going upon

appeal with different resulting instructions)..If I am reading Tom, John and Ralph correctly, it

appears they think we should come up with something (and as directed at the meeting to do).

But on the other hand, Tyrie and Lake may be right, and the failure to draft a uniform

instruction will be the quickest way to get appellate review of the statute for court guidance to

us in the preparation of a uniform instruction.

So, if we are at the voting stage, I vote to prepare an instruction on the current statute (as Tom
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has done at the bottom of this email string). I can live with the language used, unless someone
wants to offer any other changes, I agree it should he based on statutory language,

Jeff

From: Boyer, Tyrie [mailto:TWBoyer@coj.net]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 1:50 PM
To: Ralph Artigliere; Lake Lytal, Jr.; Jeff Fulford
Ce: Kest, John; Tom Edwards; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; ~jbailev~jud11.flcourts.org;
bartonjm@fjudl3.org; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum. Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley,
Judge; ,ilangC~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

believe that we should suggest adoption of the first 3 sentences of the second
paragraph of Ralph's most recent email. Tyrie

From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayraC~tds.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 5.22 PM
To: Lake Lytal, Jr.; Jeff Fulford
Ce: Kest, John; Tom Edwards; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbailey@iudl1.flcourts.org;
bartonjmC~~fjud13.orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo,
Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge; jlan~C~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

I see the problem here, but I, for one, do not feel we are interpreting the law by including the statutory
language. Our instruction will simply be as ambiguous as the statute it is based on... no more, no less.
That's a sad commentary, I know, especially from a guy who has preached clarity in jury instructions for
as long as I have. But I think that's what we are left with...

The only altcmative I see is to propose a warning note that cites the (not so) new statute and indicates that
the existing instniction is not valid for cases after [effective date of statute]. We can then say that. the new
statutory language is ambiguous and, pending further development of the law, we do not at this time
propose a standard instniction. Parties will then need to drafr case specific i~istructions where
766.13(2)(b)(3) applies with no guidance from us, The problem with this approach is that it does not give
the guidance that Judge Kest says is needed. Even if we take this approach just to bring the ambiguity to
the attention of the Supreme Court, I feel we may he rebuked, as they never pass nn the correctness of
any instructions we send them and will not give us direction ou language iii the absence of a case or
controversy.

We arc. between a rock and. a hard place. I am personally left with the fact we need to mimic stautory
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language as hest we can and let the court deal with it if they actually get. an actual case before them
addressing this issue. If they give us guidance at that point, we can propose a better instruction.

Ralph Artigliere

ska~wayra!~itds.nec

706-632-6035

706-R51-4121

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 1:05 PM
To: Jeff Fulford; Lake Lytal, Jr.; Kest, John
Cc: Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph; ibaileycu~iudll.flcourts.or4;
bartonjmC~fl~udl3.nrp; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo,
Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge; jlanc~@carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE; Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

think we need to do as tasked and address a proposal for the committee —

HOWEVER — at its core I am in agreement with Lake — at the first meeting we discussed this

issue I raised a concern that as someone litigating these issues currently there are different

arguable interpretations of the wording of this statute —there are ambiguities —someone else

(Chuck Ingram???) weighed in and agreed because they were on the other side of the issue --

My concern with breaking this into the new sentences created by Judge Artigliere is that we are

now modifying statutory language —for better ar worse — if we propose an instruction we are

supposed to ONLY RECOMMEND WHAT IS SETTLED LAW —when we start interpreting we are

making law and this committee is not supposed to do that —

If the statute is so unclear that we believe the jury cannot be effectively instructed with it then

think we should not propose an instruction until the courts interpret this issue.

if we are going to propose an instruction then I believe we must stick strictly to the statutory

language and only debate inserting an accepted defined term for a term that may otherwise

make this confusing —that is what we did with the word negligence in my earlier proposed

instruction — it should be strictly statutory language with a definition substituted for a statutory
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term —

Thoughts or responses?

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Edwards ~i Rabat , P.A.

Personal Injury and (:;nnunercial ll~ials

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 60I

Jacksonville, Florida 32202

Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1625

tse~cd:vardsraq~tz.com

-----------------------------------------------

----- Original Message -----

From: Lake Lvtal, Jr.

To: Jeff Fulford

Cc: Kest. John ;Tom Edwards ; Jodi B Jennings ;Amos, Joseph ; Artigliere, Ralph ;
jbailey~a~iud1l.flcourts.or9 ; bartonjm a(~,fjud13.orq ; Bover, Tvrie ; Baglev, Jerald ; Rosenbloum,
Louis ;Roth. Neal ;Russo. Elizabeth ;Bagley, Judge ; Ilanq c(r~.caritanfields.com ;Ingram, J.

Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 1:3Z PM

Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

1 understand and agree that Ralph's proposed instruction probably reflects what the
legislature intended. I just have a problem with standard instructions on an unclear
statute being created by a committee with no judicial opinions to back up the
committee's interpretation. It seems that the courts rather than the committee should
have the first bite of the apple.

Sent from my iPhone
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On Mar 3, 2011, at 11:45 AM, "Jeff Fulford" <jeff~c~fulfardla«~.cc~m> wrote:
Lake

John is right that we need to have an instruction for the trial judges to use around the
state. I am sure that everyone on the committee agrees with you that the statute is
ambiguous. However, there does need to be uniformity with the instructions used
statewide on this statute. We have to just do the best we can given the language of
the statute. That is why Ralph states we need to create an instruction that closely
resembles the statute, so that we don't put our own erroneous interpretation on the
instruction.

Also, bear in mind that we are ̀ fixing' an instruction that has been around for years
(formulated from the statute), based upon a statutory change, We have to correct it
since the ̀ current' instruction is based on a statute inapplicable to newer causes of
action.

Jeff

From: Lake Lytal, Jr. [mailto;llytal@palmbeachlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 10:00 PM
To: Kest, John
Cc: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
ibailey(~judll.flcourts.org; bartonimC~~fjudl3.orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald;
Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
~I~gC~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

As I recall cases state the Court can look at the legislative history to try to

determine what the legislature meant to do. We have not done that nor do I think

we should. I am concerned about our committee coming up with a "standard"

instniction on an ambiguous statute that has never been. interpreted by an

appellate Court.

Sent from my iYhone

O» Mar 2, 2011, at 9:23 AM, "Kest, John" <~tjujkl rocr~jcc.or~> wrote:
Lake,

Unfortunately, that is whale we, as trial judges, are faced with everyday. Even
though the statute, as written, is ambiguous at best, we have to instruct the jury
to the best of our ability. Therefore, I do think we need to devise something --
within the limitations of the present statute -- to be used for those cases that
are to go to the jury. Failing that we will end up with a "hodge podge" of
different instructions around the state -- going in all different directions -- with
no continuity.

Parenthetically, if we can come up with a consensus draft end maybe point out
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in the notes on use the issues that the statute creates -- it will at least help
focus to the Supreme Court the problem that arises from the statute as written.

am not sure we can take a "we can't da anything" approach, although
certainly agree with your frustration.

John

John Marshall Kest

Circuit Judge, Ninth Judicial Circuit

From: Lake Lytal, Jr, (mailto:llytal@palmbeachlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 1:49 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere,
Ralph; ~bailey~aiudll,flcourts.orq; bartonjm@fliudl3.org; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley,
Jerald; Kest, John; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley,
Judge; slang@carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

Can we agree that the statute,as written, makes no sense? Does the Court
need to enforce a statute that doesn't make sense? I do not see how we can
come up vriith an instruction based on this statute without rewriting the statute
or trying to guess what the legislature intended it to say.

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
ibaileyC~judl1.flcourts.orc~; bartonjm@fjudl3.orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald;
Kest, John ;Lake Lytal, Jr,; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth;
Bagley, Judge;_ilangc~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

This follow upon the Professional Negligence Sub-Committee —Emergency

Medicine Instruction.

have the following members:

Edwards

Fulford

Lang

Amos

Lytal
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Artigliere

Bailey

Barton

Boyer

Bagley

Kest

Rosenbloum

Roth

Russo

Ingram

If I missed anyone please let me know.

Minutes from the last meeting are below--- Instructions are in RED

6. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Edwards noted the instructions on emergency medical services
(402.16) have not been updated since the 2003 amendments to
the Medical Malpractice Act. The specific iss~ie is the language
in section 768.13, Florida Statutes, on "reckless disregard" and
how the instructions will define negligence in this context.
Edwards stated the statute uses the term "negligence," which is
defined in the proposed instructions (p. 75 of the materials). The
Committee generally agreed that negligence should be defined in
this context.

Gertz stated the proposed instructions are too long. Artigliere
noted they need to be that way per the statute, similar to the long
reasonable doubt instruction in criminal cases. Russo suggested
breaking up the sentence as follows "...life or health of another.
An unreasonable risk is a risk that is , .."

Farmer noted the existing body of Florida law concerning the
term "reckless disregard" in the 1ibe1/slander context and
suggested it may prove useful here.
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i3arton asked the 1'rofessinnal Vialpractice sutfco~nmittee
(,Edwards as chair) to revise the r~roposed instructions end to

then re-circulate it to the Co~nrnittee. F3~jrton noted that the

Committee cc7ril<1 a~~pro~~e the instruction before tl~e nc;xt:
Cornmittcc inecting it the subcommittee thinks ~flte in iructic~n is

good and sloes Wert need furt:}7er discussion.

The key language we must resolve in the context of the new
statute is the defnition of "reckless disregard" —because the
instruction. relies on comparing the "negligent" conduct to the
"reckless" standard we agreed at the meeting we should address
it by giving the full. definition of healthcare negligence —once we
resolve this language I will re-draft the instruction —PLEASE
COMMENT ON THE BELOW AS THE STARTING POINT
FOR RE-DRAFTING THE INSTRUCTION

"A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the
consequences of [its) ~hisJ Sher] actions if ~it~ ~heJ [she] knew or should
have known, at the time ~it~ [he] she] rendered emergency services, that
[its] phis] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater

than the risk created by (acting] (or] Mailing to act} in a way
considered [un]acceptable and [in]appropriate by similar and
reasonably careful [physicians (hospitals health care providers]. "

BY Tli~ WAY —this is all based upon 768.13(2)(b)(3)

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Edwards +$~ Ra~atr, P.A.

Perso~a~l Injury and Commercial "Trials

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601

Jacksonville, Florida 32202

Phone 904-399-1609/F'ax 904-399-1615

tse.^edwardsrac~acz. cc..m

THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE

INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS

TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS

E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BYE-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE

THIS E-MAIL. IRS Circular 230 DiScloSUYe.7o ensure compliance with requirements imposed by
the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice contained in this communication (jncluding any
attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose
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of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to
another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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"Bailey, Jennifer"
rr`;s <JBailey@judll.flcourts.org>

~. 03/10/2011 10:39 AM

To "Neal Roth" <NAR a~grossmanroth.com>, "Jeff Fulford"
<jeff@fulfordlaw.com>, "Tom Edwards"
<tse~a edwardsragatz.com>, "Boyer, Tyrie"

cc "Kest, John" <ctjujkl aQocnjcc.org>, "Jodi B Jennings"
~jjenning@flabar.org>, "Amos, Joseph"
<jamosQofisherlawfirm.com~, <bartonjm@fljudl3.org>,

bcc

Subject RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

No matter which way this gets written, it will require significant explanation in closing argument. I think
the first version is simpler and clearer, word-smithing wise.

Judge Jennifer D. Bailey
Administrative Judge, Circuit CiJil Division
11th Judicial Circuit
Miami-Dade County Courthouse
73 W. Flagler St., Room 1307
Miami, FL 33130
(305)349-7152

From: Neal Roth [mailto:NAR@grossmanroth.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 6:42 AM
To: Jeff Fulford; Tom Edwards; Boyer, Tyrie; Ralph Artigliere; Lake Lytal, Jr,
Cc: Kest, John; Jodi B Jennings; Amas, Joseph; Bailey, Jennifer; bartonjm@fJudl3.org; Bagley, Jerald;
Rosenbloum, Louis; Russo, Elizabeth; Perez, Ileana; jlang@carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

generally do not like to be cynical, but this law is incapable of being understood and reflects the worst of
what happens when special interests write laws. I truly believe that jurors will both hear and see this
instruction and then do what they believe is best in the case to support their view of the overall case. So it
does not really matter what we do. Having said that simpler is generally better and I defer to our judges
who deal with this far more frequently.

Neal A. Roth
2525 Ponce de Leon Blvd
Coral Gables, Florida 33134
305-442-8666(0)
305-285-1668(fax)
nar(c~grossmanroth.com

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto Jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday; March 09, 2011 11:16 AM
To: 'Tom Edwards'; 'Boyer, Tyrie'; 'Ralph Artigliere'; 'Lake Lytal, Jr.'
Cc: 'Kest, John'; 'Jodi B Jennings'; 'Amos, Joseph'; jbaileyC~judll.flcourts.org; bartonjm@f jud13.org;
'Bagley, Jerald'; 'Rosenbloum, Louis'; Neal Roth; 'Russo, Elizabeth'; 'Bagley, Judge';
jlang@carltonfields.com; 'Ingram, J.'
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

vote for the 2 sentence version. It seems slightly easier to 'digest' than the one full sentence version.

Jeff
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From; Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Jeff fulford; Boyer, Tyrie; Ralph Artigliere; Lake Lytal, Jr.
Cc: Kest, John; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbailey@judl1.flcourts.org; bartonjm@fjud13.org;
Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge; jlangC~carltonflelds.com;
Ingram, 1,
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

The two instructions under consideration are Ralph's and mine —one breaks the language down into
different sentences but defines negligence based on the FSJI definition (see the first below) —the other
one is statutory language with the same definitional language used — we should see if there is consensus
on one or the other and I can then use that to draft a complete instruction —

PLEASE RESPOND AS TO WHICH WORKS BETTER AS AN INSTRUCTION ON THIS STATUTE --

Reckless disregard is conduct that a [hospitalJ[physician~ knew or should have known at
the time the services were rendered created an uureasouable risk of injury affecting the life
or health of another. An unreasonable risk is substantially greater than the risk created by
[acting] ~or~ [failing to act] in a way considered (un)acceptable and [in]appropriate by
similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers].

~ ~

"A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of [its] [his)
~:herJ actions if [it] [hey (she] knew or should have known, at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered
emergency services, that [its] phis] [her] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created
by acting] (orb (failing to acts in a way considered [un]acceptable and ~inJappropriate by
similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers). "

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Ed~r~ar•ds c~ Ra~atz, P.A.
Personal lujur~ uud Commcxcial Crials

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

tse~~~~ec4wa7:ds~.•ayatz. com

THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO

NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE

RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL.

IRS CICCUIaf 23O DISCIOSUf2. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we infprm you that any federal tax advice

contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to 6e used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for

the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any

transaction or matter addressed herein.
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From: Jeff Fulford [mailto Jeff@fulfordlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 10:52 AM
To: 'Boyer, Tyrie'; 'Ralph Artigliere'; 'Lake Lytal, Jr.'
Cc: 'Kest, John'; Tom Edwards; 'Jodi B Jennings'; 'Amos, Joseph'; jbaileyC~judll.flcourts.org;
bartonjmC~fljudl3.org; 'Bagley, Jerald'; 'Rosenbloum, Louis'; 'Roth, Neal'; 'Russo, Elizabeth'; 'Bagley,
Judge'; jlang@carltonfields.com; 'Ingram, J.'
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions.--Emergency Medical Services

These seem to be the current prevailing thoughts, to-wit;
1) attempt an instruction based on the statute; or
2) refuse to draft a uniform instruction but prepare a note on use explaining our reasoning and note the
statutory change.

think we need to formulate the best instruction we can given the language of the statute. I don't think
it is fair to the trial judges and lawyers if we don't take a stab at coming up with a statutory instruction.
(and if we don't, it will probably result in multiple cases going up on appeal with different resulting
instructions). If I am reading Tom, John and Ralph correctly, it appears they think we should come up
with something (and as directed at the meeting to do).

But on the other hand, Tyrie and Lake may be right, and the failure to draft a uniform instruction will be
the quickest way to get appellate review of the statute for court guidance to us in the preparation of a
uniform instruction.

So, if we are at the voting stage, I vote to prepare an instruction on the current statute (as Tom has done

at the bottom of this email string). I can live with the language used, unless someone wants to offer any

other changes. I agree it should be based on statutory language.
Jeff

From: Boyer, Tyrie [mailto:TWBoyer@coj.net]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 1:50 PM
To: Ralph Artigliere; Lake Lytal, Jr.; Jeff Fulford
Cc: Kest, John; Tom Edwards; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbailey@jud1l.flcourts.org;
bartonjm@fl~'udl3:org; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
jlang@carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

i believe that we should suggest adoption of the first 3 sentences of the second
paragraph of Ralph's most recent email. Tyrie

From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra@tds.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 5:22 PM
To: Lake Lytal, Jr.; Jeff Fulford
Cc: Kest, John; Tom Edwards; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbailey@judll.flcourts.org;
bartonjm@fjudl3.org; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth;
Bagley, Judge; jlang@caritonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services
i see the problem here, btrt I, for one, do not feel we are interpreting the law by including the statutory language.
Our instruction will simply be as ambiguous as the statute it is based on... no more, no less. ThaPs a sad
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commentary, I know, especially from a guy who has preached clarity in jury instructions for as long as 1 have. But 1
think that's what we are left with...

Tl~e only altcmati~~c I sec is to propose a warning note that cites the (not so) new statute and indicates that the
existing instniction is not valid for cases lfter [effective date of statute]. We can then say that the new statutory
language is ambiguous and, pending further devclopinent of the law, we do no[ at this time propose a standard
instruction. Parties will then need to draft case specific instn~ctions where .766.13(2)(6)(3) applies with no guidance
from us. The problem with this approach is that it does not give the guidance that Judge Kest says is needed, Even
if ~~e take this approach just to bring the ambiguity to tl~e attention of the Supreme Court, I feel we may be
rebuked, as they never pass on the correctness of any instructions we send them and will. not give us direction. nn
language in the absence of a case or controversy.

We are between a rock and a hard place. Tam personally left with the fact we need to mimic stautory language as
best we eau and let die court deal with it if they achially get an achial case before them addressing this issue. If they
give us guidance at that point, we can propose a better instruction.

Ralph Artigliere

sky~~ a~~a(a;;tds.net

706-632-6035

706-851-4121

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 1:05 PM
To: Jeff Fulford; Lake Lytal, Jr.; Kest, John
Ce: Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph; jbaileyC~judll.flcourts.org; bartonjm@fjudl3.org;
Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
jlangC~carltonfields.com; Ingram, 1.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

think we need to do as tasked and address a proposal for the committee —

HOWEVER — at its core I am in agreement with Lake — at the first meeting we discussed this issue I raised

a concern that as someone litigating these issues currently there are different .arguable interpretations

of the warding of this statute —there are ambiguities —someone else (Chuck Ingram???) weighed in and

agreed because they were on the other side of the issue --

My concern with breaking this into the new sentences created by Judge Artigliere is that we are now

modifying statutory language —for better orworse — if we propose an instruction we are supposed to

ONLY RECOMMEND WHAT IS SETTLED LAW —when we start interpreting we are making law and this

committee is not supposed to do that —

If the statute is so unclear that we believe the jury cannot be effectively instructed with it then 1 think we

should not propose an instruction until the courts interpret this issue.

If we are going to propose an instruction then I believe we must stick strictly to the statutory language

and only debate inserting an accepted defined term for a term that may otherwise make this confusing —

that is what we did with the word negligence in my earlier proposed instruction — it should be strictly

statutory language with a definition substituted for a statutory term —

Thoughts or responses?
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Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Cdwaa~ds & Ragat~, P.A.
Personal Injury and Commcxcial "C7ials
501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601

Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Phone 9p4-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

!-se`edo-raxdsraa;=~z. cnm

-----------------------------------------------
----- Original Message -----
From: Lake Lytal~Jr.
To: Jeff Fulford
Cc: Kest, John ;Torn Edwards ; Jodi B Jennings ;Amos, Joseph ; Artigliere, Ralph ;
ibailevCa7lud11.flcourts.orq ; bartonim(a)fliudl3.orq ; Bover, Tvrie ;Bagley, Jerald ; Rosenbloum, Louis ;
Roth, Neal ;Russo, Elizabeth ; Baglev~Judqe ; Ilanq(a~carltonfields.com ; Ingram, J.
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 1:32 PM
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

I understand and agree that Ralph's proposed instruction probably reflects what the legislature

intended. l just have a problem with standard instructions nn an unclear statute being created by

a commixtee with no judicial opinions to back up the committee's interpretation. It seems that

the courts rather than the committee should have the first bite of the apple.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 3, 20l 1, at 11:45 AM, "Jeff Fulford" <je;f'f~'iufull'ordlaw.corn> wroie:
Lake
John is right that we need to have an instruction for the trial judges to use around the state.

am sure that everyone on the committee agrees with you that the statute is ambiguous.

However, there does need to be uniformity with the instructions used statewide on this statute.

We have to just do the best we can given the language of the statute. That is why Ralph states

we need to create an instruction that closely resembles the statute, so that we don't put our

own erroneous interpretation on the instruction.

Also, bear in mind that we are 'fixing' an instruction that has been around for years (formulated

from the statute), based upon a statutory change. We have to correct it since the 'current'

instruction is based on a statute inapplicable to newer causes of action.

Jeff
From: Lake Lytal, Jr. [mailto:llytal@palmbeachlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 10.00 PM
To: Kest, John
Cc: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
jbaileyC~iudl1.flcourts,ora; bartonj.m@f jud13,orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum,
Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge; ilangC?carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Re; Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

As I recall cases state the Court can look at the legislative history to try to determine

what the legislature meant to do. We have not done that nor do I think we should. I am
concerned about our committee coming up with a "standard" instruction on an
ambiguous statute that has never been interpreted by an appellate Court.
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Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 2, 2011, at 9:23 AM, "Kest, John" <ct~ujkl. "a,'~ocn'cc_or~> ~~~rote:
Lake,
Unfortunately; that is what we, as trial judges, are faced with everyday. Even though the
statute, as written, is ambiguous at best, we have to instruct the jury to the best of our
ability. Therefore, I do think we need to devise something --within the limitations of the
present statute -- tq be used for those cases that are to go to the jury. Failing that we
will end up with a "hodge podge" of different instructions around the state -- going in all
different directions --.with no continuity.
Parenthetically, if we can come up with a consensus draft and maybe point out in the
notes on use the issues that the statute creates -- it will at least help focus to the
Supreme Court the problem that arises from the statute as written.
am not sure we can take a "we can't do anything" approach. although I certainly agree

with your frustration.
John
John Marshall Kest
Circuit Judge, Ninth Judicial Circuit

From: Lake Lytal, Jr. [mailto:llytal@palmbeachlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 1:49 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
jbailey~ajudl1.flcourts.orq; barton1mC~fliud13.ora; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Kest,
John; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
jlang@carltonFields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services
Can we agree that the statute,as written, makes no sense? Does the Court need to
enforce a statute that doesn't make sense? I do not see how we can come up with an
instruction based on this statute without rewriting the statute or trying to guess what the
legislature intended it to say.

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
ibailexC~iudl1.flcourts.org; bartonjm@fliud13.ora; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Kest,
John ;Lake Lytal, Jr.; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
ilanaC~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services
This follow up on the Professional Negligence Sub-Committee --Emergency Medicine

tnstructian.

have the following members:
Edwards
Fulford
Lang

Amos
Lytal

Artigliere
Bailey
Barton
Boyer

Bagley
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Kest
Rosenbloum
Roth
Russo
Ingram
If I missed anyone please let me know.
Minutes from the last meeting are below--- Instructions are in RED

6. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Edwards noted the instructions on emergency medical services (402.1.6)
have not been. updated since the 2003 amendments to the Medical
Malpractice Act. The specific issue is the language in section 768.13,
Florida Statutes, on "reckless disregard" and how the instructions will
defne negligence in this context. Edwards skated the statute uses the
term "negligence," which is defined in the proposed instructions (p. 75 of
the materials). The Committee generally agreed that negligence should
be defined in this context.
Gertz stated the proposed instructions are too long. Artigliere noted they
need to be that way per the statute, similar to the long reasonaUle doubt
instruction in criminal cases. Russo suggested breaking up the sentence
as follows "...life or health. of another. An unreasonable risk is a risk
that is ..."
Farmer noted the existing body of Florida law conceniing the term
"reckless disregard" in the libel/slander context and suggested. it may
prove useful here.
Barton xskEd the Professional ~1.alpract ce subccj►nmittee (Ed~v,;rds
pis chair) to revise the proposed instruct E~►is anti i~ then re-circulate
it to tlae Committee. Barton noted that t:he Con~itiuttee; could approve t]ie

instnactian before the Text Committee meeting it the subconimittec thinks

tihe i~istructio~a i5 food and does nat ne ed further d scussiotl.

The key language we must resolve in the context of the new statute is the

definition of "reckless disregard" —because the instruction relies on

comparing the "negligent" conduct to the "reckless" standard we agreed

at tl~e meeting we should address it by giving the full definition of

healthcare negligence —once we resolve this language I will re-draft the
instruction — PLEASE COMMENT ON THE BELOW AS THE
STARTING POINT FOR RE-DRAFTING THE INSTRUCTION

"A [hospital] [physician] acts with "reckless disregard" for the
consequences of [its) [his] [her] actions if [it] [he] [she] knew or should have known,
at the time [it] [he] [she] rendered emergency services, that [its] [his] [her] conduct
created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the life or health of

another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by

[acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable and
[in]appropriate by similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals]
[health care providers]. "
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BY THE WAY —this is all based upon 768.13(2)(b)(3)

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Ed~~ards & Ragatz, P.A.
Pcrsnnxl Injury wind (::ommcrci~l'll-ials

501 Rivez~side Ave., Suite 601
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

t .=e~ed.war.~cisx~agatz. corn

THIS E-MAIL TRANSM~5510N IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE

INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION

(INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE

NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL. IRS Circular 230

DISCIOSUI'2. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice

contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be

used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting,

marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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"Boyer, Tyrie" To "Kest, John" <ctjujkl@ocnjcc.org>, "Tom Edwards"
~` ̀ ' <TWBoyer~coj.net> <tse@edwardsragatz.com>, "Ralph Artigliere"

03/1012011 09:59 AM <skywayra@tds.net>, "Jeff Fulford" <jeff@fulfordlaw.com~,
cc "Jodi B Jennings" <jjenning a~flabar.org>, "Amos, Joseph"

<jamos@fisherlawfirm.com>, <jbailey@judll.flcourts.org>,
<bartonjmQofljudl3.org>, "Bagley, Jerald"

bCc

Subject RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

d IttO

From: Kest, John [mailto:ctjujk1C~ocnjcc.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Ralph Artigliere; Jeff Fulford; Boyer, Tyrie; Lake Lytal, Jr.
Cc: Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbailey@judll.flcourts.org; bartonjmCfljudl3.org; Bagley, Jerald;
Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge; jlang@carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: fury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

Tom,

like the two sentence proposal. It is clearer — to the extent this instruction can be — and I believe would
be easier for the jurors to understand. As noted by Ralph, it is certainly easier to give from the judicial
standpoint.

All that being said, there are still big problems with the language that we are not going to be able to cure
no matter how we draft it. That is going to have to be for the Court or the legislature in redrafting the
statute.

John

John Marshall Kest

Circuit Judgc, Ninth Judicial Circuit

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 5:03 PM
To: Ralph Artigliere; Jeff Fulford; Boyer, Tyrie; Lake Lytal, Jr.
Ct: Kest, John; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbailey@judll.flcourts.org; bartonjm@f judl3.org;
Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge; jlang@carltonfields.com;
Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

Unless there is an objection — I will draft the whole instruction with this to distribute for discussion and

consideration —

Probably tomorrow or Friday --

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Edwards & Ra~;atz, P.A.
Fcrsnnal lnjurr and (;mnmercial'I rials

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
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Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

.se:~ileciWar.-dsra~atz. c(>m

THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOTTHE INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO

NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE

RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL.

IRS CIfCUI2f 23O DISCIOSUfE. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federel tax advice

contained in [his communication including any attachments) was not intended or written to 6e used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for

the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any

transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayra@tds.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 4:56 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fuiford; Boyer, Tyrie; Lake Lytal, Jr.
Ce: Kest, John; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbaileyC~judll.flcourts.org; bartonjmC~fjudl3.org;
Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge; jlang@carltonfields.com;
Ingram, J.
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

expect you know I like the two sentence version. The meaning is identical. Try reading it like a judge
would. As a judge, I would prefer reading the two sentence version. Plus... if the jurors refer back to the
written instructions, the two sentence version is written more like a pair of definitions. That would seem to
be easier to comprehend than an instruction saying that "a hospital or doctor acts with reckless disregard
if..." That is not how we talk.
Ralph. Artigliere

ckv~vayrair;tds.~let

706-E32-6035

706-851-41.21
-----Original Message -----
From: Tam Edwards
To: Jeff Fulford ; Bover, Tvrie ;Ralph Artigliere ;Lake Lvtal, Jr.
Cc: Kest, John ; Jodi B Jennings ; Amos Joseph ; Ibailey(a~judl l.flcourts.orq ; bartonim a~fij~id13.org ;
Baqlev, Jerald ; Rosenbloum Louis ;Roth, Neal ;Russo Elizabeth ; Baglev. Judge ;
jlenp(a~carltonfields.com ; Ingram, J.
Sent. Wednesday, March 09, 2011 11:09 AM
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

The two instructions under consideration are Ralph's and mine —one breaks the language down into

different sentences but defines negligence based on the FSJI definition (see the first below) —the other

one is statutory language with the same definitional language used — we should see if there is

consensus on one or the other and I can then use that to draft a complete instruction —

PLEASE RESPOND AS TO WHICH WORKS BETTER AS AN INSTRUCTION ON THIS STATUTE --

Reckless disregard is conduct that a ~hospital~ physician) knew or should have known at

the time the sen~ices were rendered created an unreasonable risk of injury, affecting the

life or health of another. An unreasonable risk is substantially greater than the risk

created by [acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable and

~in]appropriate by similar and reasonably careful (physicians ~hospitals~ [health care

providers].
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~ ~

"A [hospital] [physicians acts with "reckless disregard" for the consequences of ~itsJ ~his~
Sher] actions if (it] the] [she] knew or should have known, at the time [itJ [he] she] .rendered
emergency services, that [its] [his] [leer] conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would

affect the life or health of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created

by [acting] [or] ~f'ailing to act] in a way considered [un)acceptable and (in]appropriate by

similar and reasonably careful [physicians [hospitals] (health care providers]. "

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Edr~vards & Rabatz, P.A
Personal Injury and Commrrrial "Trials

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 60I

Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 909-399-1615

t sei~~r~dwa.rc9s.r. ~3qa * ~; . cc<rn

THIS E-MAILTRANSMiSSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO

NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE

RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL.

IRS CI~CUI2~ Z3O DISCIOSUfE'. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice

contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for

the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to ano[her party any

transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Jeff Fulford [mailto:jeff@fulfordlaw.comJ
Sent: Wednesday, March 09. 2011 10:52 AM
To: 'Boyer, Tyrie'; 'Ralph Artigliere'; 'Lake Lytal, Jr.'
Cc: 'Kest, John'; Tom Edwards; 'Jodi B Jennings'; 'Amos, Joseph'; jbailey@judll.flcourts.org;
bartonjm@f judl3.org; 'Bagley, Jerald'; 'Rosenbloum, Louis'; 'Roth, Neal'; 'Russo, Elizabeth'; 'Bagley,
Judge'; jlang@carltonfields.com; 'Ingram, J.'
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

These seem to be the current prevailing thoughts, to-wit;

1) attempt an instruction based on the statute; or

2) refuse to draft a uniform instruction but prepare a note on use explaining our reasoning and note the

statutory change.

think we need to formulate the best instruction we can given the language of the statute. I don't think

it is fair to the trial judges and lawyers if we don't take a stab at coming up with a statutory instruction.

(and if we don't, it will probably result in multiple cases going up on appeal with different resulting

instructions. If I am reading Tom, John and Ralph correctly, it appears they think we should come up

with something (and as directed at the meeting to do).

But on the other hand, Tyrie and Lake may be right, and the failure to draft a uniform instruction will be

the quickest way to get appellate review of the statute for court guidance to us in the preparation of a

uniform instruction.
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So, if we are at the voting stage, I vote to prepare an instruction on the current statute (as Tom has
done at the bottom of this email string. I can live with the language used, unless someone wants to
offer any other changes. I agree it should be based on statutory language.
Jeff

From: Boyer, Tyrie [mailto:TWBoyer@coj.net]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 1:50 PM
To: Ralph Artigliere; Lake Lytal, Jr.; Jeff Fulford
Cc: Kest, John; Tom Edwards; Jodi Q Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbailey@judll.flcourts.org;
bartonjm@fjudl3.org; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
jlangC~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

believe that we should suggest adoption of the first 3 sentences of the second
paragraph of .Ralph's most recent email. Tyrie

From: Ralph Artigliere [mailto:skywayraC~tds.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 5:22 PM
To: Lake Lytal, Jr.; Jeff Fulford
CC: Kest, John; Tom Edwards; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbailey@judll.flcourts.org;
bartonjm@fjudl3.org; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth;
Bagley, Judge; jlangC~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services
I see the problem here, but I, for one, do not feel eve are interpreting the law by including the statutory language.
Our instruction will simply be as ambiguous as the statute it is based on... no more, nn less. That's a sad
commentary, I know, especially from a guy who has preached clarity in jury instructions for as long as I have. But

I thick that's what we are left with...

The only alternative T see is to propose a warning note that cites tha (not so) new statute and indicates that the

existing instruction is not valid for cases after [effective date of statute]. We can then say that the new statutory

la~~~iage is ambiguous ~tnd, pending further development of the law, we do not at this time propose a standard

instruction. Parties will then need to draft case specific instructions where 766.13(2)(b)(3) applies with no

guidance from us. The problem with this approach is that it does not give the guidance that Judge Kest says is

needed. Even if we take this approach just to bring the ambiguity to the attention of the Supreme Court, I feel we

may be rebuked, as they never pass on the correctness of any instructions we send them and will not give us

direction on language in the absence of a case or controversy.

We are between a rock and. a hard place. I am personally Icft with the fact we need to mimic stautory language as

best we can and let the court deal with it if they actually get an actual case before them addressinb this issue. if

they give us guidance at that point, we can propose a better instruction.

Ralph Artigliere
skti~~~~a~-ra!~z'itds.uet
706-632-6035

706-851-4121
-----------------------------------------------------------
From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 1:05 PM

To: Jeff Fulford; Lake Lytal, Jr.; Kest, John
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Cc: Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph; jbailey@judl1.ficourts.org; bartonjmCdfjud13.org;
Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
jlang@caritonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

think we need to do as tasked and address a proposal for the committee —

HOWEVER - at its core I am in agreement with Lake — at the first meeting we discussed this issue

raised a concern that as someone litigating these issues currently there are different arguable

interpretations of the wording of this statute —there are ambiguities —someone else (Chuck Ingram???)

weighed in and agreed because they were on the other side of the issue --

My concern with breaking this into the new sentences created by Judge Artigliere is that we are now

modifying statutory language —for better orworse — if we propose an instruction we are supposed to

ONLY RECQMMEND WHAT IS SETTLED LAW —when we start interpreting we are making law and this

committee is not supposed to do that —

If the statute is so unclear that we believe the jury cannot be effectively instructed with it then I think

we should not propose an instruction until the courts interpret this issue.

If we are going to propose an instruction then I believe we must stick strictly to the statutory language

and only debate inserting an accepted defined term for a term that may otherwise make this confusing

—that is what we did with the word negligence in my earlier proposed instruction — it should be strictly

statutory language with a definition substituted for a statutory term —

Thoughts or responses?

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Ed~~~ards +~ Ragatz, N.A.
Pcr•+onal Injury and C:ommia~cial Trials
501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601

Jacksonville, Florida 32202

Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

t s c _-e dw~ r.' ~,s ra qa t ~ .cram

----- Original Message -----
From: Lake Lytal, Jr.
To: Jeff Fulford
Cc: Kest, John ; Tom Edwards ; Jodi B Jennings ; Amos, Joseph ; Artigliere, Ralph ;
jbailevC~iud11.flcourts.orq ; bartonjm(a~fliud13.orq ; Bover, Tyrie ; Baglev, Jerald ; Rosenbioum, Louis ;
Roth, Neal ;Russo, Elizabeth ; Baglev, Judge ; ilanq(a~carltonfields.com ;Ingram, J.

Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 1:32 PM
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

I understand and agree that Ralph's proposed instruction probably reflects what the legislature

intended. l just have a problem with standard instructions on an unclear statute being created

by a committee with no,judicial opinions to hack. up the committee's interpretation. It seems

that the courts rather than the committee should have the first bite of the apple.
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Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 3, 2011, at 11:45 AM, "Jeff Fulford" yeff a'fulfordla~~~.com> wrote:
Lake
John is right that we need to have an instruction for the trial judges to use around the state.
am sure that everyone on the committee agrees with you that the statute is ambiguous.
However, there does need to be uniformity with the instructions used statewide on this
statute. We have to just do the best we can given the language of the statute. That is why
Ralph states we need to create an instruction that closely resembles the statute, so that we
don't put our own erroneous interpretation on the instruction.
Also, bear in mind that we are 'fixing' an instruction that has been around for years
(formulated from the statute), based upon a statutory change. We have to correct it since the
'current' instruction is based on a statute inapplicable to newer causes of action.
1eff
From: Lake Lytal, Jr, [mailto:llytal@palmbeachlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 10:00 PM
To: Kest, John
Cc: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
ibaileyC=~iud1l.flcourts.orq; bartonjmCQ~fjudl3.orq; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum,
Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge; ilang~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

As T recall cases state the Court can look at the legislative history to try to determine

what. the legislature meant to do. We have not done that nor do 1 think we should. I am

concerned about our committee coming up with a "standard" instruction on an

ambiguous statute that has never been interpreted by an appellate Court.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 2, 2011, at 9:23 AM, "Kest, John" <ctiuikl(c~ocnjcc.orr> wrote:
Lake,
Unfortunately, that is what we, as trial judges, are faced with everyday. Even though
the statute, as written, is ambiguous at best, we have to instruct the jury to the best of
our ability. Therefore, I do think we need to devise something -- within the limitations of
the present statute -- to be used for those cases that are to go to the jury. Failing that
we will end up with a "hodge podge" of different instructions around the state -- going in
all different directions -- with no continuity.
Parenthetically, if we can come up with a consensus draft and maybe point out in the
notes on use the issues that the statute creates -- it will at least help focus to the
Supreme Court the problem that arises from the statute as written.
am not sure we can take ~ "we can't do anything" approach, although I certainly agree

with your frustration.
John
John Marshall Kest

Circuit Judge, Ninth Judicial Circuit

From: Lake Lytal, Jr. [mailto:llytal@palmbeachlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 1:49 PM
To: Tom Edwards; Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
ibailevCQ~iudl1.flcourts.orq; bartonjmC~fjudl3.ora; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Kest,
John; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
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jlang~~carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services
Can we agree that the statute,as written, makes no sense? Does the Court need to
enforce a statute that doesn't make sense? I do not see how we can come up with an
instruction based on this statute without rewriting the statute or trying to guess what the
legislature intended it to say.

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tseC~edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Jeff Fulford; Jodi B Jennings; Amos, Joseph; Artigliere, Ralph;
,jbaileyCa~ud1l.flcourts.org; bartonj_m@fliudl3.org; Boyer, Tyrie; Bagley, Jerald; Kest,
John ;Lake Lytal, Jr.; Rosenbloum, Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge;
jlangC~>carltonfields.com; Ingram, J.
Subject: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services
This follow up on the Professional Negligence Sub-Committee —Emergency Medicine

Instruction.
have the following members:

Edwards
Fulford
Lang
Amos
Lytal
Artigliere
Bailey
Barton

Boyer

Bagley

Kest
Rosenbloum

Roth
Russo
Ingram

If I missed anyone please let me know.

Minutes from the last meeting are below--- Instructions are in RED

6. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Edwards noted the instructions on emergency medical services (402.16)
have not been updated since the 2003 amendments to the Medical
Malpractice Act. The specific issue is the language in section 768.13,
Florida Statutes, on "reckless disregard" and how the instructions will
define negligence in this context. Edwards stated the statute uses the
term "negligence," which is defined in the proposed instructions (p. 75
of the materials). The Committee generally agreed that negligence
should be defined in this context.
Gertz stated the proposed instructions are too long. Artigliere noted they
need to be that way per the statute, similar to the long reasonable doubt
instruction in criminal cases. Russo suggested breaking up the sentence
as follows "...life or health of another. An unreasonable risk is a risk
that is ..."
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Farnier noted the existing body of Florida law concerning the term
"reckless disregard" in the libeUslander context and suggested it may
prove useful here.
Barton asked the Professional Malpractice subcommittee (Edwards
as cf~air) to revise tl~e proposed instructions and to then re-circulate

it to the C~inirnittee: I3artoil nc~tcd lfiat the Committee could appro~•c
the instruction. hefore the nexl Committee r~lceting if tl~c 5ubcon»nittee
thinks the instruction is ~oa~l and does not need i~rrther discus ion.
The key language we must resolve in the context of the new statute is the
definition of "reckless disregard'' —because the instruction relies on
comparing the "negligent" conduct to the "reckless" standard we agreed

at the meeting we should address it by giving the full definition of

healthcare negligence —once we resolve this language I will re-draft the

instruction —PLEASE COMMENT ON THE BELOW AS THE

STARTING PO1NT FOR RE-DRAFTING THE INSTRUCTION

"A [hospitll] [physician) acts with "reckless disregard" for the

consequences of [its [his) (her] actions if f it] [he.~ ~she~ knew or should have
known, at the time fit] [he] (shed rendered emergency_scrvices, that fits] [his] (her]
conduct created an unreasonable risk of injury that would affect the life or health

of another, and that risk is substantially greater than the risk created by

acting) [or] [failing to acts in a way considered [un]acceptable and

din]appropriate by similar and reasonably careful ~physiciansJ [hospitals]

[health care providers]. "

BY THE WAY —this is all based upon 768.13(2)(b)(3)

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Ed~~~ards & Ragatc, P.A.
Personal Injury and (:'ommcrcixl'Cri~ls

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601

Jacksonville, FIorida 32202

Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

tse;'~edwai:~dsi:'aya tz. com

THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE

INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION

(INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE

NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL. IRS Circular 230

DISG~OSU f2. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice

contained in this communication (including any attachments was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be

used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting,

marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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"Tom Edwards" To "Lake Lytal, Jr." <Ilytal@palmbeachlaw.com>, "Lang, Joseph
,~.,' <tse~edwardsragatz.com> H." <jlang a~carltonfields.com>

~ 03/18/2011 01:37 PM ~~ "J. Charles Ingram" <jci@eifg-law.com>, "Ralph Artigliere"
<skywayra@tds.net>, "Jeff Fulford" <jeff@fulfordlaw.com>,
"Boyer, Tyrie" <TWBoyer aQcoj.net>, "Kest, John"

bcc

Subject RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

Based on the consensus that we use the 2 sentence version proposed by Ralph I have inserted that into

the old Emergency Medicine instruction the new "Reckless Disregard" definition we agreed upon. I have

not yet adjusted the notes — I have only read through this once so I need to make sure there are no

other statutory changes or inconsistencies ---

BUT —reading this I think the instruction at the end of 402.16(a) is confusing —that is from the prior

standard but seems difficult —

Below are all of the Emergency Medicine instructions from the current book with the new definition

inserted —the new definition is in yellow —the section that I think can get confusing is in green:

402.16 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT CLAIn1S

INTRODUCTORY COMMENT

Instruction 402.16 addresses the provisions of F.S. 768.li(2)(b}. It applies only to cases described in that statute or

to cases in which there is a jury issue as to the applibility of tl~e statute. Instruction 402.16 does not apply to cases

involving patients capable of receiving treatment as non-emergency patients, even if treated in an emergency room.

Instruction 402.16a applies to cases in which there is a jury issue as to whether the statute applies. Instniction

402.16b applies to cases in which either the parties agree that the statute applies or the court has ruled that the

stanite applies as a matter of law.

'the applicable Part of instruction 402.16 should be preceded by instructions 402.1, 402.2, 402.3, and 403.6.

Instniction 402.4 should not be given in the ordinary sequence as it is, to the extent applicable, incorporated in

instniccion 402,16. If there are any preliminary vicarious liability issues, instnictions 4029 and 402.10 should also

be given.

No reported decision construes the legislative intent behind. this section. Based. upon the definition of "reckless

disregard" in F..S. 768.13(2)(b)3, the committee has concluded that the intent was to limit liability in civil actions

for damages arising out of fact situations co which the stattrte applies to cases where something more than "simple"

nebligence is established. Therefore, the standard instnictions dealing with "simple" negligence are not appropriate

for civil dainabe actions to which the stahrte applies.

402.16a EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT —

Jury Issue as to Application of F.S. 768.13(2)(b)

(1). f'relinainar~~ issue on application of statute:

The first issue for you to decide on (claimant's) claim against (defendant) is whether (claimant) was

being [cared for] [treated] under emergency circumstances.
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~Carc~ [treatment] is rendered under emergency circumstances when a [hospital] [physician]
renders medical [care] [treatment] required by a sudden, unexpected situation or e~~ent that
resulted in a serious medical condition demanding immediate medical attention, for which (claimant
or decedent) initially entered the hospital through its [emergency room] [trauma. center], before
(claimant or decedent) vas medically stabilized and capable of receiving [care] [treatment] as a
nonemergency patient.

If tl~e greater weight of the evidence does not support that (claimant's or decedent's) [care]
treatment] was being rendered under emergency circumstances then you shall proceed to decide
whether (defendant) was negligent in [his] [her] (its] [care] [treatment] of (claimant or decedent).

However, if the greater weight of the evidence supports that (claimant's or decedent's) ~careJ
[treatment] was being rendered under emergency circumstances, then you shall proceed to decide
whether (defendant) acted in reckless disregard of the wnsequences in [his] Sher] (its] [care]

[treatments of (claimant or decedent).

(2). Lssues r•e~Tarding negligence:

(1f you find that (claimant's ox decedent's) ~careJ ~treatment~ was not being rendered under

emergency circumstances,] the ~nextJ issue for you to decide is whether (defendant) was negligent in

(describe conduct in question); and, if so, whether that negligence was a legal cause of the [loss)

~iojury] [or] [damage] to (claimant, decedent or person for whose injury claim is made).

"Negligence" is the failure to use reasonable care. Reasonable care on the part of a [hospital]

[physician] is that level of care, skill and treatment which, in light of all relevant surrounding

circumstances, is recognized as acceptable and appropriate by similar and reasonably careful

~hospitalsJ physicians]. Negligence on the part of a [hospital] (physician) is doing something that a

reasonably careful [hospital] [physician] ~ti~ould not do ender like circumstances or failing to do

something that a reasonably careful [hospital] physician) would do under like circumstances.

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support this claim, then your verdict ion this claim]

should be for (defendant).

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claimant's) claim on these issues, then

your verdict [on this claim] should be for (claimant) and. against (defendant).]

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claim-ant's) claim, then you should

consider the defenses) raised by (defendant).]

(3). /slues regu~-ding reckless disregard:

[If you End that (claimant's or decedent's) [care] [treatment] was being rendered under emergency

circumstances,] the [next] issue f'or you to decide is whether (defendant) acted with reckless

disregard of the consequences in (describe conduct in question); and, if so, whether that reckless

disregard was a legal cause of the [loss] [injury] [or] [damage] to (claimant, decedent or person for

whose iuj~uy claim is made).]

Reckless disregard is conduct that a (hospital] [physicians knew or should have known at

the time tl~e services were rendered created an unreasonable risk of injury affecting the life
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or health of another. An unreasonable risk is substantially greate►• than the risk created by
[acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [unJacceptable and [in]appropriate by
similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers].

If emergency circumstances have not been established by the greater weight of the evidence but the
greater weight of the evidence supports (claimant's) claim of negligence, then [your verdict [on this
claim] should be for (claimant) and against (defendant)] [`~ou should consider the defenses) raised by
(defendant)].

(Proceed to instructions 402, l a and 40~. /~)

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does not support (claimant's) claim of negligence,

then your verdict [on this claim] should be for (defendant).]

On the other hand, if emergency circumstances have been established by the greater weight of the

evidence and the greater weight of the evidence also sapports (claimant's) claim of reckless

disregard of the consequences, then [your verdict [on this claim] should be for (claimant) and

against (defendant)) [you should consider the defenses) raised by (defendant)].

(Proceed to i~nstructinns -102. l ~ and 403.1 ~)

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does not support (claimant's) claim of reckless

disregard of the- consequences, then your verdict (on this claims should be for (defendant) and

against (claimant).]

402.16b EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

(Describe conduct in question) occurred in the course of [rendering] (or] [failing to render]

emergency (care] ~treatment~ to (claimant or decedent). The issue for you to decide is whether

(defendant) acted with reckless disregard of the consequences in (describe conduct in question); and.,

if so, wl~cther that reckless disregard was ~ legal cause of the [loss] [injury] [or] [damage] to

(claimant, decedent or person for whose injury claim is made).

Reckless disregard is conduct that a [hospital] [physician] knew or should have known at

the time the services were rendered created an unreasonable risk of injury affecting the life

or Health of another. An unreasonable risk is substantially greater than the risk created by

[acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered [un]acceptable and [in]appropriate by

similar and reasonably careful [physicians] [hospitals] [health care providers].

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support (claimant's) claim, then }your verdict ion this

claim] should be for (defendant).

(However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claimant's) claim on these issues, then

your verdict ion this claim] should he for (claimant) and against (defendant).]

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (cl.aima~it's) claim on these issues, then

you should consider the defenses) raised by (defendant).
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(Proceed !o instructions 402. !-~t and d0?. l.i)

NOTES ON USE FOR 402.16

1. Instruction 402.16a should be given when there is a jury issue as to whether the care or treatment was being
rendered under emergency circu~nstance~. An approp~ iate special verdict will. he necessary to distinguish between a

finding that the care or h-catment was no[ being rcndcrcd under emergency circumstances, in which case the

standard of care is negligence, and a finding that tha care or treatment was being rendered under emergency

circumstances, in which case the standard of care is reckless disregard of the circumstances. The verdict should

contain instnictions to guide the jury depending on their finding as to whether tUe care and treatment was or was not

rendered under emergency circumstances. The burden of proof provisions of instntction 402.16a should also be

modified to incorporate the instructions in the special verdict. See Appendix A, Model Jury Instructions.

2. Instruction 402.16b should be given when the parties agree that the statute applies or when the court has

piled it applies as a matter of law.

3. Negligence of a patient, which contributes to or causes the medical condition for which treatment is sought,

is not available as a defense (as comparative negligence) to subsequent medical negligence ~~~hich causes a distinct

injury. See, e.g. A'o~-man v. Rdandurin Emergency Cure Center, Inc ., 490 So.2d 76 (Fla.. 1st DCA 1986);

Matthews v. 6iillifnrcl , 318 So.2d 480 (Fla. 2d DCA 1975); but see Vandergrift v. Fort Pierce Memorial Hosrilal,

Inc ., 3.54 So.2d 398 (Fla. 4th DCA 1978). Rare circumstances may arise, involving a patient's negligence after

emergency care or treatment has begun, in which comparative neeligence is a legitimate issue. See generally

6f'hitehead v. Linknus , 4~4 So.2d 377 (Fla. 1 st DCA 1981).

4. Pending further developments in the law, the committee reserves the issue of whether comparative

negligence is a defense when the reckless disregard standard is in effect. if the court decides that comparative

negligence is a defense, then an instniction on simple nebligence should be given.

5. "Reckless disregard," as defined and used in the context of F:S. 768.13(2)(6), does not appear to have the

same meaning as reckless disregard when used in the context of standards for punitive damages. See Fla. Std. Jury

]nstr. (Civ.) SU1.12 and 501.13.

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Echvarc~s ~ Ragatz, P.A.
Personal Injury wnd Cammerci~l'i'ri:~ls

S01 Riverside Ave., Suite 601
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

tsewe~fw.-ar~ls~~a ztz. com.—___~
THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, DO

NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS). IF YOU HAVE

RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL.

IRS CIfCU2f Z3O DISCIO5Uf2. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice

contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, For

the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any

transaction or matter addressed herein.
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"Neal Roth" To "Lake Lytal, Jr." <Ilytal@palmbeachlaw.com>, "J. Charles
~.', a <NAR~grossmenroth.Com> Ingram" <jci a~eifg-law.com>

03/20/2011 08:21 AM cc "Tom Edwards" <tse@edwardsragatz.com>, "Lang, Joseph
H." <jlang~a carltonfields.com>, "Ralph Artigliere"
<skywayra@tds.net>, "Jeff Fulford" <jeff o~fulfordlaw.com>,

bcc

Subject RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

am in agreement with Lake. This instruction needs more discussion. Thanks.

Neal A. Roth

2525 Ponce de Leon Blvd

Coral Gables, Florida 33134

305-442-8666(0)

305-285-1668(fax)

nar(c~grossmanroth.com

From: Lake Lytal, Jr. [mailto:llytalC~palmbeachlaw.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 6:24 PM
To: J. Charles Ingram
Cc: Tom Edwards; Lang, Joseph H.; Ralph Artigliere; Jeff Fulford; Boyer, Tyrie; Kest, John; Jodi B

Jennings; Amos, Joseph; jbaileyC~judll.flcourts.org; bartonjm@fljudl3.org; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum,

Louis; Neal Roth; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge
Subject: Re: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

I agree that could be deleted but I still have a big problem with the second sentence in yellow

defining unreasonable risk. The conduct the Plaintiff contends was reckless disregard would

certainly be unacceptable or inappropriate yet the instruction seems to excuse any conduct that

is unacceptable or inappropriate. It would make more sense if "simply" were placed before

"created". Maybe we can't rewrite the statute but I continue to have a problem creating a

standard instruction based on a statute that makes no sense.Wouldn't a jury who received this

istnlction be justified in finding for the defense in spite of finding that the Plaintiff was damaged

as a result of reckless disregard because the conduct was unacceptable and/or inapporpriate?

How can that be?

Sent from my iPhone
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On Mar 19, 2011, at 5:31 PM, "J. Charles Ingram" <jci~ateif~; la~<<.com> wrote:

The instructions, read together, are certainly convoluted, but I'm not
sure we can remedy this.

It gets even. worse if there are defenses!

While I'm hesitant to re-open the wording debate, do we need "at the

time the services were rendered" in the First sentence? If it were

removed, the sentence becomesless unwieldy. Isn't every action

judged at the time it occurred? We don't include "at the time the

services were rendered" in defining negligence or pro~'essional

negligence.

Why must we speak of the timing of the knowledge in this instruction?

From: Tom Edwards [mailto:tse@edwardsragatz.com]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:38 PM
To: Lake Lytal, Jr.; Lang, Joseph H.
Cc: J. Charles Ingram; Ralph Artigliere; Jeff Fulford; Boyer, Tyrie; Kest, John; Jodi B Jennings;

Amos, Joseph; ibailey@iudll.flcourts.orq; barton1m@fjudl3.orq; Bagley, Jerald; Rosenbloum,

Louis; Roth, Neal; Russo, Elizabeth; Bagley, Judge
Subject: RE: Jury Instructions --Emergency Medical Services

Based on the consensus that we use the 2 sentence version proposed by Ralph I have inserted

that into the old Emergency Medicine instruction the new "Reckless Disregard" definition we

agreed upon. I have not yet adjusted the notes — I have only read through this once so I need to

make sure there are no other statutory changes or inconsistencies ---

BUT —reading this I think the instruction at the end of 402.16(a) is confusing —that is from the

prior standard but seems difficult —

Below are all of the Emergency Medicine instructions from the current book with the new

definition inserted —the new definition is in yellow —the section that I think can get confusing is

in green:
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402.16 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT CLAIMS

INTRODUCTORY COMMENT

Instniction 402.16 addresses the provisions of F.S. 768.13(2)(b). It applies only to cases described in that
stakuic or to cases in which there is a jury issue as to the applibility of tl~e sCatute. Instruction 402.16 does
not apply to cases involving patients capable of receiving treatment as non-emergency patients, even if
treated in an emergency room.

Instnictio❑ 402.16a applies. to cases in which there is a jury issue as to whether the stahite applies.
Instruction 402,16b applies to cases in which either chc parties agree that the statute applies or the court has
ruled that the statute applies as a matter of law.

The applicable part of instniction 402.16 should be preceded by instnictions 402.1, 402.2, 402.3, and.
403.6. Instniction 40 .4 should not be given in the ordinary sequence as it is, to the extent applicable,

incorporated in instruction 402.16. ]f there are any preliminary vicarious liability issues, instructions 402.9

and 402.1 U should also be given.

No reported decision construes the legislative intent behind this section. Based upon the definition of
"reckless disregard" in F S. 76R.13(2)(b)3, the committee has concluded that the intent was to limit
liability in civil actions for damages arising gut of fact situations to which the statute applies to cases where
something more than "simple" negligence is established. Therefore, the standard instructions dealing with
"simple" negligence are not appropriate for civil damage actions to which the statute applies.

402.16a EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

Jury Issue as to Application of F.S. 768.13(2)(b)

(1). Preliminary issue nn application of statute:

The first issue for you to decide on (claimant's) claim against (defendant) is whether

(claimant) was being [cared fort [treated] under emergency circumstances.
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~C~re] [treatment] is rendered under emergency circumstances when a [hospital]
physician] renders medical (care] treatment] required by a sudden, unexpected situation
or event that resulted in a serious medical condition. demanding immediate medical
attention, for which (claimant or decedent) initially entered the Hospital through its
[emergency room] [trauma center]., before (claimant or decedent) vas medically stabilized
and capable of receiving [care] [treatment] as a nonemergency patient.

if the greater weight of the evidence does not support that (claimant's or decedent's) [care)

[treatment) was being rendered under emergency circumstances then you shall proceed to

decide whether (defendant) was negligent in [his] (her] (its] scare] [treatment] of (claimant or

decedent).

However, if the greater weight of the evidence supports that (claimant's or decedent's) [care)

[treatment] was being rendered under emergency circumstances, then you shall proceed to

decide whether (defendant) acted in reckless disregard of the consequences in [his] [her] [its]

[care] [treatment] of (claimant or decedent).

(2), Issues i~egurding negligence:

[If you find that (claimant's or decedent's) [care] f treatment) was not being rendered under

emergency circumstances,] the next] issue for you to decide is whether (defendant) was

negligent in (describe conduct in question); and, if so, whether that negligence was a legal

cause of the [loss] [injury] [or] [damage] to (claimant, decedent or person for whose injury

claim is made).

"Negligence" is the failure to use reasonable care. Reasonable care on the part of a

[hospital] [physician] is that level of care, skill and treatment which, in light of all relevant

surrounding circumstances, is recognized as acceptable and appropriate by similar and

reasonably careful [hospitals] [physicians]. Negligence on the part of a [hospital] [physician]

is doing something that a reasonably careful [hospitals [physician) would not do under like

circumstances or failing to do something that a reasonably careful (hospitals physician]

would do under like circumstances.

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support this claim, then your verdict [on this

claim] should be for (defendant).
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However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claimant's) claim on these
issues, then your verdict [on this claim] should be for (claimant) and against (defendant).]

However, if' the greater ~~s-eight of the evidence does support (claim-ant's) claim, then you
should consider the defenses) raised by (defendant).]

(3). ls,sues regarding reckle,s,c disregard.

~If ,you find that (claimant's or decedent's) [care] [treatment] was being rendered under
emergency circumstances,] the [next] issue for you to decide is whether (defendant) acted
with reckless disregard of the consequences in (describe conduct in question); and, if so,
whether that reckless disregard was a legal cause of the [loss] [injury] ~orJ [damage] to
(claimant, decedent or person for whose injury claim is made).]

Reckless disregard is conduct that a [hospital] [physician] knew or should have

known at the time the services were rendered created an unreasonable risk of injury

affecting the life or health of another. An unreasonable risk is substantially greater

than the risk created by [acting] [or] [failing to act] in a way considered

[un]acceptable and [inJappropriate by similar and reasonably careful [physicians]

[hospitals] [health care providers].

If emergency circumstances have not been established by the greater weight of the evidence
but the greater weight of the evidence supports (claimant's) claim of negligence, then [your
verdict [on this claim] should be for (claimant) and against (defendant)] [you should consider

the defenses) raised by (defendant)].

(Proceed Yo instrr+ctions 402.14 and 402.15)

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does not support (claimant's) claim of

negligence, then your verdict [on this claim] should be for (defendant).]
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On the other hand, if emergency circumstances have been established by the greater weight
of the evidence and the greater weight of the evidence also supports (claimant's) claim of
reckless disregard of the consequences, then [your verdict [on this claim] should be for
(claimant) and against (defendant)] [you should consider the defenses) raised by (defendant)].

(Proceed to instr•tic7ions 402.14 and 402.1 S)

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does not support (claimant's) claim of

reckless disregard of tl~e consequences, then your verdict [on this claim] should Ue for
(defendant) and against (claimant).]

402.16b EMF,RGF,NCY MEDICAL. TREATMENT

(:Describe conduct in question) occurred in the course of rendering] ~orJ [failing to render

emergency scare] [treatments to (claimant or decedent). The issue for you to decide is

whether (defendant) acted with reckless disregard of the consequences in (describe conduct in

question); and, if so, whether that reckless disregard was a legal cause of the [loss] [injury]

for] damage] to (claimant, decedent or person for whose injury claim is made).

Reckless disregard is conduct that a [hospital][physician] knew or should have

known at the time the services were rendered created an unreasonable risk of injury

affecting the life or health of another. An unreasonable risk is substantially greater

than the risk created by [acting] [or] [failing to acts in a way considered

~un]acceptable and ~inJappropriate by similar and reasonably careful (physicians

[hospitals] [health care providers].

If the greater weight of the evidence does not support (claimant's) claim, then your verdict

ion this claim] should he for (defendant).
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[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claimant's) claim on these

issues, then your verdict [on this claim] should be for (claimant) and against (defendant).]

[However, if the greater weight of the evidence does support (claimant's) claim on these

issues, then you should consider the defenses) raised by (defendant).)

(Proceed to instructions ,t02. l4 and ~02.I.i)

NOTES ON USE FOR 402.16

L Instn~ction 402.16a should be given when there is a jury issue as to whether the care or treatment

was being rendered under emergency circumstances. An appropriate special verdict will be necessary to

distinguish benvicen a finding that the care or treatment was not being rendered under emergency

circumstances, in which case the standard of care is negligence, and a finding that the care or treatment was

being rendered under emergency circumstances, in which case the standard of care is reckless disregard of

the circumstances. The verdict should contain instructions to guide the jury depending on their finding as

to whether the care and treatment was or was not rendered raider emergency circumstances. The burden of

proof provisions of instruction 402.16a should also be modified to incorporate the instnictions in the

special verdict. See Appendix A, Model Jury instructions.

2. Instruction 4U2.16b should be given when the parties agree that the statute applies or when the

court has ruled it applies as a matter of law.

3. Negligence of a patietlt, which contributes to or causes the medical condition for which treatment

is sought, is not lvailable as a defense (as comparative neglisence) to subsequent medical negligence

which causes a distinct injury. See, e.g. , ~'~'ormun v. d1a~~darin Emergence Care Center, Ifze ., 490 So.2d

76 (Fla. I st DCA 1986); h9a(thetii~,s v. I~Villifi~rd , 3 ] R So.2d 480 (Fla. 2d DCA 1.975); bu[ see ~'andergrift

v. Fa•t Pierce :Llema~al Hospital, Inc ., 354 So.2d 398 (Fla. 4th DCA 1978). Rare circumstances may

arise, involving a patient's negligence after emergency care or treatment has begun, in which comparative

negligence is a legitimate issue. See generally YY'hilehead v. Lrnkous , 404 So.2d 377 (Fla. 1st DCA 1981).

4. Pending further developments in the law, the conunittee reserves the issue of whether comparative

negligence is a defense when the reckless disregard standard is in effect. If the court dacides that

comparative negligence is a defense, then an instruction on simple negligence should be given.

5. "Reckless disregard," as defined and used in the context of F.S. 768.13(2)(b), does not appear to
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have the same meaning as reckless disregard when used in the context of standards for punitive damages.
See Fla, Std. hiry Instr. (Civ.) 501.12 and 501.13.

Thomas S. Edwards, Jr.

Edwards & Ra~atz, l'.A

Yerso~al In,jm-y and Commerci:d'I'rialc

501 Riverside Ave., Suite 601

Jacksonville, Florida 32202

Phone 904-399-1609/Fax 904-399-1615

l`.- S F.:ae P.. C~ LVd 2"Cl' S r..cl C~cl t:: ~ . C OR!

THIS E-MAIL TRANSMISSION IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED

RECIPIENT, DO NOT READ, DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING ANY

ATTACHMENTSJ. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED TH15 E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY E-MAIL

REPLY AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL. IRS CI~CuIa~ 230 Di5Clo5Ure. To ensure compliance with requirements

imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any federal tax advice contained in this communication {including any attachments) was not

intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal

Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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~~j irk ~ i~trict ~o urt o f ~~~ e~~
State of Florida, July Term, A.D. 2011

Opinion filed September 28, 2011.
Not final until disposition of timely filed motion for rehearing.

No. 3D10-1018
Lower Tribunal No. 01-14439

The Public Health Trust of Miami-Dade County,
Petitioner/Appellant,

vs.

Shaniah Rolle, etc., et al.,
Respondents/Appel lees.

On Petition for Writ of Certiorari to the Circuit Court for Miami-Dade

County, William Thomas, Judge.

R. A. Cuevas, Jr., County Attorney, and Eric K. Gressman, Assistant County

Attorney; Fowler, White, Burnett, et al., and Christopher E. Knight and June

Galkoski Hoffman; Hall Booth Smith & Slover and Jack G. Gresh, Pro-Hac Vice

(Atlanta, Ga.), for petitioner/appellant.

Burlington & Rockenbach and Philip M. Burlington (West Palm Beach);

Sheldon J. Schlesinger and Crane A. Johnston (Ft. Lauderdale); Michael B.

Solomon, for respondents/appellees.

Before WELLS, C.J., and SHEPHERD and SALTER, JJ.
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SHEPHERD, J.

The Public Health Trust of Miami-Dade County petitions for certiorari relief

from a trial court order denying its motion for summary judgment on its defense of

sovereign immunity and motion for judgment on the pleadings, asserting it was

immune from liability under Florida's Good Samaritan Act, section 768.13 of the

Florida Statutes (2004). We deny the petition.

This is a ten-year-old medical malpractice case in which the respondents,

Shaniah Rolle, a minor, through her natural parent, Queen Seriah Azulla Dabrio,

and Queen Seriah Azulla Dabrio, individually, have sued some twenty-five

medical doctors, their professional associations, the Broward Hospital District

d/b/a Memorial Regional Hospital, the Public Health Trust of Miami-Dade County

d/b/a Jackson Memorial Hospital, and the University of Miami d/b/a University of

Miami School of Medicine, for negligent treatment and care from the day Shaniah

was born, August 16, 1996, through the time of suit. Shaniah was born with

multiple medical and physical abnormalities and conditions, including gastric

perforation, alife-threatening condition for which she underwent surgery the day

after her birth at Memorial Regional Hospital. After an extended neo-natal stay in

Memorial Regional, she was discharged into the care of multiple pediatric and

gastroenterology physicians, some of whom also are named defendants in this

action, for her conditions.
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On June l 1, 1999, Shaniah presented to the emergency room of Jackson

Memorial Hospital in danger of death. Emergency room physicians quickly

diagnosed Shaniah as suffering from multiple virulent conditions, including

ischemia from a disseminated pneumococcal infection, which had stopped the flow

of blood to her extremities, and gangrene. After consultation with Shaniah's

mother, a team of Jackson physicians conducted afour-extremity amputation on

the young girl—removing both arms below the elbow and both of her legs below

her knees. Although it is not seriously disputed this emergency surgery saved

Shaniah's life, Shaniah and her mother, through counsel, now allege, inter alia, that

Jackson emergency physicians failed to act quickly enough—during the first hour

and a half or more from Shaniah's arrival at the hospital—to provide her with

appropriate fluids and antibiotics, which they contend would have avoided the

need for the amputations. Since the filing of this action, Broward Memorial

Hospital has settled with Shaniah and her family for the sum of $200,000.

The Public Health Trust advances two principle arguments in support of its

petition. First, it argues it is sovereignly immune from suit under section 768.28(5)

of the Florida Statutes (2004), because another government entity, the Broward

County Hospital District, acting on behalf of Memorial Regional Hospital, has paid

up to the amount of the cap for which the State and its political subdivisions can be

required to pay in this case. Section 7.68.28(5) reads as follows:
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Neither the state nor its agencies or subdivisions shall be liable to pay
a claim or a judgment by any one person which exceeds the sum of
$100,000 or any claim or judgment, or portions thereof, which, when
totaled with all other claims or judgments paid by the state or its
agencies or subdivisions arising out of the same incident or
occurrence, exceeds the sum of $200,000. However, a judgment or

judgments may be claimed and rendered in excess of these amounts
and may be settled and paid pursuant to this act up to $100,000 or

$200,000, as the case may be; and that portion of the judgment that
exceeds these amounts may be reported to the Legislature, but may be
paid in part or in whole only by further act of the Legislature.

The argument does not afford the Trust any relief at this non-final stage of this

proceeding. Assuming the Trust has some liability to Shaniah and her mother for

her condition, it is by no means certain at this time that the Trust's alleged

negligence `.`[arose] out of the same incident or occurrence" as did the alleged

negligence of Memorial Regional Hospital, now settled. This is a question for

another day, should it arrive. Moreover, as we recently have explained, even if the

Rolles have been paid the statutory maximum permitted under the statute, the trial

court still has jurisdiction to enter a judgment against the Trust for purposes of

supporting a potential claims bill to the legislature. See State De~'t of Envtl. Prot.

v. Garcia, No. 3D10-1625, 2011 WL 3300540, at *4 (Fla. 3d DCA Aug. 3, 2011)

(citing Gerard v. Dept of Transp., 472 So. 2d 1170 (Fla. 1985)).

The Trust next asserts it is immune from suit under Florida's Good

Samaritan Act, section 768.13, Florida Statutes (2004). This Act provides that any

health care provider, including a public hospital, such as Jackson Memorial
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Hospital, "shall not be held liable for any civil damages as a result of [emergency]

medical care or treatment unless such damages result from providing, or failing to

provide, medical care or treatment under circumstances demonstrating a reckless

disregard for the consequences so as to affect the life or health of another."

768.13(2)(b)1., Fla. Stat. (2004) (emphasis added); see also Recent Developments,

32 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 973, 997 (2005) (discussing parameters for liability under the

Act). The Trust argues the Rolles have not properly pled around the ordinary

negligence bar contained in the statute. However, even if they have, it is our view

that, despite some language in the statute that arguably might lead to a contrary

conclusion, the Act, by its terms, provides the Trust with a defense to liability if it

meets the exculpatory requirements of the Act, but it does not provide it sovereign

immunity from suit.

Our reading of the Act is consistent with guidance recently received from

the Florida Supreme Court in Wallace v. Dean, 3 So. 3d 1035 (Fla. 2009),

clarifying the difference between lack of duty and thus non-liability and sovereign

immunity. The Florida Supreme Court stated:

When addressing the issue of governmental liability under Florida

law, we have repeatedly recognized. that a duty analysis is

' Section 768.13(2)(c)3 states that the legislative intent of the immunity provision ~

of the Act "is to encourage health care practitioners to provide necessary

emergency care to all persons without fear of litigation." We find this sub-sub

paragraph of the Act unhelpful on the immunity from liability/immunity from suit

issue we are called upon to decide in this case.
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conceptually distinct from any later inquiry regarding whether the
governmental entity remains sovereignly immune from suit
notwithstanding the waiver present in section 768.28, Florida Statutes.

Id. at 1044 (footnote omitted). As the court further explained, "the absence of a

duty of care renders the defendant nonliable as a matter of law because his, her, or

its actions are therefore non-tortious vis-a-vis the plaintiff." Id. at 1045. Based on

Wallace, just days ago in Miami Dade County v. Rodriguez, No. 3D10-856, slip

op. at 5 (Fla. 3d DCA Aug. 31, 2011), we clarified our own decisional law in this

area, stating we "will no longer exercise our certiorari jurisdiction to review orders

either denying motions to dismiss or denying motions for summary judgment

where the sovereign argues that it is not liable as alleged because no duty can be

demonstrated." As Professor Prosser succinctly stated, "Duty is only a word with

which we state our conclusion that there is or is not to be liability." William L.

Prosser, Palsgraf Revisited, 52 Mich. L. Rev. 1, 15 (1953).

In this case, the sovereign seeks to invoke a provision of the Act to except it

on the facts and circumstances of this case from the "waive[r ofd sovereign

immunity for liability for torts" provided by section 768.28(1) of the Florida

Statutes. This is afact-specific defense for which the Trust will have the burden of

affirmative proof at trial. See~e•~•, Christensen v. Cooper, 972 So. 2d 207, 209

(Fla. 5th DCA 2007) (asserting the Act as an affirmative defense); accord N.

Miami Med. Ctr. v. Prezeau, 793 So. 2d 1142 (Fla. 3d DCA 2001); Frawley v. City
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of Lake Worth, 603 So. 2d 1327 (Fla. 4th DCA 1992). It does not fall within that

narrow range of cases involving "discretionary functions of government [that] are

inherent in the act of governing and are [therefore] immune from suit." See

Trianon Park Condo. Assn v. City of Hialeah, 458 So. 2d 912, 918 (Fla. 1985)

(citing Commercial Carrier Corp. v. Indian River Cntv., 371 So. 2d 1010 (Fla.

1979).).

Petition denied.
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Memorandum

TO: JOSEPH LANG, LAKE LYTAL, AND DAVID SALES

FROM; NEAL A. ROTH, ESQ.

RE: PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE SUBCOMMITTEE

DATE: JUNE 11, 2012

Gentlemen, thank you for taking the time to participate in today's call.
This memo will summarize our recommendations with respect to the
outstanding issues which are reflected in the minutes from our last meeting:

1. Insofar as Larry Stewart's letter is concerned in which he points
out that certain notes on use were deleted on the instructions relating to
professional negligence, it is the suggestion of the Professional Negligence
Subcommittee that these notes on use not be reincorporated into the Standaxd
Jury Instructions. It is felt that it would be a rare circumstance where a party
would request either of the instructions outlined in Larry's letter.

2. The subcommittee considered once again the issue of Florida
Statute §768.13 relating to immunity with respect to emergency care. There
are two proposed notes which the Subcommittee would like the full committee
to consider and they are as follows:

a. This statute was amended in 2003 and the following
instructions should be used only in cases which the statute, prior to the
amendments, apply. The Standard Jury Instruction Committee has considered
the statute as amended over a considerable length of time. The Committee has
concluded that it cannot draft a plain English instruction pertaining to
~768.13(2)(b)(3) without interpreting legislative intent and conflicting with
recognize principles of tort laws adopted by Florida courts. The Committee will
again consider an appropriate instruction for the statute once guidance is
available from decisions of the Florida appellate courts.

The alternative note would read as follows:

a. Florida Statute ~768.13(b)~3) was amended in 2003. The
Committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction which would
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represent a correct statement of the law. It cannot do so without rendering an
interpretation of legislative intent which is beyond the purview of the
Committee.

Additionally, inasmuch as the Third District issued an opinion in Public
Health Trust of Miami-Dade County u. Rolle (36 F1a.L.Weekly D2139), it is the
view of the Subcommittee that an additional note should be included in the
instructions. It would read as follows:

Pursuant to Public Health Trust of Miami-Dade County v. Rolle, (36
F1a.L.Weekly D2139), the immunity provided for in ~768.13(b)(3)
must be pled as an affirmative defense and the burden of proof
rests with the defendants to establish every element of the defense.

3. The Subcommittee also considered the issue of the standard jury

instruction relating to reduction of damages to present money value and as it

relates to X768.77. The Subcommittee recommends the following note:

a. It is noted that this instruction may conflict with

~768.77(2)(a)(2), Fla. Stat., in medical malpractice cases where a party has

requested that future damages be paid by periodic payments. No standard

instruction or statute has been adopted as this statute is seldom used.

We believe that we have appropriately covered the outstanding issues

which were discussed at the last full committee meeting as well as the

additional matter of Larry Stewart's letter to Judge Barton.

If anyone has any additional thoughts or questions, please let me know

and I will share them with the rest of the Subcommittee.
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_ ~ FW: Professional Negligence Subcommittee
-- Neal Roth tr; 'Jodi B Jennings' Qjenning@flabar.org) 06119/2012 04:51 PM

Please include this as well. We will discuss these points at the meeting. Thanks.

Neal A. Roth
2525 Ponce de Leon Blvd
Coral Gables, Florida 33134
305-442-8666(0)

305-285-1668(fax)

nar@grossmanroth.com
From: skywayra tds.net [mailto:skywayra@tds.net]
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:21 AM
To: Donald M. Hinkle; Neal Roth
Cc: Charles Ingram (jci@eifg-law,com); david@salesappeals.com; Gregorio Francis
(gfrancis@forthepeople.com); Jeffrey Fulford (jell@fulfordlaw.com); Jerald Bagley
(jbagley@judil.flcourts.org); John Kest (ctjujkl@ocnjcc.org); Lytal, Lake (Ilytal@lytalreiter.com); Pete
DeMahy (pdemahy@dldlawyers.com); Louis Rosenbloum (Irosenbloum@rosenbloumlaw.com); Russo,

Elizabeth (ekr@russoappeals.com); Tyrie Boyer (TWBoyer@coj,net); Barton, James;
jlang@carltonfields.com; 'Jodi B Jennings' (jjenning@flabar,org)
Subject: Re: Professional Negligence Subcommittee

Neal,

1 am sorry I missed the call. I was traveling for judicial education.

I agree with the results of the good work done as expressed in the memo, with the following

clarification. I assume the following language recommending an additional comment is designed

to ensure that the jury is instructed on burden of proof on the defense. If so, we may want to

cross reference the specific standard instruction that accomplishes this. If not, then this is not a

matter for committee comment. Also, the idea that statutory immunity is an affirmative defense

is not a revelation, is it? 1 am not saying I oppose it. 1 just want to confirm why a new comment

is recommended at this point.

"Additionally, inasmuch as the Third District issued an opinion in Public

Health Trust of Miami-Dade County v. Rolle (36 F1a.L.Weekly D2139), it is the

view of the Subcommittee that an additional note should be included in the

instructions. It would read as follows:

Pursuant to Public Health Trust of Miami-Dade County v. Rolle,

(36 F1a.I,.Weekly D2139), the immunity provided for in ~768.13(b)(3)

must be pled as an affirmative defense and the burden of proof rests with

the defendants to establish every element of the defense."

I appreciate the good efforts of those who participated in the call and regret that I was not able to

be on the line.
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Ralph Artigliere

On Wed, .Tun 13, 20l 2 at 7:06 PM, Donald M. Hinkle <don@hinkleforan.com> wrote:
Excellent — sorry I was late to the call. I would much rather have been speaking with you than
deposing a most recalcitrant witness.

From: Neal Roth <nar@grossmanroth.com<mailto:nar a~grossmanroth.com»
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2012 6:05 PM
To: "Ralph Artigliere (skywayra cr;'tds.net<mailto:skywayra@tds.net>)" <sky~~~ayra@tds.net
<mailto:skywayra(aJtds.net», "J. Charles Ingram" <jci@eifg-law.com<mailto:jci@eifg-la~~v.com

», David Sales <david@salesappeals.com<mailto:david@salesappeals.com», Don Hinkle <
don@hinkleforan.com<mailto:don@hinkleforan.com», "Gregorio Francis
gfi•ands@forthepeople.com<mailto:gfrancis@forthepeople.com>)" <
gfrancis@forthepeople.com<mailto:gfrancis@forthepeople.com», Jeffrey Fulford <
jeff@fulfordlaw.com<mailto:,jeff@fulfiordlaw.com», "Hon. Jerald Bagley" <

jbagley@judl 1.filcourts.org<mailto:jbagley@judl l .flcourts.org», "Hon. James Marshall Kest" 
<ctjujkl@ocnjcc.org<mailto:ctjujkl@ocnjcc.org», "Lytal, Lake (Ilytal(c~lytalreiter.com 

<mailto:llytal@lytalreiter.com>)" <llytal@lytalreiter.com<mailto:llytal(c~lytalreiter.com»,

Neal Roth <nar@grossmanroth.com<mailto:nar@grossmanmth.com», "Pete DeMahy
pdemahy@dfdlawyers.com<mailto:pdemahy@dldlawyers.co~n>)" <pdemahy@dldlawyers.com 

<mailto:pdemahy@dldlawyers.com», Louis Rosenbloum <lrosenbloum@rosenbloumlaw.com 
<mailto:lrosenbloum@rosenbloumlaw.com», "Elizabeth K. Russo" <ekr~russoappeals.com

<mailto:ekr@russoappeals.com», "Hon. Tyrie Boyer" <twboyer@coj.net<mailto:

twboyer cn"r coj.uet», James Barton <BARTONJM@fljudl3.org<mailto:
BARTONJM@fljudl3.org», Joseph Lang <jlang@carltonfields.com<mailto:
jlang@carltonfields.com»
Cc: Jodi B Jennings <jjenning@flabar.org<mailto:,jjenning@flabar.org»

Subject: FW: Professional Negligence Subcommittee

Attached is the report on our outstanding issues. Only a few of us were on the call so I wanted to

share this with you in the event you have a different view. 1 believe Jodi would like this report

submitted by June 18th. Please feel free to offer any comments. Thanks.

Neal A. Roth
2525 Ponce de Leon Blvd
Coral Gables, Florida 33134
305-442-8666(0)
305-285-1668(fax)
nar@grossmanroth.com<mailto:nar@grossmanroth.com>
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From: Mary B. Nagler
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 11:50 AM
To: Neal Roth
Subject: Professional Negligence Subcommittee

Mary Nagler
Legal Assistant to Neal A. Roth
Grossman Roth, P.A.
2525 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Suite ] 150
Coral Gables, Florida 33134
(305) 442-8666
(305) 285-1668
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Memorandum

TO: PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
FLORIDA STANDARD CIVIL JURY INSTRUCTIONS COMMITTEE

FROM: NAR

DATE: FEBRUARY 6, 2013

As promised, this memo will set forth several alternatives suggested by

the subcommittee members with respect to dealing with the Emergency

Medical Services instruction. I will convene one final conference call to see if

we can get a clear consensus on which of the alternatives to use. We may wind

up combining some of the ones I am setting forth in this memo, but I am taking

this from the e-mail exchanges that have taken place thus far.

Emergency Medical Services - No. 1'

The Florida Legislature amended ~768.13(b)(3), effective September 15,

2003. For instructions applicable to causes action arising prior to that date

see Appendix to this book.

The Committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the

amended statute, but has been unable to do so. The Committee will consider

an appropriate instruction once guidance is provided from decisions of the

Florida Appellate courts.

In regard to the application of ~768.13(b)(3), see Public Health Trust of

Miami Dade County v. Rolle, 88 So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011).

Emergency Medical Services - No. 2

The Florida Legislature amended ~768.13(b)(3), effective September 15,

2003. For instructions applicable to causes action arising prior to that date

see Appendix to this book.

The Committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the

amended statute, but has been unable to do so. The Committee will consider
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an appropriate instruction once guidance is provided from decisions of the
Florida Appellate courts.

In regard to the application of §768.13(b)(3), see Public Health Trust of
Miami Dade County v. Rolle, 88 So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011)
Florida Board of ~'rustees v. Stone, 92 So.3d 264 (Fla. lgt DCA 2012;.

Emergency Medical Services - No. 3

The Florida Legislature amended ~768.13(b)(3), effective September 15,

2003. For instructions applicable to causes action arising prior to that date

see Appendix to this book.

The Committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the

amended statute, but has been unable to do so ~~~ithout interpreting legislative

intent. The Committee will consider an appropriate instruction once guidance

is provided from decisions of the Florida Appellate courts.

In regard to the application of ~768.13(b)(3~, see Public Health Trust of

Miami Dade County v. Rolle, 88 So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011) and University of

Florida Board of Trustees v. Stone, 92 So.3d 264 (Fla. 1St DCA 2012).

Emergency Medical Services - No. 4

The Florida Legislature amended §768.13(b)(3), effective September 15,

2003. For instructions applicable to causes action arising prior to that date

see Appendix to this book.

The Committee u~i11 consider an appropriate instruction once guidance is

provided from decisions of the Florida appellate. courts.,

In regard to the application of ~768.13(b)(3), see Public Health Trust of

Miami Dade County v. Rolle, 88 So.3d 191 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011) and University of

Florida Board of Trustees u. Stone, 92 So.3d 264 (Fla. ls~ DCA 2012).
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-, To; "'Jodi B Jennings' (jjenningQa flabar.org)" ~jjenning@flabar.org>

~~o-a t.;i;:

. ~i` ~.,CC'

b„~.,~„~- ;`;s:,7;e:r.~.: FW: Emergency Medical Services -Nos. 1-4
3 3 corn: Neal Roth <NAR@grossmanroth.com> -Saturday 02/16/2013 10:12 AM

From: David Sales [mailto;david@salesappeals.com]
Sent: Monday, February li, 2013 10.21 AM
To: Pete DeMahy
Cc: Donald M. Hinkle; Neal Roth; Ralph Artigliere (skywayra@tds.net); Charles Ingram
(jci@eifg-law.com); Gregorio Francis (gfrancis@forthepeople.com); Jeffrey Fulford (jell@fulfordlaw.com);
Jerald Bagley (jbagley@judll.flcourts.org); Lytal, Lake (Ilytal@lytalreiter.com); Louis Rosenbloum 
(Irosenbloum@rosenbloumlaw.com); Russo, Elizabeth (ekr@russoappeals,com); tdukes@mmdorl.com;
Tyrie Boyer (TWBoyer@coj,net); Barton, James; 'Jodi B Jennings' (jjenning@flabar.org)
Subject: Re: Emergency Medical Services -Nos. 1-4

I would go with 3. Here is a possible slight modification.

The Committee has attempted to write a plain English instruction for the
amended statute, but has been unable to do so without attempting to discern
the intent of the Legislature, which is not stated. The Committee will consider
an appropriate instruction once guidance is provided from decisions of the
Florida Appellate courts.
On Mon, Feb l 1, 2013 at 9:47 AM, Pete DeMahy <pdemahy(~dldlawyers.com> wrote:
that's an oxymoron..."legislative intellect"...cant say that either!

Pete L. DeMahy
Coral Gables/Miami
t; 305.443.4850 ~ f: 305.443.5960 ~ e: pdemahy~dldlawye~~s.comMiami-Dade:
Alhambra Center - Penthouse ~ 150 Alhambra Circle ~ Coral Gables, Florida
33134
Broward: 6400 North Andrews Avenue, Suite 500 ~ Fort Lauderdale, Florida
33309
dldlawyers.com <http://www.dldlawyers.com>
<http://www.l i nked in.com/groups?gid=4227207&trk=hb_s ide_g>
<http://www. l inkedin.com/company/dld-lawyers>
<http://www.facebook.com/pages/DLD-Lawyers/125022064280249>
<http://dldpc.~~~ordpress.com>
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail transmission and any documents, files
or previous e-mail messages attached to it, are confidential and are
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrine.
If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
review, disclosure, copying, dissemination, distribution or use of any of
the information contained in, or attached to this e-mail transmission is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error,
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please immediately notify me by forwarding this e-mail to
pdemahy@dldlawyers.com, or by telephone at 305.443.4850 and then delete
the message and its attachments from your computer.

On 2/10/13 5:56 PM, "Donald M. Hinkle" <don@hinkleforan.com> wrote:

>Thank you Neal. I can go with three. While we cannot say this, I must
>note the problem is not a lack of legislative intent. It is a lack of
>legislative intellect. The statute is unintelligible:

>3.~For purposes of this paragraph, "reckless disregard" as it applies to
>a given health care provider rendering emergency medical services shall
>be such conduct that a health care provider knew or should have known, at
>the time such services were rendered, created an unreasonable risk of
>injury so as to affect the life or health of another, and such risk was
>substantially greater than that which is necessary to make the conduct

>negligent.

>Sent from my iPhone

>On Feb 10, 2013, at 10:45 AM, "Neal Roth" 
><NAR@grossmanroth.com<mailtoNAR@grossmanroth.com» wrote:

>Attaclled is my memo summarizing the 4 ideas to solve the ER instruction

>issue. If we can get consensus then only one will be presented to the

>full committee. If not we will present the top 2,or 3,or 4,or,5 or

>6.........Please respond via e-mail. If we need. one more call it will be at the

>end of this week. Thanks.

>Neal A, Rath
>2525 Ponce de Leon Blvd
>Coral Gables, Florida 33134
>305-442-8666(0)
>305-285-1668(fax) 
>nar(aJgrossmanroth.com<mailto:nar@grossmanroth.com>

>From: Mary B. Nagler
>Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 2:40 PM
>To: Neal Roth
>Subject: Emergency Medical Services -Nos. 1-4
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>Mary Nagler
>Legal Assistant to Neal A. Roth
>Grossman Roth, P.A.
>2525 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
>Suite 1150
>Coral Gables, Florida 33134
>(305) 442-8666
>(305) 285-1668

><Memo -Professional Negligence Committee -forwarding Emergency Medical
>Services Nos. 1-4.doc>

iooi North U.S. Highway One
Suite 200
Jupiter, FL 33477

(56i) 744-0888
(56i) 755-0880 (fax)
david@salesappeals.com
~~vw.salesappeals.com
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